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quarter or two and a half yard wiue
Unbleached Sheeting at only 18 cents.
Also seven quarter full Bleached Sheeting at only 12 1-2 cents per yard. 10
quarter Bleached Sheetings 25 cents.
No such prices can he made soon as these
are closed out.

RINES

BROS.
s<U>5____suit
DR. E. B.

REED,

Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician
Medical Rooms 592 Congress St.,

with tlieir full name and place of residence ami
one 2-cent
stamp and $2.00. Examination second
sight and consultation free.
a. m. to
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Cleansed

today are
threatening weather and rain, southwesterly
winds, lower temperature.
local weatheh report.

Dyed

No Kipping Required. Kid Gloves Cleansed
every day.aprllsueodtt
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W.D. LITTLE & CO.,
31 EXCHANGE STREET,
Established in 1843.

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
(Sept. 4, 1885, 10 P. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time
at all stations.
Thermo’ter

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
olass American and Foreign Co's at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.
je!7snly

MARIE INSURANCE
ATLANTIC
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
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Block Island 29.92
Boston, Mass 29.85
Eastport. Me 29.93
Mt. Wasli’t’n 29.89
Portland. Me 29.83
Albany, N. Y 29.87
New York... 29.93
Norfolk, Va. 30.05
Atlanta, Ga.. 30.03
Charleston... 30.00

Jacksonville. 30.02
Savannah,Ga 30.03

Premiums

St.Paul,Minn

30.07
30.20
30.20
30.18

January,
December,
1884.$3,958,039.44
1884 to 31st

Premiums on Policies not marked
oft 1st January, 1884. 1,447,756.70

Premiums marked off from Jan. 1.
1884, to Dee. 31, 1884.$4,046,271.04
Losses paid during same period. 2,109,919.20

$12,938,289.38.
Six Per Cent. Interest on amount Outstanding Script Paid on and after Fell. 3, 1885.
Dividend to Policy Holders on Premium
Terminating in 1884.

40 PER CENT.
AFTER PROOF.

J. D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President,
W.H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President,
J. H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.

J. W. MUNGER &

CO.,

CORRESPONDENTS,

Portland,
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burglars

last night.
They broke into the
stable and then went into the house and
took Mr. Adams’ pants and vest from his
sleeping room, carried them out into the
kitchen and took from them a gold watch
and chain worth $175, and a few dollars in
change. There is no clue to the robbers.
Drowned While

CALL
SEE

AT

STAND AND
LARGEST STOCK OF

THE

THE

OLD

PIANOS. ORGANS, STOOLS AND
COVERS.
Some Rare Bargains still remain.

pairing

Tuning

and

re-

to order.

Samuel Thurston,

3 Free Street Blcek,

Portland.

Cathering

Lilies.

Bangor, Sept. 4.—Miss Ida M. Bickford,
aged 23, of Newburgh, was drowned at HerPond yesterday morning.
She went
out alone in a boat after pond lilies and fell
in. The pond was dragged and the body
was recovered six hours afterwards.
mon

Fire in New Sharon.

Farmington, Sept. 4.—The

house of Mrs.

Rockland, Sept. 4.—Addison Carter of
Bristol who with his family has been camping on Ragged Island several weeks went to
Matinicus, one mile distant, yesterday to
purchase provisions. He left Matinicus at
noon in a smallkail boat since which nothing
has been heard of him, and he is probably
lost. Search is now being made for him.
The West Point Cadetship.
Lewiston, Sept. 4.—The board designated
by Congressman Dingley to examine applicants for appointment to West Point from
this district met to-day, and after examining
fourteen applicants reported that Gilbert M.
Wheeler of Bowdoin stood first and Frederick M. Plummer of Auburn second. In ac'
cordaucc with the unanimous recommendation of the board, Mr. Wheeler will be
nominated for appointment.
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Personal.

Farmington, Sept. 4.—Hon. E. B. Wasliburue of Illinois and Judge Drummond of
Chicago arrived here to-day and are at the

(Successor
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Geo. W. Frank &

I)arrow.)

Choice Firwt Mortgages In the best Farmiup

Dlstricte in Iowa, Missouri. Kansas and Nebraska
Internet paid at your own home in N. V. Exch-mue.

SWTWELVE YEARS’ EXPERIENCE

In loaning for Private Investors and 'i rust Funds
“NOT HOW MUCH, BUT HOW WK1A..'
to our Motto in Loaning. Send for circular

giving full particulars as to

loans,

references, etc

Interest from l>nnc of Receipt of Money.

»-CORRESPONDENCE tSOiaciTED.
CFAS.C.NOBTON,Cash’r. Lew E.DArujow.Pres’t
(Oilman, Son t Co.. Bankers, N. Y.City,
Merer to j merchant* 13 *•.»'» a
Bank. Chicago, Ulioofe
UOV20
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THE CIVIL SERVICE.

Brought to Test the Constitutionality of the Law.

New York, Sept. 4.—A suit lias been
commenced in the United States Circuit
Court to test the constitutionality of the
civil service law. On the petition yesterday
of!the United States ex. rel. James A.
Henckley, a quo warranto order was granted
by Judge Wallace returnable on the loth requiring Dorman Eaton and the other civil
service commissioners to show cause before
the court why the defendants exercised unconstitutional powers.
Tlie petition sets
iorin in me complaint me acts [ana (limes
of the commissioners under the civil service
act and urges that the defendants under
color of the act are limiting the powers of
and divesting the President of the duties
and responsibilies vested in him by the constitution by limiting his power and choice
of nominations to persons presented to him
by tiie defendants and prohibiting said
President from appointing any other citizen
or person to office, and so compel the President to submit the qualifications and fitness
of the nominations of persons for the public
service to them instead of to the Senate of
the United States after the nominations as
required by the constitution. It is urged in
the petition that the President cannot exercise his constitutional power to
appoint in
his discretion as the defendants under color
of the civil service act supervise the conduct
of the officers of the government mentioned
in sections nth and lflth of the act and have
usurped and exercised the powers and duties
which cannot be legally delegated to nor invested in them by citizens of the United

States.
The complainant then asks for a writ
compelling the commissioners to answer by
what right they exercise or claim to exercise
the right or power, or do the duties, acts or
things set forth and that a rule tic made
that this information be filed and that the
defendants aforesaid show cause why the
aforesaid information should not he filed.

Court of Alabama Claims.

Washington, Sept£ 4.—There is

a rumor

that the (three judges of the Court of Alabama Claims have decided to reb"ke Comptroller Durham and resign, provided life does
not recede from his position of antagonism
towards the court.
They say that their
terms expire December 31 anyway, and that
they do not care to run the court until even
that time upon the short ration-- allowed by
the treasury comptroller.
The administration plan is to allow the terms of three judges and all the
employes of the court to expire
by limitation December 31 next, and then to
appoint a new set of officials all around.
It will be noticed that only 170 Democratic
been appointed in WisconGeneral
sin out of the 1470 in that State.
isragg anu cue naiiKiii. uie umy ivcmueiHiK
from
are
very
Wisconsin,
Congressmen
much concerned over the slow pace in which
the administration patronage in that State is
being distributed. They charge Col. Vilas
with frustrating their well meant attempts
office.
to place Wisconsin Democrats in
These two Congressmen long ago furnished
which
050
offices
should
a list of about
post
be changed, but the
postmaster general
would not comply with their requests. Consequently the. Congressmen are at outs with
the postmaster general and the Badger State
Democrats will anxiously await the healing
of the breach.

postmasters have

Minor Matters.

French S. Evans, now an employe in the
post office department, is the oldest subclerk who has President Jackson’s signature
He and Mr. Marr are
to his commission.
The latter has been in the
great cronies.
public service 54 vears and is now nominally
chief clerk to the first assistant postmaster
general but is really incapacitated for any
These old
clerical labor.
gentlemen frequently meet and exchange stories of the
forties.
the
stirring times along in
DISHONEST TOWNSHIP TRUSTEES.

They Steal

of

A lad of sorpe seven years seated in a
wagon driving a pair of steers, directing
them in fine style, received much applause.
But comparatively few of the animals on exhibition or those that took premiums were in
the procession, as it was less than a half
mile in length.

There have been but few exhibitors from
the western portion of the State, but the
collection of plows and other agricultural
implements made by J. J. Frye, A. A.
Mitchell and D. T. Kelly of Portland deserve special mention.
They are creditable
displays and do honors to their exhibitors.
Geo. N, Ayres of Saco displayed the merits
of his common sense force pump.

Time—2.35J.
own

Black Pilot had

Time—2.374. The

way.

purse
awarded Black Pilot first money; McLane,second ; Plumed Knight,third; Hussar,

fourth.

Long John, Jersey Lily, Surprise and RapiFanny Knox had the pole in the first
heat, and led throughout. Time—2.33J.
-»
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Tlie third and deciding heat was also won by
Fannie in 2.33J.
Fannie takes first money,
Surprise second, Jersey Lily third, and

Long John fourth.
In the stallion race for a purse of $200 for
horses that had never beaten 2.40, Black
Crook, Block Rock and Bloodmont contested. Black Rock won the first heat.
Time
2.37i

About $200 OOO and Flee
to Canada.

Vincennes, Ind., Sept. 4.—Three township
trustees of Davis County. Ind., have disappeared. it is said that they issued fraudulent orders on their respective townships,
and, on the credit of the same, easily raised
They are
money and absconded with it.
Charles H. Brown, trustee of Washington
of
Grimsley
John
Davies
township,
County,
Steele township, and John Clark of Barr
are

supposed

to be in Can-

ada. The hoard of eounty commissioners
has called a special session for today. It is
generally thought that the township funds
arc safe, and that the holders of fraudulent
orders will be the losers. The amount of
money carried away by these men is variously estimated at from $50,000 to $200,000.

Great excitement exists

Unlawfully by a Kansas
Railway.
Leavenworth, Kan., Sept. 4—One of the
most important railroad land cases ever decided in the United States, was decided here
yesterday, by Judge Brewer of the United
States Circuit Court.
It was an equity case
in the name of the Attorney General of the

United States against the Kansas City, Lawrence & Southern Kansas railroad company.
The bill w as filed in January, 1883, and it alleges that the railroad company unlawfully
hold 27,000 acres of land, having obtaind
patents to which it was not entitled.
These
lands are in Allen countv, and are improved
farms worth several million dollars.
Titles
to many other lands are indirectly involved.
The railroad claimed the lands under a transfer from the Missouri, Kansas & 'Texas railroad, and that company held them by a
transfer from the Atcliison, Topeka & Sante
Fe, and also by an independent grant to itself. It seems that the grant to the Atchison, Topeka <fc Santa Fe company required
that company to build a branch down the
Neosho valley. The grant was made March
3, 1803. The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe,
instead of building the branch,transferred its
right to do so to flie Missouri, Kansas and
Texas company. Afterward Congress made a
--

Black Rock won the heat and race.
Time
2.38. Black Crook took second money and
Bloodmont third.
In the running race with hurdles there
were eight leaps to the mile, Gideon, Sleepy
Tom, Yorktown and Norman. Sleepy Tom
took the lead

directly after taking the first
hurdle. Yorktown preferred the fence to
the hurdle on the back side and leaped over
the low fence into the park.
Sleepy Tom
won by half a length in 2.01J.
The second heat was ;very sharp between
Tom and Gideon, they running nearly side
by side and taking the last lliurdle at the
same moment in splendid style.
The jockey
on Sleepy Tom got his horse home a neck
ahead. Time, 1.S9. First money to Sleepy
Tom, second to Gideon, third to Norman.
In the two-year-old colt race there were
but two contestiahts, Harebell and Ticonic.
Harebell won in%.2l! and 3.18.
The fair has been the most

successful fi-

nancially every held in Maine. The gross
receipts have not been fully ascertained but
enough is known to make it certain upon
that point, and as an exhibition of
cattle, it
is by far the best every made in New Eng-

land.
Ilambletonian Knox trotted an exhibition
heat in 2.3lf, the best time made during the

by

trotters.

THE SUMMARY.
A. L. Slipp, ns. blk. s. Black Pilot .5
W. G. Morrill,ns. blk. g. Plumed Knight.2
W. H. Bean, us. b.g. McLane.1
J. F. Haines, ns. bro. g. Hussar.8
P. L. Leonard, g. m. Maud L.0
Mudgett Bros. ns. blk. m. Nellie B.4
J. A. Pierce, ns. b. g. James A.3

5 111
2 2 4 4
17 2 3
3 5 4 2
4 3 3 5
(i 4 dr.
7 6 dis.

Time—2.37%, 2.37%, 2.33Vi, 2.36%, 2.33%,

2.37ya.

1
2
3
4

1
2
4
3

dis.

“HURDLE”—PURSE §150.
J. 1). Purdy ns. ch. g. Sleepy Tom.1 l
F. M. Wares ns. ch. g. Dave Gideon,.2 2
Geo. Bailey ns. bro. g. Norman..3 3
Time-2.10,1.59.
oSleepy Tom was sold on the track to Boston parties at the close of the race. The price paid was
said to be about §600.
STALLION RACE—PURSE §200.
Ed. Vose, ns. blk. s. Black Rock.1 1 1
Phair & Dunn, us. b. s. Bloodmont.2 2 3
J. L. Ellingwood, ns. blk. s. Black Crook. .3 3 2
RUNNING RACE

Time—2.37%, 2.38%, 2.38.
TWO VEAIt OLD COLTS—PURSE §100.
W. A. Brackett, ns. ch. m. Harebell.1 1
Lawrence & Gerald, ns. bro. m. Ticonic.2 2
Time—3.21%, 3.18. Harebell has a record of

2.55%.
The

following

are

some

additional pre-

miums awarded:
Burleigh & Bodwell, Vassalboro, take the prize
for best herd of Sussex, and also best herd of
Hereford cattle; they also take one-half the
premiums offered for fat cattle.
H. A. Jones, Worcester, Mass., in the poultry
department take thirty-four first and twenty-three
second premiums.
Mrs. Jane Quinn, Boston, first premiums for
best display of silk embroidery; best display of
cotton embroidery; best satin stitching and best
set embroidered linen shams.
Mrs. Jane Quinn, Boston,

was awarded four
first premiums for best display of fine needle
work.
Mrs. Agnes Clark, Charlestown, Mass., first for

worsted afghan.
Mrs. Dr. William
few
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THE SMALL POX.

Precautionary

Measures Taken by

The Disease on Board a Schooner in

Boston Harbor.

Boston, Sept. 4.—About a week ago the
schooner Dallas Hill of St. John, N. B.,
Capt. Robson, came into the harbor and
moored at Buck’s wharf. The captain and

off and on the vessel dickering
witli the wharf proprietor for the vessel’s
load of laths. Yesterday the
captain was
taken very sick, and after examination the
physician pronounced his disease to be small
pox of a virulent type.
It lias leaked out
that the captain visited his wife, who was
sick and afterwards died with small
pox,
while in St. John, but did not mention the
matter to the crew. It is feared that many
crew were

Boston have been exposed. The crew
have been vaccinated and the ship has been
thorouglily fumigated. It will, however, be
kept in quarantine until all possible danger
from a further spread of the disease is over.
Tokonto, Sept. 4.—The Ontario government has passed an order in council authorizing the provincial board of health to appoint
inspectors with power to board all trains and
steamboats coming westward from Montreal
and compel all tL-e passengers to produce
in

certificates of vaccination or be vaccinated
on the
spot. The importation of rags and
second hand clothing
from
Montreal is
strictly prohibited and all the local boards of
health are empowered to proceed with compulsory vaccination where cases of small
pox may be reported.

How J.

TO

KEEP

Frank

HIS POSITION.

Miller Seeks

Favor

from the New Administration.

Washington, sept. 4.—ihe Commissioner
of Pensions has transmitted to the Secretary
of the I-nterior the following communication
from the chief of the mail division of that
bureau:
September 4,1885.
Gen. J.
Black, Commissioner:
Sir—I have to report that this office is today in
receipt of over one hundred letters to its employees postmarked Philadelphia. .September 3d.
I herewith submit a sample:
Headquarters Republican State Com. 1
St. Cloud Hotel, Philadelphia,
Sept. 2. J
Dear Sir—We desire an early subscription to
tlie State Committee and as liberal as vou can afford to make it. If tlie Republicans of
Pennsylvania win a decisive
victory this year it will prevent
or
any agitation
disastrous
change
tlie
•of
tariff
by tlie incoming
Congress
and pave the way
for
the overthrow of
tlie Democrate State andNational administration.
We propose to push the work of the State committee with the utmost vigor until election
day
Please send your subscriptions as early as possible by check or money order, or call at headYours very truly,
quarters.
Thomas V. Cooper, Chairman.
To J. l'l-auk Miller. Pension Office,
Department of
the Interior, Washington.
A number of similar communications were
received by employes of the laud office.
Acting Secretary Jenks has transmitted
the circulars to the civil service commission
for such action as they may deem proper.
It is maintained by the officers of the Interior
department that the Pennsylvania State committee have by directing letters specifically
to employes to be delivered by carriers in
government buildings committed a breach of
section 12 of the civil service act, which
reads as follows;
Sect. 12.—That no person shall in any building
occupied in the discharge of his official duties by
any officer or employee of the United States mentioned in this act or any navy yard, fort or arsenal
solicit in any manner whatever or receive any
contribution of money or any other thing of value
for any political purpose whatever.
An examination will be made to ascertain
whether any of the members of the committee are within the scope of this section.
T

..

Milllken, Cambridge, Mass.,
--1 W_

Deputy Sheriff John E. Booth and Officer
Calvin K. Naide to-day arrested John Fahey
who yesterday broke into the printing
office of S. S. Smith & Son of this city and
stole money and securities to the amount of
8700. Fahey was found secreted in the cubboard of a house a mile and a half out of the
city. He has confessed everything.

ON

THE WHEEL.

The

Coming Bicycle Tournament at
Springfield, Mass.
Springfield, Mass., Sept. 4.—The list of
entries for the international three
days' bicycle tournament to be held here, beginning
next week Tuesday, includes the names of
seventy different riders, and tlie entries
aggregate 403. This is a larger number than
has ever entered for any single tournament
in the world. Last year's list included 58
names.
The prospects are that the tournament next week will be the most brilliant
one in the history of the Springfield Bicycle
Club. The work of the English riders at
Hartford has shown the Americans that
they must do their utmost if they would win.
The bicycle track for Hampden Park is in
with
favorable
perfect condition, and
weather many records will doubtless be
broken. The chief
interest hereabouts
centres in Iiendee’s chances of defeating the
F.nfflisllTnPll

friomlc

linra

n-ro

tinf

at all discouraged over his bad defeat at
Hartford Wednesday, but on the contrary
are confident that the amateur champion will
render a good account of himself next week.
Some of the more prominent and speedy
riders entered are: Professionals—John S.
Prince and W. 51. Woodside of Chicago,
John Brooks of Blossburg, Pa., It. Howell,
R. James and Fred Wood of England, and
R. A. Neilson of Boston. Amateurs—George
M. Hendee of Springfield, P. Furnivall, R.
II. English, li. Cripps, W. A. Illston, M. J.
V. Webber of England, E. P. Burnham of
Newton, Mass., G. II. Illston of Hartford,
Conn., E. E. Ives of Meriden, Conn., T. B.
Finley and George E. Weber of Smithville,
N. J., Wm. A. Rowe of
Lynn, Fred Russ
Cook of San Francisco, Col. A. E. Stone of
St. Louis, Mo.
ON THE TURF.

Fine Races at.Narragansett Park.
Providence, Sept. 4.—The first event at
A arraganset Park
today was the unfinished
2.2o race.
Following are the summaries:
2.25 class—purse $800.

THE COTTON CROP.

Less

Favorable

than at

Prospects
the End of July.
New Orleans, La., Sept. 4.—The monthly report of the National Cotton Exchange,
as made up by II. C. l’arker of this city, the
secretary, says of the growing crop:

For the lirst time this season reports show a detei loration in crop prospects. Shedding lias been
so prevalent
during the latter portion of August
that, excepting Virginia and Florida, no State lias
held its former rating. Busts and worms have
done damage. Tile cotton lands
complain of excessive rains. the cessation of which would do
much to bring these sections
up. Drought lias
been the trouble on the
uplands, and throughout
the greater part of Texas, but in the latter State,
particularly, timely showers have fallen recently
in many
localities, and the prospects have accordingly brightened in the districts so favored.
Labor, as a rule, is sufficient, and is working well.
J aken altogether, the crop has met with a reverse, but favoring conditions from now on with a
late freeze would go far toward compensation.
For reasons above stated the
percentage lias been
reduced from 07 at the end of July to til now.
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Myrtie..

13 12 1
16 13
4
4 2 3 2
2 3 4 ro
6 5 0 ro
5 6 5 ro
3 7 dis

Prince Middleton.1 2
Dick Organ.5 6
Josle S.. 5
Hambletonian Lass.6 7

George A.7
2-23Va. 2.2214, 2.2314, 2.2214,
2 23V?-2'25’
William

2.30 CLASS—PURSE $800.
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FREE FOR ALL PACERS—PURSE

Jewell.
Bessie M.

$800.
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1
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1
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Rieliball.'..3
Time 2.1514, 2.15, 2.1514.

FREE TO ALL TROTTERS—PURSE

$800.

Majolica.

MaxeyCubb..."...1
Felix .
Time 2.1714. 2.1714, 2.1814.

Postponed

on

5, 1885.

account of darkness.

of

Particulars

Spring,

W.

T.,

the

Rock

Massacre.

Fifty Chinamen Supposed

to

Have

Perished.

Cheyenne, W. T., Sept. 4.—A glance over
the battle ground of Wednesday at Rock
Spring reveals the fact that many of the bullets fired at the fleeing Chinamen found their
mark. Lying in the smouldering embers
where Chinatown stood, were found ten
charred and shapeless human trunks, while
another, which had evidently been dragged
from the ashes by the legs, was found In the
sage brush near by,
A search resulted in
finding the bodies of five more Chinamen
killed by rifie shots. All were placed in pine
coffins and buried yesterday afternoon,
home six or eight others were found seriously wounded, and were cared for by the railroad officials. A coroner’s jury has rendered
a verdict to the effect that the dead came to
their death at the hands of parties unknown.
Advices from along the line of the railroad
are that the Chinamen are arriving at small
stations on the line. They say that a large
number of fugitives were wounded by
'V ednesday’s attack, and that many have
perished in the hills.
It is feared it will be
found, when all the returns are in, that no
less than 50 lost their lives.
This trouble has been brewing for months.
1 he contractors who run mines have been
importing Chinamen and discharging white
men until over GOO celestials were in their
employ. It is said that the mine bosses
have favored the Chinamen to the detriment
of the interests of the white miners, and it
needed only a spark to kindle the flame.
This was furnished by a quarrel between a
party of celestials and whites in mine No.
G, over their right to work in a certain chamber. A light ensued and the Chinamen were
worsted, four of them beimr badlv wonmieO
one ot whom has since died.
The white
miners then came out, armed themselves
with fire arms, and notified the men in the
three mines to come out in the afternoon.
Meantime all was excitement in Chinatown.
A flag was hoisted as a
warning, and the
Chinese working in different parts of the
camp tied to their quarters.
After dinner
the saloons were closed, and no liquor has
since been sold.
The miners gathered on
the front street. About 100 of them armed
themselves with guns,revolvers,hatchets and
knives, and proceeded to Chinatown.
Before reaching there they sent a committee of
three warning the Chinamen to leave in an
hour. This they agreed to do, and started
to pack up, but in about half an hour the
white men grew impatient and advanced upon the Chinese quarters, shouting and firing
their guns into the air. Without offering resistance tlie Chinese fled with whatever they
could snatch up. They fled to the hills about
a mile east of the town, the miners firing
at them as they fled.
The miners then set
fire to some of the houses, and soon eight or
ten of the largest houses were in flames.
Half-choked with fire and smoke numbers
of Chinamen came rushing from the burning
buildings, and, with blankets and bed quilts
over them to protect themselves from stray
balls, followed their retreating brothers into

§200.

Time—2.33%, 2.34%, 2.33%.

fivuf

“v

lexas railroad company for a line down the
Neosho valley.
The company built such a
line, but not sucii a branch of the Atchison,
1 opeka & Santa Fe
company’s road as was
required by the grant to that company.Judge
Brewer held that the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe company could not transfer its
right in the branch road, and that even if it
could, the branch had not been built, but an
entirely independent line belonging to a different system, the Missouri, Kansas & Texas
company, had attempted to get both grants
while only building one road. Judge Brewer
held that the second grant superceded the
first, and that the patents issued under the
first grant to the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe company were void.
He further held
that the company could not claim the land
under act of 1800, because it had made no selection under that act.

WANTS

Black Rock also took second heat in 2.38!
with Bloodmont second.
Iu the third heat it was quite interesting.

week

just

board

the Ontario Covernment.

The audience for the afternoon was smaller
by one thousand than on Thursday. There
were in the neighborhood of
eight thousand
present however.
The first trot was the unfinished race in
tne2.50 class, in which McLane had two
heats and Black Pilot one.
For the fourth
heat McLane and Black Pilot had an exciting struggle. They finished the mile with
McLane a neck ahead but tue heat was
given to Black Pilot for square trotting.
In the fifth and final heat

was

on

Lands Held

The Races.

2.30 class—ruRSE

WASHINGTON.

township. They

Blown Up by Dynamite.
Petebboko, Ont., Sept. 4.—A wagon load
of dynamite exploded near Lakefiehl today.
Two men named Morton and Simms oi
Tweed, and the team of horses were blown
in pieces, and the shock was felt for miles
around the surrounding country.

the cattle,
horses, &c., had taken their departure. Still
the crowd would have been large for an
ordinary fair, there being perhaps five
thousand people present.
»
At 11 o’clock the grand cavalcade commenced to move around the track led by the
Chief Marshal and the Bangor Band. Thev
were followed by the matched pair horses
and trotters in harnesses.
Then stallions,
mares and colts, led by grooms.
They made
one circle of the course and then the cattle
fell into line. Ten yoke of magnificent cattle were attached to a diminutive wagon in
which was seated a man bearing a small
American flag. The bulls, led by the nose
holes, bellowed, pawed the earth and looked
eager for a fray. The cows plodded after in a
meek patient way and the calves were as
frisky and happy as though there was not a
butcher in the world.
number

The Tenedos

AN IMPORTANT DECISION.

A. B. Page ns, g. m. Fanny Knox.1
W. G. Morrill ns. g. m. Surprise.4
C. H. Nelson, ns. b. m. Jersey Lily.2
J. A. Leeman, ns. ch. g. Long John.3
E. L. Norcross, ns. ch. g, Kapidus.

—

Wisconsin Democrats in Trouble.
A Suit

tlic Press.]

concerned.
There were not one-half
the number of spectators at Maplewood Park
in the forenoon as on the previous day. A
very considerable

ragged rocks.

on

the 153 passengers.

was

Stoddard House.

BBOOTIATKD BV TUB

FIRST NATIONAL BANK, Corning, Iowa

to

and rudder post cleaned from the stem and
the cargo is rushing out through two vast
gaping holes. The damage it was ascertained
is fatal and the bottom of the ship is embed-

steaming to her anchorage having

Races.

dus.

Lewiston, Sept. 4.—Mrs. E. O. Reed, employed in Harper’s mill, at Sabatis, caught
her dress in the machinery this morning and
was instantly killed. Her body was horribly
mangled.
Burglars in Bangor.
Bangor, Sept. 4.—The residence of Ben].
UU

[Special

Further

Fatal.

ded

In the 2.3(1 class, for a purse of $200, a field
of five responded to the bell,viz.,Fanny Knox

MAINE.

XXU.CU1 IP,

Ended.

Bangor, Sept. 4.—A lovely September
morning dawned upon the fifth day of the
New England and Eastern Maine Fair. It
was evident from the
appearance of things
upon the grounds that Thursday had been
the great day of the fair so far as attendance

was

An Unknown Fate.

PIANO?

Yesterday’s

Divers Ascertain that Her Damage is

Johns, N. F., Sept. 4.—Advices from
Trepasssey state that divers examined the
Hanoverian today.
They found the ruddei

Held in Maine.

Lt Cloudy
Lt

Virtually

SEPTEMBER

RIOTOUS MINERS.

St.

It Proves the Most Successful Ever

it all his

Sullivan Lane of New Sharon was burned
this morning. Loss $1200; insured.

REST

tions.

7 Clear
11 Fair

Killed in a Mill.

ASSETS:

THIRTYJAYS

i
fi

'c>

Clear'
G. Liebmann,
Sergeant Signal Corps, U. S. A.

Total Marine Premiums.$5,505,796.14

LOSSES PAID IN

««

73

Milwaukee. 29.99
St. Louis. Mo 30.00
Omaha, Neb.
Bismarck,Da
St. Vincent..

~

43
62
61
70

Cleveland.... 29.96
Detroit.30.00
Oswego. 29.94
Alpena,Mich 29.96
30.02
30.03
29.95

Jj

56

Memphis. 29.96
Pittsburg.. 29.96
Buffalo, N.Y. 29.95

Chicago. Ills.
Duluth, Minu
Marquette...

”!

69
69

29.98
29.99!

This Company will take risks at their office. New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding
as water-borne.
Marine Risks from 1st

^

g|

gj

IDa
X

Philadelphia.
Washington..

Wind

In

41

Sjj

Place of

New Orleans 29.95
Cincinnati, O 29.96

Insure Against Marine Risks Only.

on

95.8
S
12

Mean dally har...29.922 Maximum ther...74.9
Mean daily ther. .62.9
Minimum ther... 50.9
Mean daily d’wpt.50.4
Max. vel. wind...14 8
Mean dailyhum’y.80.5
Total precipitat’n .05

INSURANCE.

Thlephonk 701.

1885.

111 AMI 8PM 17PM ill PM
Barometer. 130.010 30.008 20.951 29.897 29.894
Tlierrao'r.. 57.4
71.1
09.0
62.0
66.5
Dew Point. 51.2
54.6
57.8
59.0
60.3

Humidity..

Hi., Opp. Preble Iloure.

OF NEW

Portland, Me., Sept. 4,
7

at

FOSTER’S FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,
13 Preble

For Portland and
local rains and westerly winds.
The indications for New England

hare your Gar-

or

WEATHER.

Washington, Sept. 5.
vicinity—Slightly cooler,

WANT

Preasiug,

Fifth Day of the Combined Exhibi-

The Fair

MORNING,

THE HANOVERIAN.

BANCOR.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,
Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.50
a year; if paid in advance, $2.00 a year.
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Press” (which has a large circulation in every
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I)r. Iteecl treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
hair to ; all cases that are given up as incurable
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the hills. A laundry in the town was next
visited and the inoffensive inmates shot
dead. All employes of the coal department
of the railroad were ordered to leave town,
which they did on the evening train. During
the night ail of the Chinese houses in town,
numbering nearly 50, were burned to the
ground. A number of Chinamen who were
hiding fled from the burning buildings.

Washington, Sept. 4,—Adjutant General

Drum today sent a telegram to
General
Schofield at Chicago directing him to send
two companies of troops to the scene of the
disturbances in Wyoming. This action of
General Drum was taken in response to a
call from the Governor of Wyoming for

troops.

Everything was quiet at Carbon, Rock
Springs and Evanston today. The precau
tionary measures taken by Governor Warren and the railroad officials will probably
prevent further depredations.
The Chinamen driven out of Rock Springs are gradually being picked up by trains going west

and taken to Evanston where 1000 Chinamen
are living.
The Chinese residents of Evanston are preparing to defend themselves and

l/uiuioac

an

tiic

guus

tlUU
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market. The people of Wyoming generally
insist that the guilty parties be detected
and punished to the full extent of the law.

LABOR TROUBLE.
A

Big Strike Inaugurated In the Pennsylvania Coal Mining Regions.
Pittsburg, Pa., Sept. 4.—The strike, inaugurated yesterday by the river coal miners
for an

advance of half a cent per bushel in
the mining rate is spreading rapidly, and it
is estimated that nearly 4000 men are now
idle. The strikers are greatly encouraged
by the success of the movement and claim
that by Monday next every mine in the
Monongahela Valley will be closed down
and TOW miners out for an increase. A
prominent operator admitted this morning
that the men would gain their point if the
strike lasted five weeks.
The fight of the
Knights of Labor against the miners’ union
to result In the disintegration of
le latter organization.

Sremises

Heavy Rains in Texas.
Galveston, Tex., Sept. 4.—Since 5 o’clock
last Tuesday evening 9.30-100ths inches of
rain has fallen, inundating the streets in
many places to the depth of 15 inches. Rain
fell almost incessantly to-day, the signal
service register showing 5.78-lOOths inches
for the 24 hours ending with 5 this evening.

Pittsburg, Pa., Sept. 4.—Ellis & Lessig
have increased the wages of their nailers 12
per cent. One of the from said they have lots
of orders on hand, and that the situation is
decidedly encouraging.

Signs

of

Epidemic Shows
Abating in France.

No

Kerry Duff,

DeathsThroughSpain Thursday.

the

Fenian,

on

Trial for

Murder.

The Cholera.
Toulon.

Sept 4.—Nearly all

the deaths
registered here are from cholera. It is feared
that the period of infection is not yet passed.
Four deaths occurred from cholera at Salon

yesterday.
An
exciting incident occurred at St.
Chamas, France. A decree had been issued
forbidding the holding of funeral services in

the church over the bodies of cholera victims. In spite of the decree the relatives and
friends of a girl who had died of cholera forcibly carried the remains into the church
previous to interment.
The cholera epidemic shows no signs of
abatement here.
Twelve deaths from the
disease were reported today. At the hospitals 12
patients were admitted and 17 discharged. There are now 117 persons under
treatment in the hospitals.

Marseilles, Sept, s.—The situation here

is now more

hopeful. Only

12 deaths from

cholera were reported in this city yesterday.
There were no deaths at the Pliaro hospital
and no new patients were admitted.
Rome, Sept. 4.—The situation at Trivio is
improving. Fresh cases of cholera are reported in Parma province.
Madrid, Sept. 4.—There were 2500 new
cases of cholera and 788 deaths from the disease reported yesterday throughout Spain.
Charged with Murder.
i,o.nuox,

sept.

4.— 1 lie

examination

oi

Kerry Duff, the Fenian,

who was arrested
in London on the 20th of
July last on a
charge of having murdered Stephen Gately
in a tavern yard at Salihull in
1880, was begun at the latter place today. Gately, it was
alleged, had incurred the enmity of the Fenians by disclosing some of their secrets and
the prosecution endeavored to show that a
price was put upon his head and that Duff
was detailed to kill him.
The prisoner's
solicitor, Mr. Bagnell, complained to the
court of the alleged unfairness of the examination, stating that he bad not been allowed
to see his client and that the object of the
crown appeared to him as a determined effort to hang Duff if possible,
merely beause
he was an Irishman.
In conclusion, Mr.
Bagnell said: “The prosecution of Duff is a
farce and it is no wonder that Irishmen do
their utmost to frustrate the designs of England." Duff was committed for trial.

Foreign

Notes.

Archbishop Walsh arrived in Dublin
terday and was given an enthusiastic

yesova-

tion.

Tlie German government has instructed
Prince Yon Hohenlohe, German ambassador
at Paris, to remain there until after the elections, in order that lie may be able to report
thereon to Prince Bismarck, anil to present
his letters of recall to President Grevy per-

sonally.
The Pope yesterday assisted

in the ceremonies attending the erection of a bronze
statue of St. Peter on the summit of a monument erected to the memory-ill the ecumenical council in 1870, and with stands in the
garden of the Y atican.
Peking advices state that Princess Kung
lias been converted to Christianity.
Germany’s reply to Spain’s remonstrance
against Bismarck’s seizure of the Carolines
reached King Alfonso yesterday.
The Spanish ironclad Arragon lias landed

hoops

on one

of the Caroline islands.

Is reported that King Alfonso will ask
the Emperor of Austria to use his influence
h

clay bank,

Ont., yesterday, James
Simmons, while digging in a

buried and killed oy

were

ID.

cave

a

President Cleveland was expected at Albany, N. Y., last evening, lie expects to
remain in that city over Sunday as a guest of
Dr. Ward.

Seventy riders have made 403 entries for
the three days’international
bicycle tournament which begins at Springfield, Mass.,
next Tuesday.
Business failures occurring throughout the
country during the last seven days number
for the United States 146, Canada 19; total
165, compared with a total of 183 last week.
The New York Herald says editorially:
“Any reports regarding a change in the proprietorship of the Herald are false as they
absurd.”

A storm passed through the northern portion of Madison county, Fla., Sunday night,
which destroyed several houses. One child
was killed and a woman was injured.
J. W. H, Porter, editor of the Portsmouth

(ya.) Enterprise,
auies ju.

assaulted

Congressman

urauyoi 1'etersnurg, va., yesterThe parties were separated

day morning.

and no damage was done.
The Salvation Army in New Bedford,
Mass., was last night greeted with a perfect
shower of stones. Several members were
hit and more or less injured. One arrest
was made.

The boat race for 81500, which was to have
taken place at Sheepshead Bay, N. Y., yesterday, between Boss, Hanlan and Lee, was
postponed until Monday on account of rough
water.
Tlie last of 58 insurance companies doing
business in New Hampshire has notified its
agents to write no more policies owing to tlie

adoption by
policy” bill.

Legislature

the

“valued

of the

Three township trustees of Davis county,
Indiana, have disappeared. It is said that
they issued fraudulent orders on their respective townships, and on the credit of the
same easily raised money with which they
absconded.
Tlie new bureau of the navy department
and government for the study of the higher
branches of the naval profession, and to be
known as tlie Naval War College, was formally opened at Newport, B. I., yesterday

morning.
Tlie shingle

mill men at Muskegon, Michigan, are out on a strike for 10 hours or increased pay. About 500 men are included in
the strike. Three hundred went out and
others will follow today. Tlie new State law
of Michigan, known as Barry’s ten hour
law, goes into effect Sept. 18, and this strike
is anticipating the law.

For the accommodation of those who go to
the Dartmouth Medical College for medical
treatment and to proyide a place where
students from any of the
departments may
be properly cared for when sick, an association has been formed for the purpose of
establishing and maintaining a hospital.
Prof. C. P. Frost, Dean of the Medical College, has been elected secretary.
BALL.

BASE

EXHIBITION GAME TODAV.

Tlie Portlands will play an exhibition game this
afternoon, with a nine made up of their spare
Players and some local talent, with Madden and
Burns as the latter's battery.
LAWRENCES, 5; PORTLANDS 4.
The Portlands lost another game in the same
that they have lost a majority of the
games this season—wretched work at the bat and
failure to properly support the battery. Anuis,
Munce aud Weidel each had chances, by a little
running, to capture fly balls and save base hits;
instead of doing so, however, they let them drop
in the short Held.
It appeared as if nearly all
were playing to avoid errors by not
attempting to
take chances, with the exception of Thayer, who
manner

nlovot)

Q

Brilliant

Dio.nn

namn

,lt,l

Ann _.-1.

batted any harder than he
box,
has been in previous games.
The home team
should have won, but they didn’t. The Lawrences
used a new pitcher, Galvin, formerly of the Haverhills, and he was very effective here, though
with any other club in the league against him yesterday, lie would have been batted hard. The
visitors throughout played witli that vim which
is characteristic of them: they all are flue batters
and when they go after the ball, or run the bases
they do it as though it was a pleasure. They do
not go at their work like some we have seen, who
seem to
imagine they are placed upon the diamond to exhibit their shape.
About 1000 people
were in attendance.
The score;
the

and

was

not

LAWRENCES.
A.B R. BH. TB. 1*0.
2
1
1
1
1
4
1
l
l
y
1
Hassett, 3b. 4
2
2
2
O’Connell, lb. 411212
O
2
3
Brosnau, 2b. 4
3
Jordan, rf. 4
1
1
l
o
Fish, ef. 4
0
0
0
0
4
0
1
2
0
p.
0
O
0
0
McAndless, ss. 3

Kiley, If.
Burns, c.

Totals.33

6

9

12

27

E.
1
0
:s
o
4
1
00
4
1
0
0
0
0
7
3
2
0

A.

21

G

PORTLANDS.
AB.

Annis, if. 4
4
Munce, cf
Weidel. rf. 4
lb. 4
Thayer, c. 2
Holland, 3b. 4
FTilmer, 2b. 4
Dugan, p. 3
Shaw, ss. 3

R.
0
o
0
1
2
0
O
1
0

BH.

1
0

o
0
l
0
2
0
1
0

4

5

5

Totals.32

Over Seven Hundred
out

Near London,

Clark and John

Hartnett,

FOREICN.
Cholera

CENERAL NEWS.

Galvin,

Cheerful News.

The

with the German government to persuade
Prince Bismarck to abandon his scheme of
occupying the Carolines.
The Great Eastern will be offered fur sale
at auction, at London in October, under an
order issued by Justice Chitty.
The Spanish government lias not yet replied to Germany’s offer to submit the Carolines dispute to arbitration.
A bitter spirit of
hostility is manifested between the Germans and Czechs, at Pilsen,
Bohemia, and outbreaks are continually occurring. At the military camp at Pilsen a
not broke out between German and Czech
soldiers, and many persons were injured.
A Tokio despatch says that the Japanese
government will withdraw paper money in
1886, and introduce silver currency, retaining
the gold currency.

are

TB. PO.

o
0
o
2
1
3
7
1

E.
0
o
0
l
0
0
1
2
1

24* 14

5

A.

1110
o
0
l
0
2
o

o
3
c,
5
1
5
1
2

•O’Connell out for running out of line. Winning
made with only one out.
Innings.1 2345 0 789
Lawrences.0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 1—5
Portlands.0 20000 2 00—4
Earned runs—Portlands 1, Lawrences 2. First
base on balls-Portlands 2. Lawrences 2. First
base on errors—Portlands 4, Lawrences G; Struck
out—by Galvin, 8; by Dugan, 5. Doul Ic play—
Fulmer to Hartnett. Tune—2 hours.
Umpire—
Jandron.
HAVERHILLS, 13; NEWBURYPORTS, 2.
The Newburyports were easily defeated by the
Haverhills in the league game at Newburyport
yesterday afternoon. Dilwortli was batted hard,
while only two hits were made oft Tener. The
run

score.
HAVERHILLS.
AB.
5
5
G
Hawkes. 2b. 5
McGarr, ss. G
ltobinson, if. G
Slattery, cf. G
Shaffer, c. 5
Tener, p. 5

Irwin, 3b.
Prince, lb.
Foster, if.

Totals.45

R.
l
3
1
1

BH. TB. PO.
l
2
2
2
4
13
3
3
2
1
l
2
G
2
0
2
3
o
2
2
2
0
0
4
2
2
o

o

2
2
1
2
13

15

22

27

0
1
8

E.
o
o
1
1
1
0
o
4
2

18

9

A.

I!.

2
0
0
O
0
y
2
2
!>
4

7
0
2
1
0
Q
0
1
3
2

20

16

A.
•>

o
0
1
5
o

NEWBURYPORTS.

rf.

4

R.
o
0
O
0
1

imriey, u.
ss.

.1

u

I

1

i,

4
3
3
3

0
O
0
1

0
O
0
0

0
O
0
0

O
0
1
1

AB.

McDermott,

e.

3

Hanna, c.
1
Ellis, lb. 4
4
Fish, cf.

Eldredge,
Clark,

Phillips, 3b.
Dilworth, p.
Butler, 2b.

Totals.32

PO.
2
1

BH. Til.

1
0
o
0
0

1
0
()
0
0

14
3
0

~2 ~2

2

27

Innings.1 2345678

Haverhills.6

0

3

0

0

1

9

0-13
0—2
Earned runs—Haverhills 3. Two base hits—Irwin, Mctiarr, Itobinson. Three base bits—Prince
and McGarr.
Passed balls—Sliallcr 3, McDermotts. Wild pitches—Tener 1, Dihvortli 3. First
base on balls—Newburyports 1. First base on
errors—Newburyports 4. Haverhills 6. Struck
out—by Tener (1, by Dihvortli 6. Double play—
Butler and Ellis. Umpire—Bond. Time—2b. 6m.
3
0

Newburyports.0 10001

0
0

STANDING OF THE EASTERN N. E. LEAGUE.
The following is tile standing of the clubs in the
Eastern New England League to date:

Won.
Lawrences.39
Brocktons.39
Haverhills.35
Portlands.
..27

Lost.
24
26
30
38
42

Newburyports..20

Played. Per cent.
63

62.0

65
65

60.0
53.9

65
62

41.6
32.3

yesterday’s league games.
AT NEW YORK,

Innings.l

2

3

4

5

0

7

8

New \oiks.4 0 0 1 0 0 0 1—0
Bostons .0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2—3
Base hits—New Yorks 8, Bostons 7. Errors—
New \orks 9, Bostons 4.
Called on acoount of
darkness.
OTHER

At
At
At

GAMES.

Philadelphia—Athletics,

1; Baltimores. 2.
Newark, N. J.—Newarks 3, Philadelphias 8.
Brockton—Providence 11. Brocktons 3.
notes.

The Athletics defeated the Deerings yesterday
by a score of 18 to 14. The feature of the game
was the battery work of W. Sullivan autl Bennett,
11

men

striking out.

Brosnan’s stop of a hot liner from Hartnett’s
bat, in the sixth inning, was a tine play.
That was a costly error of Shaw’s in the third
inning. With two men out he let Hassett’s hit go

through him,

thus

allowing

two

men

to

score.

O’Connell’s catch of a foul fly in the first inning
made after a very hard run; it was a good
catch.
Dugan’s hit in the second inning was a timely
one.
The bases were full, and it brought two
men home.
Fulmer caught a fly ball from Fish's bat in the
fourth inning, by running bard into short right
held. He not only spoiled a base bit for the visitors, but caught the ball and threw to Hartnett,
catching Jordan and making a double play.
was

PRICE

HaffilA'ISSSg}
FROM MAINE TO DELAWARE.

Trains on Time—Locomotion in New
York—The Lennox
Library-Dover,
its Present and Past—The Whipping

Post—Temperance.

[Hon. Neal Dow.]
Some weeks ago I had a call to go down
South to the old State of Delaware.
From
Portland to Boston, to New York, to Philadelphia, thence to Wilmington and to Dover
the trains arrived exactly on time, not varying even a minute from the figures on the
time table. What a comfort it is to travel in
that way which could be realized more frequently than it is by more care ana attention
on the part of the officials.
I wonder why
the practice does not become universal and
compulsory in railway matters, to announce

distinctly

the name

of the next

station,

which would be a great comfort to strangers
who would thus be relieved from all fear of
being carried by their station, which I have
seen done in many cases, resulting sometimes in serious inconvenience and even loss
to the parties.
The Grand Central Station in New York
is already one of the largest, best and handsomest in the country, but it is to be greatlyenlarged. It has the great advantage of being easily accessible from all parts of the
city by steel railway lines and by the elevated railways, thus enabling travellers to
avoid the arrogances and extortions of the
haekmen who exploit strangers unmercifully who do not know how to avail themselves of the many facilities in New York
for easy and cheap locomotion about the city.
Coming out of my hotel one morning with a

travelling bag in hand, a liackman demanded, “A carriage sir?”
“I am going to the Grand Central Station,
how much?” ‘‘Four dollars sir.” I moved
on without a reply; he said: ‘‘Three dollars
sir.” Without reply I moved across the
street and took a street car, price five cents,
which took me to the station in less time
than the coach would have done, without
the noise, rattle and shaking over the pavements.
On arriving at the station train cars are
waiting under the roof beside the rail to take
travelers to any part of the city on direct
lines for half a dime; but if the passengers
must change to reach their destination it is
five cents additional.
It is wonderful that
the travel by the street cars does not seem to

be diminished by the elevated railways
which run trains constantly at intervals of
three or four minutes, and which are crowded at certain hours of the day, as the street
cars also are.
The Lennox Library is well worth a visit
by strangers. It is open only on certain day*
in the week, but strangers are always admitted. It was founded by Mr. Lennox, one of
New York’s rich men, who had the ability
and good sense to spend a very large sum of
money on this grand establishment and the
wisdom to do it in his life time, thus ensuring the completion of the work according to
his own wish, without the delays and waste
of funds almost inevitable if executors control the expenditure.
The building is a very noble one, built to
last through all time, so far as the wear and
tear of the elements are concerned.
It is
planned and arranged in the best manner
with every possible convenience, and is intended to contain in time an immense collection of books, in which will be included only
the best and most valuable in every science
and in every branch of human knowledge.
The library is already large to whicu important and costly additions are constantly
made. Its collection of manuscripts is not
yet extensive, but is already very valuable
and will be constantly increased as opportunity shall offer.
There is no other library in the country,
I think, which contains so many copies of
the various early editions of the printed Bible. Among them is the Eliot Indian Bible
of which very few copies are in existence,
and Melanetlion’s Bible.
This has very
broad margins and many blank spaces which
are largely, some of them entirely, filled byannotations in Melancthon’s own hand; the
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and very beautifully executed. The building
contains also the proper accommodation for
pictures and statuary of which the collection
is not yet
very large. It is intended that
nothing but the best shall find admittance
here. This noble establishment was built
and supplied with an extensive collection of
valuable and costly books by the founder
and presented to the city of New York in
whose custody it is to be through all coming
time, and a large fund is provided for the
purchase of the best that shall offer in art
and in every department of knowledge.
The Pennsylvania Railroad has one of the
handsomest and most convenient stations in
Philadelphia that I have seen in any country—not so large as some others but quite
complete in every point. It comes into the
city from West Philadelphia where it forwas liigh over the streets, not obstructmerly
ing them in any way. The road-way from
the old station and the new station cost a
very large sum of money and makes the railway facilities in the city almost perfect. The
station is easily reached by horse cars from
every' part of the town and on entering it
travellers find themselves on thegroimd floor
while trains and passengers’ rooms and accommodations are above.
To these easy access is had by two large elevators which are
always in action, taking passengers up to departing trains, at the same time taking others down from trains arrived.
All baggage
goes up and down by a separate elevator.
On the ground floor are carriages and “hansoms" waiting for hire.
These latter are
quite recent in this country, but already they
are greatly improved over the
English hansom which has been in use in that
country
The greatgreat grandchildren
many years.
in England will see the hansom precisely as
it was from the beginning—so difficult do
our cousins across the water find it to
change
in anything.
From Philadelphia to Dover, Del., is a rapid ride through a pleasant and fertile country. The old Delaware town is in the centre
of the peach country, immense orchards of
which fruit are seen on all sides as the swift
train bears the traveller along.
The crop
this year, I was told, will be greater than the
and
in
the
“season"
it
is
average,
said to be
quite worth a long journey to see the activity
and incessant bustle of the cultivators in
gathering the fruit, packing it in baskets and
crates, and transporting it to the stations.
The orchards are crowded with busy workers who pick and pack the fruit with
care,
and the roads are thronged in the country
with wagons, piled up nigh with packages
of peaches. These occupy entire trains of
many cars on the railways, and many steamers are also loaded with entire cargoes of
this luscious fruit, all bound to many markets—east, north and west.
Dover is an old town dating from colonial
times, when George the Third was king and
when the colonies were worked only for the
profit of the mother (step-mother) country.
The town is modernized and beautified in
many ways. Its streets are straight and
clean and adorned with long lines of noble
trees, and nicely kept houses are on either
hand. It is not a busy, bustling town, but is
slow, sure and comfortable. Its old public
buildings stand on the three sides of a pretty
square, shaded by many century-old trees.
The State House and Court House are there,
as they were in the days of the Continental
Congress. The old fashioned house of Clayton, that famous politician, is also there, recently purchased by the State for public purposes.
In a nicely kept cemetery,
surrounding a
church, as burying grounds did in the old
time, stands the monument of this statesman
—eminent in his time—planned and built hv
himself. It is of white marble, is very handsome, and cost a large sum I was told, it is
substantially built and will stand a thousand
j ears ana more, unless tnrown aown by
earthquake or other violence. But Mr. Clayton provided thoughtfully for its presrvation
by establishing a fund of three thousand dollars for its maintenance. The interest of
this fund is to go on accumulating—the whole
to be devoted to no other purpose than the
perpetual maintenance of this monument,
which will need no expenditure upon it before tlie fund will have attained enormous

proportions.

Delaware has always preserved the whippost among its choice institutions. I
ad been led to regard it as a relic of barbarism, but with the Tribune, the Observer and
many other papers, 1 begin to see good in it.
It is used for the whipping of wife beaters,
and is an admirable corrective of that horror.
I was taken to see it and looked at it admiringly. Ves, there’s good in it. Why do
brutal men beat their
patient, suffering helpless wives? Because blood and brain are inflamed by drink, and only for that reason.
Ah 1 yes, there’s good in the whipping
post.
With it in Maine we could go hack behind
tlie wife beater and include in the discipline
of the whipping post the men who supply
tlie drink, without whom there would be no
wife-beaters. Shall we try it?
There was a great meeting in a noble grove
of ancient trees two miles from Dover. Extra railway trains and great numbers of carriages of every sort, from the elegant turnout to farm wagons with two horses loaded
with people, who came many miles to hear
about the relation of the grog shop to the
general good—to the prosperity of the Nation and State, and to the welfare and happiness of the
people and to the prosperity of
our free institutions,
The chief justice went
to hear, as did tlie chancellor of the Statelate Senator Saulsbury, now a tetotaller,
and his namesake, now a member of the
United States Senate. Tlie common people
were there in immense numbers.
1 speak of
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it here because the great newspapers saynothing of it. One of these days, not far in
the (future, they will eagerly notice such
meetings, even at the sacrifice of a column or
two or three of “base ball,” “regattas,”
“walking matches,” and “slugging matches.”
That time is hastening on. The Southern
country is now stirred up on this question to
an extent of which we at the North have no
conception. The future, not far away, will
show what will come of it.
THE STATE.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
One of the happiest of happy reunions was
held at Lake Auburn Spring Hotel Thursday
noon.
The (California Raymond excursion
party of 18S1 dined at the Lake Auburn
Hotel
Spring
by invitation of Hon. J. L. H.
Cobb and wife of Lewiston and renewed
there the pleasant memories of their pleasant excursion party of four years ago.
A reunion of the Dinsmore family was
held Tuesday.
It was the occasion of a
grand corn roast on the farm of Hiram Dinsmore in Auburn.
Three generations were
represented, the entire party numbering
about twenty. N. H. Dinsmore and family
of Connecticut were present.

The Brunswick Telegraph notes the fact
that there are now no salmon in the Androscoggin river, while a few years ago it was a
common thing to see them.
It Is due, the
Telegraph thinks to faults in the construction of the

fishways.

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

Dr. Win. C. Hatch of West’s Mills is engaged on a history of the town of Industry,
from the earliest settlement in 1791 down to
the present time, embracing the cession* of
New Sharon, New Vineyard, Anson and
Stark.
The residence of David M. Howe of Temple was entered by sneak thieves recently
and a watch and jewelry to the value of $20
or $30 was stolen.
Deputy Sheriff Alonzo
Sylvester shrewdly worked the case up and
secured a confession from the guilty parties.
There are now 150 students at the FarmiiifeLwii
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the institution has ever known during the
The attentwenty years of its existence.
dance two years ago] was but 45 and for several terms previous had not
been much
above that number.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.
Mr. Daniel Whitehouse of Augusta,bagged
the first fox of the season in Readfield one
day this week.
Mr. Uriah Folger of Sidney, has received
the sad news of the death of his son, Mr.
James I*. Folger, in Woodbridge, Cal. The
deceased was a native of Kennebec county,
and left his Kennebec home some 30 years
ago. His age was 54 years.
He left a fortune of some $100,COO.

There will be a meeting of the managers of
the Maine Industrial School for girls at the
office of the institution on Wednesday, September 10th, at 10 o’clock a. in., instead of
September 9.
The counsel for the Morrisy boy who was
injured in O. S. Smalley’s broom handle factory at Belfast has accepted the reduction of
$700 in the award of the jury, made by

the Law Court.
Frank McCarty, the Augusta Salvationist,
has opened war upon Winthrop.
SOMERSET COUNTY.

The Fairfield Journal says:
“Lumbermen are erecting their camps, getting in supplies and building dams for next winters
logging. Not so much timber will be cut as
last, some operators are talking on account
of a surplus of logs left back in the streams.
It is safe to say there will be an overstock of

logs

next

spring.

The affairs in

one of the schools in the
town of Harmony are in a peculiar dilemma.
The teacher who taught last summer supposed she was engaged for the fall term, and
accordingly procured a certificate. The
agent denied hiring her for this term, and so
he went and engaged another lady, who also
obtained a certificate from the supervisor.
Both teachers were in the school room on
Monday morning to commence the school.

The

one

whom the agent declared engaged

and entitled to the school, thought that discretion was the better part of valor, and sat
down, permitting the other to go on with the
school, until the agent conferred with the
supervisor. This officer not feeling sufficient
for the
emergency, sent word to both parties
to suspend the school until she could get advice from the State superintendent.
WASHINGTON COUNTY.

John Harvey, a former resident of Eastport, was recently drowned in Sacramento
river, California.
WALDO COUNTY.

Mr. H. N. Laneester of Belfast proposes to
erect a hotel of 125 rooms near tne sight of
me uiu ziuicui

A few
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days ago

lull'st*.

Stephen Perkins of
Unity, gentleman past 90 years of age,
while feluing trees was struck by the rebound of a falling tree and thrown with violence upon a jagged stump.
Two
ribs
were fractured ami lie was
badly shaken up,
but he reached the house unaided and refuses to remain in bed as his physician has ordered. It is the severest injury he has received during his ninety active years.
Mr.

a

YORK COUNTY.

The Biddeford Times says that Wednesday afternoon a somewhat novel race for
that locality came off on the track at Cornish. Augustine Kenniston of Kezar Falls
was matched to run a half mile while a horse
owned by fid. Fox of Cornish was making a
mile, lacking 100 yards, which was given the
horse as a starter.
Kenniston ran a half
mile in 2.30 1-2 minutes, beating the horse by
about 75 yards. The stake was $50.
THE MARANOCOOK
A

Description

of

the

REGATTA.
Prizes

to bo

Awarded at the Several Races.
At the Maranocook regatta Wednesday,
the 16th inst., prizes will be offered as follows :
For professional double scull race, amounting
to $400: $200 to first; $160 to second; $40 to
third.

Also $400 will be offered for the four-oard professional race: $200 to first; $100 to second; $60

to third; $40 to fourth.
The prizes for the eight-oared shell straightaway race are nine gold badges to the winning
and coxswain.
The prizes for the eight-oared shell with
nine gold medals.
The prizes for the senior single scull
are first, a gold watch; second a gold
badge.
Prizes for the junior single scull race: two
medals.
For the amateur double scull race, four
crew
are

badges.

turn
race

gold
gold

Prize for the hatteau race for the State Cham-

$70 divided.
pionship:
For the Indian contest between the Oldtown
and
Passamaquoddy Indians, comprising the

jousting combat

on water, capsizing
canoe race,
and double canoe race: $70, to be divided between these three races.
For the Hanlan water-walking contest, $25 is
the prize offered.
Tne prizes for the “tug of war” lietween the
policemen for the championship of the State are
four diamond badges and two champion banners—
the banners to be contested for annually until
held three years.
The regatta is exciting deep interest, for it
is the greatest aquatic event ever announced
in New England.

Creenwood Carden.

Last evening at the Garden there was a
large party present to witness the illumination and carnival. The first part of the
evening the Chinese lanterns were a pretty
sight. Tee grand march in the open air
could not be carried out on account of the
rain. There were one hundred and twenty
in
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the prizes:
Silver pickle jar—Lizzie Hammond.
Bolding chair—Lizzie Holland.

Toilet set—Lois Crocker.
Pair vases—Mrs. Crook.
Pair slippers—Olive Lisle.
Scissor case—Carrie Hanneford.
Ladies’ skates—Lucy Hooper.
Galaxy of song—Carrie Mortimer.
One dozen cologne—Charlotte Lannegan.
Sliver vase—M. Estelle Leighton.
Ladies’ Album—Miss Russell.
Picture and frame—Jennie Quinn,
To-night there will be a grand display of
fire works after the entertainment at the
theatre and there will be skating and

dancing in the rink.

Street Lights.
To the Editor of the Press:
The attention of the proper authorities has
been called to the street
lamps not

being
on Danforth street, west of
Vaughan.
Nothing has been done about it however,
the sidewalk, or what by a stretch of the

lighted

imagination

called one, would disgrace a
say nothing of a place which
boasts a city s charter. Because an electric
light has been placed near Vaughan street,
the rest of the hill must be left in total
darkness, and persons whose work requires
them to be out after dark, must
pick out their
sTeps as best they may in one of th«
darkest as well as loneliest places in
residents of
that
part
e
ar.e not t0 havc «ny of the benefits
tii
'"‘K
they
may be excused
ft
from its exorbitant taxes.
Justice.
small

is

village, to

The New Postmaster at Oldtown.
[Boston Journal.]
Charles VV. Bosworth, who lost a leg as a
private in Company I, B’irst Maine
HeavyArtillery, in action at Spottsylvania in May,
18W, has been removed from the postmastership of Oldtown, Me., to make room for
Captain Folsom, who was also a soldier but
jater commander of the forces of the counting-out conspirators in Maine.
The admin
istratinn is giving the active
members of
conspiracy undue recognition in Mahm that
Mr.*
Boswortli has never beon on
san,

having

discharged"ieST^ 01'=

oY thJ
muen&th
I
acc<?ta«‘-« veterans
nunity. T«L
.he one-legged
urn

eom-

out I
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State, the Insurance Commissioner shall forthwith revoke the license or authority of said company to transact the business, and no renewal of
said license or authority shall be granted for the
period of three years front the date of such
revocation.
This section virtually deprives the insurance company of one of its rights under the
laws of the land, namely, the right to apply
for the removal of the suit in which it may
be plaintiff or defendant to the Uuited
States courts. It may fairly be called
iniquitous.

PRESS.
MORNING,

SEPT. 5.

W# do not teat!
anonymous letters and communcations. The name and address of tlie writer are
In all eases
indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guarantee of
good faitli.
We cannot undertake to return or
preserve
communications that are not used.
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Count Tolstoi, the man who kept Nihilism
bay so long, is insane. A natural conse-

quence.

NATIONAL CALAMITIES.
New York Tribune.
Canada lias the small pox, Spain the cholera and Germany the Caroline Islands.
WHAT ELSE COULD HE EXPECTED OF THEM

and will heartily endorse his efforts to turn
the rascals out andjmake his administration
an epitome of genuine reform.

The other day the Atlanta Constitution
broached the interesting theory that freedom
and schooling are driving the colored people
of flic south—that is, the less well-balanced
of them—crazy. “Lunacy,” it is said, “was

practically

unknown among the slaves in the
There was a small per cent, of idiots,
but such a thing as a negro ‘going crazy’ was
hardly ever heard of. freedom and the enlarged exercise of their mental faculties
have made them liable to the diseases of the
mind. Trials of negroes for lunacy are comparatively frequent now, and are constantly
Even if this were
growing more common.
true, it would hardly be considered a conclusive argument for shutting up schools; but
the Charleston News and Courier questions
the fact, ft thinks that there were perhaps
as many negro lunatics in the south before
uiK vviu as now, nut rney were careu ior
Dy
their masters and, in a large proportion of
did
not
into
the
official
returns.
cases,
get
Moreover, the negro lunatic asylums filled up
immediately after the war, and before the
schools were fairly under way. Finally, the
reports of the South Carolina asylum show
that nearly all the colored patients (as also
alvery large proportion of the white ones)
are of the laboring and uneducated class.
"If,” the News and Courier remarks, “the
number of insane among the colored people
in South Carolina has increased since
they
were freed, which is doubtful for the reasons
we have given, there is nothing whatever to
show that the supposed increase is due to
tile influence of education, the opportunities
for which in this State are quite
equal to
those afforded to the colored people of Geor-

south.

work done at

tancu.

Whatever else Lord Randolph Churchill
may lack, he certainly does not lack assurance.
Here he is on the stump claiming the
credit for the Conservatives of the peaceful
settlement of the Afghan question.
Yet
Lord Randolph, when the negotiations were
begun by Mr. Gladstone, denounced them in
the most bitter language,
alleging that England had been humiliated and that their outcome would be surrender to Russia on all the

dispute.

gia.

Chairman -Brown abandoned the post
office business for a short time the other day
and went

something

up to Skowhegan to
of a more legitimate

character,

To the Editor of the Press:
The interest taken by the Democratic press
in the moral obliquity of Governor Eobie and
his Council, shown in the appointment of
Mr. J. M. Larrabee to the police judgeship of
Gardiner would be amusing if it were not
pitiful. These papers seem alarmed for
the morals of our goodly city, because the
Governor has foisted upon the unsuspecting
people a libertine and defaulter to sit in
judgment in her municipal court. The Gardiner people ought to feel outraged for this
unwarranted assumption of power on the
part of our chief magistrate; but we can’t
feel that we have been wronged, because Mr.
Larrabee, a life long citizen of Gardiner, was
the choice of the people for this responsible
office. The petition for his appointment was

receipt of the letter kissed it, a most natural
thing to do. Shortly afterward the child
was taken down with scarlet fever and
died,
and as it was the only case in the
town, the
physician believes that the contagion was
communicated by the letter. The possibility
in fact, tlie probability—of the communication of contagious diseases by mail has often

peopl’e’s movement led by the temperance
sentiment of the city. The petition was

a

been proven. Cases have often occurred
also where books read by sick persons have
carried disease into other families.

cinnrlnrl

York bankers that the administration is a
unit in a desire to abolish the silver
coinage
law. When Congress meets the administration will doubtless find a way to make its
wishes in this matter known to the Demo
effect will those wishes have? Will
they influence any Democrat who is on general
Principles in favor of continuing the silver
coinage to vote against the present law?

President Cleveland took pains to make his
wishes in this matter known to tlie "Democracy in the last house, but apparently they
had no effect whatever. He asked
law might he amended in such a way that it
might be left discretionary with him to continue the coinage of tlie short weight dollar or
to stop it. The Democrats however were unwilling then to consign the matter to his discretion. Has anything occurred in the half
year he has been in office to make them
more regardful of
his wishes?
We are
afraid not. The slowness with which he has
turned tlie rascals out has made
many
of them sulky
and
certainly some of
them are disposed to punish him for his
dilatoriness when opportunity offers.
If
Congress were in session to-day we are inclined to think that there would be a good
many Democrats in it who would much
more cheerfully vote against the administration on a question in which it was
deeply interested than with it. If tlie rascals are
turned out faster between this time and
December perhaps these men may feel differently, but at the present time- administration support of a measure is quite as
likely
to hurt it as to help it. Yet tlie administration is clearly right in its attitude in regard
to the silver dollar. Tlie coinage
ought to be

thatjthe

stopped.

HAMPSHIRE

INSURANCE

LAW.

The section of tlie New Hampshire insurance law which has caused the commotion
among the insurance companies reads as follows;
Sec. 2. In any suit that may be brought in this
stale against an insurance
company to recover tor
a total loss sustained
by fire or other casualty to
real estate or to buildings on the land of
another,
the amount of damage shall be the amount expressed m the contract as the sum insured, and
no other evidence shall be admitted on trial, as to
the value of the
property insured; provided,
whenever there is a partial destruction or damage
to the property insured, it shall be the
duty of the
company to pay the assured a sum of money equal
to the damage done to the property; and provided
further, that nothing in this section shall be construed to prevent the admission of testimony to
prove over.insurance fraudulently obtained.
We must confess that after reading tlie
full text of the law it looks much less iniquitous than it appeared from the general de-

scription of it given in the newspapers. We
had supposed the law applied to personal prop^
erty as well as real estate.
It is easy to see
that if sucli were the ease the opportunies for
fraud upon the insurance companies would
be innumerable, and the insurers would be
entirely

at the mercy of tlie insured. A man
could insure his stock of goods or furniture
for its full value, then sell half of it and
burn up the rest, ami the insurance compa-

nies would he compelled to pay the full insurance, unless they could
thing dificult to do. Such
would certainly he iniquitous.
a premium on incendiarism.

prove fraud, a
a law as that
It would put

Is I TVS mif

as it stands, though it may
one, can hardly be called iniquitous. In case of the total destruction of
the building it compels the insurance company to pay the full amount of the risk tak-

it;

in case of partial loss, it compels
the company to pay in money tlie amount of
loss. It would seem as if the companies
upon

might protect themselves under this section,
by the exercise of prudence in insuring tlie
property in the first place. If A applies to
insurance agent under the law for insur
ance on his house, it would seem that the
agent, if he is person of fairly good judgment, could readily discover from an inspection of the property whether the amount of
insurance he was asked to jilace upon it was
excessive or not. If the building is in a
locality where the value of real estate Is deteriorating, he can protect his company from
the risk involved In this fact by refusing to
issue a long policy and compelling the insurer to reinsure at short intervals, diminishan

ing

the amount as the value of the

property

diminishes. We confess we cannot quite see
what there is in this section to create
alarm among the companies, unless it is

impracticable for them to examine the property before insuring it. In case of overinsurance obtained by fraud it will be observed that this section expressly authorizes
the admission of testimony to prove it.
It appears to us that there is much better
reason for complaint against the first section
of the law, which reads as follows:
Section l. Should any insurance company not
organized under l lie laws, but doing an insurance
business within ibis State, make an application to
remove any suit or action, to which it is a party,
heretofore or hereafter c ommenced in
any court of
tins State, to tlie United States District or Circuit
Court, or snail enter into any compact or combiua*
Don with other insurance
companies for tlie ptupose of governing or controlling the rates charged
tor fire insurance ou any
property within this

Ailwv.A
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knew of the so-called defalcation of some 20
years ago, when Mr. Larrabee was city treasurer and collector: but they believed him to
be honest, notwithstanding the deficit in his
accounts. However much the city lost by
his bad bookkeeping, very few, if any,
thought Mr. Larrabee was enriched by the
loss. He does not stand among his fellow
citizens as an embezzler, as seen by the offices
of honor and trust he has continued to hold
in our city, and the church with which he
has an uninterrupted honorable standing.
In the organization of the present city government he was again placed on the school
board, where he has served several years
since the unfortunate loss of the city’s

SPECIAL
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I heard it in the scurrilous criticism concerning his appointment.
The petitioners urged Mr. Larrabee upon
the attention of the Governor and Council as
every way qualified for the office, and supported their request by a petition of names
which would command the respect of any
body of men, as it evidently did that of the
Governor and Council.
With such a petition and with such petitioners representing the moral and business
interests of the city and surrounding towns,
the Governor and Council could hardly have
done otherwise than grant the petition and
appoint Mr. Larrabee municipal judge. With
great unanimity the best citizens of Gardiner
welcome the appointment, and heartily
thank the Governor and Council for listening
to the people and granting their petition.
We stiil believe the appointment to have
been in the interest of good order, good morals and the suppression of the liquor traffic.
The liquor interests may suffer in the apbut for this we will give a good
pointment,
hearty Methodist Amen. Gov. Robie needs
no justification for this eminently fitting
appointment. Wisdom is instified of her children.
I. Luce.
Gardiner. Sept. 3, 1885.

ENTIRE EOT THIS MONTH.
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Several large lots of Men’s good serviceable Winter Overcoats at $2.50, $5.00, $8.00 and $10.00.
Men’s All Wool Elysians, Meltons, Plain Black Beavers, $15.00 and $18.00. Overcoats at only
$12.00 each.
Handsome Brown, Black, Fancy Mixed, $18.00, $20.00 and $22.00. Overcoats at only $15.00.
73 Youths’ Black Elysian Overcoats, sizes 33 to 36, regular price $10, now only $5.
Great bargains in Youths’ Overcoats at $8.00, $10.00, $12.00 and $15.00.
47 Men’s Blue Morley Beaver Reefers, regular price $10.00, now only $6.00. They cannot last but a

few

days.

SATISFACTORY RESULTS.
Your Cuticuba Remedies exceeded both in
sales and good results any skin remedy we ever
handled, and it is witli pleasure that we recommend
them to our customers, assured that they will receive real benefit and satisfactory results.
DR. D. BOWMAN & SON,
Bourbon, Iud.
NEVER FAILINR.
I do not know of an instance in which the Cuticuba Remedies have failed to produce satisfactory results. I believe I have sold more of
them than of any other skin remedies I have ever

handled|during the thirty-three years of my experas a druggist.
A. I). TRY’ON. Druggist,
Batavia, N. Y.

ience

SCROFULA CVRED.
I prescribed your Cuticuba Remedies, effecting a thorough cure, in a chronic ease of scrofula
upon a child of one of my patrons, after the case
had baffled the skill of two eminent physicians
during a period of eleven months. I made a complete cure in four months.
A. C. rATTERSON,

‘SHOOTING
AND
SHARP
PAINS
that seem to cut through you like a knife” are
instantly relieved by placing a Cuticu,RA Plaster over tile snot where the
pain originates. No other plaster or
liniment or appliance can be compared
with this new, original, elegant and
_never failing antidote to pain and iuHlamation.
Warranted the best plaster ever
compounded. At druggists, 25 els.; live for $1.00
mailed free. Potter Drug and Chemical
Co.,
Boston.
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Men’s $20.00 Black
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120 Men’s Fine All Wool Suits, very desirable in
color, FOR LARGE MEN, sizes 42 to 56, made especially for us, at only $15.00 per suit.
Frock and Sack Suits at only $15.00.

Diagonal

We wish to call special attention to our “ROUGH AND
TUMBLE” and “ROUGH AND READY” Suits for boys from
1 to 13 years of age, in Knee Pants, made from all wool material, re-enforced seat, canvas-lined knees, and warranted not
to rip, at only $4.50 per suit. Bargains in LONG PANT SUITS

| ft

_
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for

Boys

11 to 15 years

12.45
2.00
3.15
4.30
6.10
7.30

7.25

3.26

10.30

9.25
11.15

5.10
0.30
9.00

BE SURE AND EXAMINE DDR BARGAINS THIS WEEK.
STRICTLY

PRICE.

ONE

A. SI.

P. SI.

6.05
7.25
9.25

1.10
2.25
3.40
4.56
6.40
7.55

10.55

Leave
Portland.

Leave
Great Diamond.

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,
C.

ST., PORTLAND, ME.,

WARE,

MANAGER.

7

atf

A. SI.

P. SI.

7.30
9.00
10.30

2.00
3.16
4.30
6.00

|
At 25 cents per pound, I have fine, cream and white note paper in
two sizes, also linen and tinted papers.

weights, ranging

to match above papers at reasonable

P. M.

7.55
9.25
10.55

2.26
3.40
5.30

FANCY PROFIT
But is

an

original compound,

made from

the

Oil and alter Monday, June
the new Steamer

makers and dealers
cost of

other

COE.THE HATTER
Has received tlie

nearer

more

money
The word

WELCOME and the

rim

are very stylish and
for young men this fall.

are on

Clasped

every bar.

augl3

eodtdec21

ThFamerigan male choir.

will

A

Collection of Nacred ami Secular lTIii*ir,
Iflale Chornu and Quartet C'hoir*,
Club*, College*, and Ringing Rocielie*;
c onsisting of
quartet*, Go*pcl Roug*, Anthem*, Chant*, Glee*, Song* and Patriotfor

ic Piece*.

SILK

By J. H. TENNY, a composer who has had great
in this style, his music forming an attractive feature in many very popular books.
16o large Octavo pages, 106 pieces. Choirs containing Male Quartets will find tlie book a treasure,
and all social singing circles will find in it Sacred
and Secular music to their taste.
Price in|Boardft 81 ,or 80 per doz. Paper 80c

HATS!

success

The Fall Silk Ilat is a bell crown, and heavy
roll brim.
We make them to order
from $3.00 up to $7.00, from measure
taken by conformetcr.

WAR
and patriotic feeling typified by the increase and
energy of Grand Army organizations, lias brought
this collection into very great favor. It contains
Songs for the Gamp Fire and the March, Memorial
Songs, and in fact the choicest of all that (without
bitterness) awaken memories of the great war.
family should have a copy. Ghoruses are
Every
for Male Voices, and there is an accompaniment
for Piano or Organ.
PRICE 50 CTN.

TRUNKS AND DAGS!
I

goods

at

COLLEGE SONGS.

kind. A large number of merry students’ songs,
with the true college vim to them, and including
the favorite popular songs of the day. as Rosalie,^
“My Bonny,0 “Solomon Levi,” •'Clementine,” etc.
PRICE 50 CTR.
Mailed for the Retail Price.

A lew Lot of Fall Styles just in.
We shall
continue to sell all summer
cost.

OLIVER DITSON & CO.,

Boston.

”""1B

O OK
197

MIDDLE

BENT

CO.’S

Celebrated Hand-made

WATER

i

EPPS’S COCOA.

STREET.

aue-2____

BREAKFAST.

‘•By thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which governs the operations of digestion and
nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine
properties ot well-selected Cocoa. Mr. Enps lias
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavored beverage which may save us many lieavv

eocltf

a

GHAS. H. O BRION,

CRACKERS, COAL.
Guaranteed

PURE.

Hand Made from

They

!

are

Domestic Coals a Specialty, at Lowest Market prices

322 COMMERCIAL

Kceoinmended by

EMINENT PHYSICIANS

Brown’s Wharf,

botli sides the Atlantic
Get only

THE

ORDERS
™vid

GENUINE,

Portland,

Schools

bT~TELEPHONE

—

NO 644

M. C. M.

The Library will be opened for delivery of books, Saturday Sept. 5.
BLANCHARD,yfor Com.
...

dUgdi

I

ut(l

BY USING

—

Protectors.

ASSOCIATION.

j

1 20
2 35
3 50
510
0.45
7.45

8.30

Will keep the heel square, will not
slip, are not noisy; will save any man
or woman $1.00 In repairs.
Single pairs 10 cents.
Applied by shoemakers. Portland office—C. F.
MOULTON.Mgr., 507 Congress St. Main office—
THE SANFOlil) M’F’G CO., 30 High St., Boston,
Mass.
aug24dlm

Leave Forest
Landing P

SACRED CONCERT,
Theatre, Peaks’ Island,

Little Diamond.
A. SI.
P. SI.
7.45
2.35
9.35
3.50
11.05
5.45
0.16

\. SI

Pavilion

City
I.

l’. SI.

SUNDAY,

8.15

6.40

Take Forest
sep5

Deeriug, Sept. 3,1885.

Fall Term

Begins Sept.

14.

aiig.Tl_dtt

Musical Festival

2.00
rut

—AND—

STEAMER ALICE,

dtoctl

AND

—

“Delightful Sail Twenty Miles dotvu Casco Bay Among the Islands.”

SCHOOL FOR YOUNG LADIES & MISSES,

8.00 p. in.
Kound trip
for 20 cents;

GARDEN

In

LORD TATTERS,

Supported by

a

Company specially
Theatre,

se-

lected from the Park

Boston.

Monday, Sept.

Sale of seats

com-

7.

dtd

NOW FOR A GOOD TIME !

STEPHEN BERRY,

$jmk) fob

mid (gaid

SEVENTH

Wdnieij

A.

!

Je25dtf

—OF—

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS,
So. 93 Exchange Street, Portland, 3Ie.

Eap'All business relating to Patents promptly
faithfully executed.
ful20tf

inti

ULMER,

betters, petitions and legal papers printed In tlie

Aided by an experienced assistant, will
open on Sept. 16th, a School for
Yonng Ladies and Children at
Miss Sargent’s School rooms,
So. 148 Spring Street.

aug24

5-3

CAGE &

BONDS !

MRS. N. L.

Rockland.6s &

STROUT,

EXCHANGE ST.

No. Pacific Gold..is
Anson.4s

d3w*

No.

Christian Scientist,

REEVES,
PRIVATE SCHOOL FOR CHILDREN,
on

Monday, September 14, at her residence,
NO. 792 CONGRESS ST.

___d.3w»
THE FALL TERM OF THE

Academy,

will begin TUESDAY, SEPT. 8th, instead of Aug. 25th.
Good teachers are now assured tor every de- i
partment. For further Information, apply to
i
EDWARD C'llANE, 1’riiicipnl.
Hallowed, Aug, IS, 1885.angi;i<l3w
i

SHORTHAND IN EVENING CLASSES FOR 188H;
First class in Isaac
Pitman’s
standard ;
system of phonography, course of two

months, begins Sept.
14.

Second class,
course
o f
three :
months, begins Oct. !
Typewriting free, i
Pupils tltted for ]
amenuenses in the 1
briefest time consistent with thoroughness. Of the whole
number taught by the
undersigned in Portland the past three

ADVEHTIN

CITY

PUBLIC

A SPECIAL MEETING of the Stockholders ol
V the Portland Railroad Company will ho held
Library Room. Mechanics' Hall. Portland,
t'if
VV EDX LSDAY. Sept. Pth, at 2.30 o'clock
p. m.
o vote
upon tire advisability of issuing Bonds seam'd by mortgage on the
property of the com-

~

111
m

of the city
is

de-

pany to pay the indebtedness of the company
trowing out of flic renewal and extension of its
road, and if deemed expedient, to authorize the issue of the same.

No one who has not been vaccinated can he adnitted to school. THUS. TASH, Supt. of Schools.
Portland, Sept. 1.1885.
sep3dtd

t>

A-

NEWMAN, Secretary.

Portland, Sept. 1st, 1885,’
..

!EF“Advertiser Copy.

sepldtd

Diamond Island.
MEETING of the stockholders of
AA SPECIAL
Diamond Island Association, w ill he held at
Jity Building, Sept. 17. 188.-., at 7V3 o'clock p. m
or the purpose of taking action relative to
makine
mprovements upon Diamond Island, during the
■nsiiing year, and appropriating the necessary
unds therefor, and for making such
amendments
o the
By-Laws relating to division of funds in the
reasury among t lie
stockholders as may be
ieetned advisable.andtransacting such other busness as may legally come before
the association.
Per order of the
,,
President,
s, i -.liw
p. j. LARRABEE,
Secretary.

TAXES rOK ISSo.
City of Pokti.axd,
I
TnEASUKF.lt’S OFFIC K. Sept. 1. 1885. I
is
hereby given that the lav hills for
|\TOTICE
1
the year 1885. have been committed to me
villi a warrant for the collection of the same, in
iccordance with an ordinance of the City,
1 DISCOUNT OF THREE PER CENT,
vill be allowed ou all said taxes paid ou or before
SATURDAY, October 31, 1885.
11. IV.

HEIiSEY,

LIEBIG COMPANY’S EXTRACT

Treasurer and Collector.

OK MEAT. Finest and
Cheapest Meat Flavonng Stock for Soups, Made Dishes aud
Sauces. Annual sale
8,000,000 jars.

-■

sionally. Correspondence invited from those who
desire flrsi^clatts instruction in phonography, by
mail or personally.
AY. E. HK'KCOX.'
!

RTLEFF,

STREET, Portland.
janldtl

STOdtllOl.DCKV MEETING.

pupils shall Join their classes the first
lay of the term. New applicants for admission
vill apply to the Principal of the School in the disrict in which they live.

sep2d2vv

.BIDDLE

PORTLAND RAILROAD COMPANY.

SCHOOLS.
It

Bath.fis&4s
Maine Central .7s & 5s
P. & O. R. It....6s

AJraiTAI, 1KETIN6R.

HOTS.

next term of the public schools
rUE
will begin MONDAY, Sept. 14tli.
iirable that

194

.January 1,1884.

free.ang2r>dtt

MISS A. W.

4s

ARETAS SHI

JONES,

The aim of the school is to furnish a
thorough
education In the English branches and the lanA Graduate of the Metaphysical College of Bosguages. Drawing will receive special attention,
ton.
Heals strictly by Mrs. Eddy’s teaching.
lor further information address Miss
Wolhaunter, Drake’s House, Eye Beach, N. H., until Sept.
Residence
610 CONGRESS ST., over Davis' Art Store.
1st. After this date apply to Miss
Wolhaupter j Office hours 10 to 12 and 2 to G. Consultation
personally at No. 26 Arsenal street, Portland.
dtf

—

FINANCIAL,

neatest manner, at the office of

STROUT,

TO

The following programme of amusements will
be carried out Tn rull: Base ltall match between
the I. E. T.'s and Athletics. 200 yard dash, prize
S3 to 1st, S2 to 2d. Sack race, prize S3 to 1st, $2
to 2d. Three legged race, prize S3 to 1st, S2 to
2d.
3 standing jumps, prize S3 to 1st, S2 to 2d.
Tug-of-war by teams from the 1st and 2d Divisions
of the Order, prize 5 A. O. H. gold budges. Potato
race, prize S3 to 1st. S2 to 2d.
Ladies’ jig dancing, prize valuable album. Gentlemen’s jig dancing. prize S3. Hand ball match, prize S5. Indies’
archery match, prize pair of vases. Dinn ing jn
the Pavilion, music by Chagdlrr’a Bund.
Swings, foot-ball, jig dancing and all other amusements. Bills for refreshments received at 26 Preble street. Excursion leaves Eastern Depot at 10
a. in. and 1.30 p. ni.
sep4dlw

all orders by

Herbert G. Bri^^s,
VTTORYEY AT LAW AM) SOLICITOR

W. E.

H.,

Selsago Laltc,
THURSDAY^SEPT. 10.

PORTLANO, ME.
to

O.
—

Homoeopathist,
SS^Prompt attention given
nail, telephone and telegraph.

PICNIC

(Divinion No. I,)

GEORGE A. CLARK, M.D.
(39 CONGRESS STREET,

ANNUAL
—OF THE—

No. 37 Plum Street.

M iss A. Wolhaupter,

TEEL PENS
SPENCERIAN
rcssess

O

LIEBIG COMPANY’S

Genuine only witli tin* fae-siintle of Baron Liebig’s Signature in Blue Ink across the Label.
The title “Baron Liebig’’ and photograph
having been largely used bv dealers with no
connection with Baron Liebig, the public are
informed that the Liebig Company alone can
offer the art icle with Baron Liebig’s guaranteejof genuineness.

IMPORTANT

characteristics.

SUPERIORITY OF METAL.

SAMPLE
**

O

different styles of PENS, sent for
trial,
on receipt of Vi twcecent
Stamps.

LIEBIG COMPANY’S

We recommend these PENS as the BEST.
| .ORINC, SHORT &
HARMON
f®20

eoUGm

EXTRACT

OF MEAT. An inv aluable tonic. Is a success
and boon for which nations should feel grateful.”—See "Medical Press,” Lancet” Ac.

UNIFORMITY, DURABILITY,
CARD,

Secretary.

FRIEND,”

entirely new and original Drama, written
expressly for him by Charles Gayler, Esq., entitled

an

cards.

STENOGRAPHER AND TYPE-WRITER.

sep4dtd

dtd

DAN MADUINNES,

FINE.

NO. 148 SPRING STREET,

Rehearsals

regu-

ONLY,
and Thursday. Sept. 9 & 10.

“EVERYBODY'S

sep4

PRIVATE SCHOOL

commence Monday, sept.
14th. in Union Hall. at. 7.45 p. m. Members
will please bring copies of Mendelssohn's OratoF. H. UI.OYES,
rio, “St. Paul.”

and

1)_THE ATRE.

Seats 75 and 50, Gallery 35.

JIniur

llaydit Association.

Homing

Amnsemcuts.

Portiaud, He.

mences

Address A. H. ABBOTT, Principal

High St.

1 olka; Anvil Chorus, with anvils beaten
by 12
men; Hot Shot
Beeves’ Celebrated War
Memories or a Day in Camp in 18G2, (the flrst
tune in Maine,) with Fife, Drum and Bugle
Corps
and Cannon; and America, with Consolidated
Bands, Full Chorus by the Audience and Cannon

UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF MR. E. C. SWETT.

ABBOTT FAMILY SCHOOL™,?*.
BLUE, Farmington,

213

Spangled
Alpha
Quickstep; Little Kosebud Waltz; Yankee Doodle,
with Cannon; Better Tnan Uold March; Dexter

Wednesday

tickets with admission to the Garden
children 15 cents.
sep2dtf

business

A. GRAY, Principal, Portland, Me.

scpgdlw-’_

following

—

augll_eodlm&weow2mS3

years.more than ourthird are now writ- i
ing shorthand profes- i

CONCERTS.

TWO NICHTS

STEAMER CADET
will run as follows (weather permitting):
Leave Franklin Wharf at 6.45. 9.00.10.30 a. m.,
2.00,3.00, 4.30, 6.10 7.30, 9.45 p. m. Leave
Peaks’ Island 7.15.9.20,11.00 a. in., 2.20, 3.15,
5.05, 6.30, 9.00, 10.20 p. m.
Leave Cushing's
Island 7.00, 9.45,10.45 a. m., 2.30. 3.30. 4.45

% September 1st.
ation, address,

Hallowell Classical

i;t\l)

rum JL AN

THE

sessions

will reopen

MONSTER

The
programme will be given every afternoon under the direction of Mr. Frank L. Collins of Portland:
Star
Banner, with Cannon;

sepl

FOR PEAKS' AND CUSHING'S ISLAND.

GREENWOOD

$10 for Stenography & Typs Writing.

_

Will be Encamped at the Lake during the three
days of muster, giving popular concerts each day
and also taking part hi the

COLLINS & CHANDLER, Managers,

STAR LINE STEAMBOAT CO.,

BUSINESS COLLEGE,
$8 for five. 0 evenings ^ 3 mos.,

LIT TLE

12

—

FARE FROM PORTLANO AND RETURN, $1.00.

£.m.;

^/r/y.i

aug4eodl5t

BANDS

INCLUDING

Half fare on the Portland & Ogdeusburg;
lar morning trains will connect.

at

DIOCESAN SCHOOI, FOR GIRLS.
The Kt. ltev. H. A. NEELY. D. D.. President.
18th year opens Sept, 24th. Terms $250 a year.
For circulars address the Rev. tl iu. |». Mnr*»"’ M. A., Prln.
jylleodlOw

FULL

Passengers from Portland may take regular
at 8.20, Special at 10.30 a. m., and regular at
12.30 p. in.

for£dSandl9week8
five evenings IV

HALL,
ST. CATHARINE’S
AUGUSTA, ME.

12

tram

auEc__eodlm

L.

LAKE HARAAAI'OOK,
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 8, 9 and lO.

other

ON

family school,
TOPS HAM. Maine,
A Home and School for both sexes.
Location, one
mde from Brunswick. Delightful and healthy. Instruction thorough and practical. gftth school
year opens Sept. 15th. D. L. SMITU, Principal.

Will commence
For full inform

—

Accompaniment.
Dancing Free, Swinging,

and after Aug. 31,1885, Steamer “Gordon”
will leave daily from Custom House Wharf,
Portland, aslfollows, viz:
For Long Island, Little Chebeagup. Jenks and
East End Gt. Cliebeague and Harpswell, 9.30 a. in.,
5.30 p. in.; Orr’s Island 9.30 a. m.
Returning for Portland leave Orr’s Island 12.30
p. ill.; Harpswell 6.15 a. ill., 2.15 p. m.; East End
6.45 a.m.. 2.45 p. m.;
Jenks’ 7.00 a. m.. 3.00
Little Chebeague 7.15 a.m., 3.15 p. ni.;
ong Island 7.35, a. m.,3.35 p.m. Arrive at Portland 8.15 a. m., 4.15 p. m.
SUNDAY TRIPS.
Leave Portland 10.00 a. m., 2.00 p. m. Leave
Harpswell for Portland 12.00 m.. 4,00 p. m.
Round trip tickets to Harpswell Sundays only
35 cents, Jenks’ and Long Island 25 cents.
For furtner particulars apply on board to
aug31tf_CAPT. J, L. LONG.

Will reopen Sept. 16,1885. Special attention is
given to Hie common and higher English branches, Arithmetic, Book-Keeping, etc.
Classes will
recite twice a week in the History of the
Englt*h l.anguage as a supplement to the
study of
English Literature and English History;' twice a
week in the History of Art, beginning with tile
subject of Architecture; three times a week in
General Eiternture, beginning witli the
Odyssey and
analytically the Iliad, the -Lucid,
Paradise Lost, the Inferno, etc.; four times a
week in Physiology; three times a week in

PORTLAND
Evening

Muster,

AT

March;

Mrs. Caswell’s Parlor Classes
—

—

Chandler’s Celebrated Hand of Portland,
and Glover's Famous Hand of Aubnrn,

On and after July 4. 1885, the above steamer
will leave Burnham's Wharf near foot of Franklin
St., Portland, daily, as follows: For Long Island,
Little Cliebeague and .Jenks Landing at 9.46 a.
in., 2 and 6p. m. F'or GreatiCliebeague east end,
at 6 p. m. RETURNING, leave Great Cliebeague
at 6.45 a. m., Jenks Landing at 7 a. m., 12.15 ami
3. p. m., and Little Cliebeague at 7.15 a. in., 12.30
and 3.30 p. m., touching at Long Island on all
trips. For further information, apply on board to
CAPTAIN B. BREWER.
jy3dtf

in

Band

—

WALDO STEAMBOAT COMPANY.

Will reopen at her residence, No. 119 Winter St.,
September 21st.
Pupils received at the earliest school age and
fitted for the Grammar School or Mrs. Caswell’s
if desired.
Cil.AMMES IN MEWING work oil a tried
system.
An Advanced Class in Mewing will he
formed to learn the use of patterns, cutting and
finishing. To enter this class pupils must under-

ISLAND^

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, VI ASCOT.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, OLIVETTE.

FARE: Round Trip 15 cents. 10 Round Trips
$1.00.
1
dtf
je22

CL.ASSJES

PEAKS’

CORELLI OPERA CO.

STEAMER ISIS.

Children

THEATRE^

LAST WEEK OF

On and after Monday, June 22d, this new and
staunch steam yacht will rmi as follows:
Leave Diamond Island at 6,20, 7.30, 8.30,
0.30, 11.30 a. m., 1.30. 2.45, 4.15, 5.45, 6.45 p. m.
Leave Burnham's wharf, city, 5.50, 7, 8, 9,
10.15 a. in., 12.30, 2.10, 3.15, 5.00. 6.15 p. m.
The 10.15 a. m. and 3.15 p. m. trips are sailing
trips to Diamond Cove, (touching at Diamond IsP
and.
Arrangements for evening sailing parties by applying to the Captain on board.

PERRY’S

for

MfSteamcr Cadet's an cent tickets to Peaks'
admits to Garden. Children 15 cents,
jyddtfC. 11. KNOWLTON.

For Diamond Island and Diamond Cove.

given to those taking a business course. Private pupils received as usual. For particulars apMISS ETTA A. FILES,
ply to
No. 173 Oxford St., or 14 Brown St.
sep4d3w

School

ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN.

$3.00

sep2_

and HIGH SCHOOL courses of
GRAMMAR
study for pupils of both sexes. Special attention

MRS.

Return,

To Fabyan's and Return,

PORTLAND ACADEMY.

dit

And All Attractions under One Admission.

AT FORMER CHEAP RATES.

sep4d2t

Steamer*,

THEATRE, RINK,

White Mountainsand Jefferson Land Slide,
To Slide and

City Company’s

PEAKS’ ISLAND.

in.) to tlie

a.

O.

Greenwood Garden,

SEPTEMBER 6, '85, PAVILION
8.00

SEPT.

The entire Opera Company and Profs. Ladd,
Halt, Belcher and Clark, the celebrated Soloists
will assist.

EXCURSION
I

St'PPORT !

Under the management of Mr. J. M. Hill.
Seats 75c, 50c and 85c ;sale opens Thursday, Sept. 3
aug31 Wee the King Wong-Provokera. *dlw

i

TERM will begin Monday, Sept. 7, 1886.
JOHN G. PIERCE, M. D„
Supervisor of Schools.

Edition, Eng.

Sanford’s Perfect Heel

dtim

WTHONIi CO MF1* A

Brass Band and Orchestra. Street Parade Band in Uniform.

p. SI.

Re-

offering.

SATE YOUR HEELS

Me.

I*. SI.

(leaving Portland at

mal~7__STu&wly

_

which bear the stamp of
the makers.
For more than four score years these Crackers,
have been unequaled for excellence and their
superior keeping qualities. They are sold by firstBENT &jCO..
class grocers everywhere.
Milton, Mass.
may21-ThS&TCm

RECEIVED

Houiu'opntliic Chemist,,

STREET,

Our Irish Visitors!

a. m

EDUCATIONAL.

doctors hills. It is by the judicious use of such
articles of diet that a constitution mav be gradually
built up until strong enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies
are floating around us ready to attack wherever
We may escape manv a
there is a weak point.
fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with
pure blood and a properly nourished frame.”—
Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in half pound tins by Grocers; labelled thus:
JAMES EPPS &
CO.,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

ABSOLUTELY

STTh&w

GRATEFl'I,—CONFORTING.

,

MURRAY and MURPHY

PORTLAND iOGDENSBUeGR.fi.

_jel7d3m

in the

imitations that

numerous

Hands

P. SI.

2.30
3.45
5.2"
0 -5

the

See that you get this
and not accept any of

pay the grocer
to recommend.

STYLES!

2.50

ONE NIGHT ONLY.

CYCLOUfS OF FllN !

A

1.50

Leave Forest City
Landin'!. P. I.

Leave

A. SI.

22,

CAPT. H. B. TOWNSEND,
leave South Freeport daily, (Sundays except-

production than any

Laundry Soap

Soap,

early

I-. SI.

HAIDEE, SUNDAY

by the

market.
the

SATURDAY, SEPT. 5.

—WILL RUN ANOTHER—

ways.

THEATRE.-

PORTLAND

ty Tickets over this line, which includes admission to Ei .k, Holler Coaster or Pavilllon, 15c.
Twenty rides $1.00.
Excursion parties and parties for deep sea fishing furnished witli boats at reasonable rates.
B. J. WILLARD, President.
jun30dtf

PUREST

STOCK, and is sold

FRANK B. CLARK, 515 Congress St.

11.10

8.0(1

9.30
11.00

Franklin

PAYS NO

prices.

6.00

1.15

Trefethens.

A. SI.

2.20
3.35
5.40
C.20

one lecture a week in
lliuernlogy, with the study and free use of a collection
of 300 specimens and models; four times a week
in Greek, beginners’ class fitting for college;
three times a week each in Erciich and German.
Special students will he received in all
these classes. A large collection of photographs
will be used in the teaching of history, mythology
and geography. English pronunciation a specialty In every class. So far as consistent with
the plan of the school, the discipline of the
public
schools is maintained. Seats for day pupils and
places in the family may be secured by personal
application until July 1st and after Sept. 1st, or
y letter at any time. Children under twelve
years of age will not be admitted unless tliev can
enter existing classes. Number of pupils limited.
Letters must be addressed to 96 Park Street.
le27
eodtocl

AND SAVE MONEY.

Envelopes

3.45

2.30

Evergreen.

P. SI.

7.60
9.20

Geology, and

At 35 cents per pound, finest quality of linen note in various
from 100 to 250 sheets to the pound.
At 50 cents per pound, celebrated Bond Papers, extra heavy linens
and cream note.

Reduced fare at all of the hotels anil to the slide
at Jefferson.
Half fare to Mt. Willard, Willey
House. Summit of .Mount Washington, &c.

5.00

6.35
8.00

A. SI.

10.50

Sept. 5th.

Saturday,

sep3d2t

A. SI.
9.25
11.15

A. SI.
0.20
7.40
9 35

P. SI.

6.10
7.30
9.30
11.00

reading

Note Paper by the Pound,

Buy

VIA RECUL.AR TRAINS

in tlieir side-splitting absurdity

NO. 96 PARK ST.,

sepl_

12.40
2.45
4.15
5.30
0.45

1.30
2.30
4.30

Leave

jyll_

W.

p. M.

10.30

P. SI.

Leave

ordinary plain sewing. A few pupils
sewing will be received during Aug. and Sept.

MIDDLE

A. SI.

3.30
5.00
7.30

MINNEHAHA.

stand

255

2.16

CAPT. WM. J. (IRAKI.
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
Leave
Leave
Leave
Little Diamond.
Evergreen.
Trefethens.

7.50

SEWIM

Easy of Digestion.

Qeocllynrm

A. M.
9.00

—AND—

Best, in the world.
Harmless! Reliable! Instant ancons!
No disappointment, no ridicn|ou?i tints; remedies
<yio ill effects of bad
dyes; leaves the hair
wift and beautiful
»* I
k or Brown. Explanatory circulars
Kent postpaid in sealed
envelopes, on application, mentioning this
paper. Sold by alldrug|gists. Applied by experts at BATCHELOR'S Wig Factory, 30
East 10th St,N.Y city.

may 16

2.10

Leave
Great Diamond.
A. SI.
P. SI.
0.15
1.05
7.35
2.20
9.20
3.35
10.50
4.50
6.30

only $10.00.

Small lot Men’s Heavy Blue Suits, warranted FAST
COLOR, regular price $18.00, now only $12.00.

*__ft- -!l>

KllOUmOO \IIIT0

V

CHOICEST FLOUR

IftTAliLlSIlKD 1831.

5.45
7.00
9.00

FALL

BATCHELOR'S CELEBRATED HAIR DYE
——

p. 51.

and 6.00 p. m.
For passage or freight apply to the captain on
board. Carriages in attendance upon the arrival
of passengers for Freeport and vicinity.
Will
touch at Cousin’s and Littlejohn’s Island both

4 to 11 years, 75 cents, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50, $4.50,
and up. In these Children’s Overcoats we must say that
there are many remarkable bargains,
have been
as they
MARKED DOWN regardless of cost to close them out at once.
200 FALL or MEDIUM WEIGHT OVERCOATS at from $5.00
extra values.

_

White Mountains!

EXPR E S S

A. SI.
0.10

ed) for Portland at 7.00 a. in. and 2.30 p. m.
turning, leave Burnham’s Wharf at 10.30

Age

Druggist, Brookville, Ky.

Sold everywhere. Price: Cuticuba, 50 cents;
Cuticuba Boap, 25 cents; Cuticuba ResolPotter Dkug and Chemical
vent, $1.00.
Co., Boston.
Send lor “Hon- to Cure Skin Diseases.”
RAM TREBLES, Blackheads, Skin Blemishes and
-RICH.
Baby Humors, use Cuticuba Soap.

P. SI.

$5.00,

The Flat Brims

Frankfort, Ky.

1.45
3.00
4.30
0.10
8.00

A. SI.

will

Men’s Good Heavy Reefers at $4.00, $6.00, $6.50 and $8.00.
Heavy Riding Ulsters, $6.50, $10.00, $12.00 and $15.00.
One lot Genuine Irish Frieze Ulsters, regular price $30,00, now only $22.00.

$18.00, in all styles and sizes;
Fine Black Diagonal Fall Overcoats, regular price $15.00,

P. SI.

SI.

10.00
12.16

2.46

4.15
5.30
8.00
10.30

P. SI.

A. SI.

are

offered.

ever

Indorsed by Physicians,
Druggists
and Chemists, as nearly
Infallible.
AM selling more of the Cuticuba Remedies
for diseases of the skin and blood than any
other. The Cuticuba Soap, as its first-class
quality deserves, leads all of my soaps in demand,
both as a toilet soap and as a beautifier and protector of tlio skin.
DR. W. H. HALL,

12.40

THE—

From Hath, Bowdoinham and Richmond
to Fabyans and Return $3.50; Brunswiek $3.25; Freeport and Yarmouth $3.

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.

HAVE BEEN SO REDUCED AS TO INSURE THE SAEE OF THE

FALL

I

A. M.
5.45
7.00
9.00
10.30

and the PRICES

quality,

asfollows:

CAPT. JOHN PISHER, JR.
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
Leave Portland.
Leave Forest City LandLeave Forest city LandLeave Portland.
Peaks’
Island.
ing,
ing, Peaks’ Island.

Leave
Portland,

SALE !

A.

P. SI

10.30
11.40

S T E A M E R

10.30

money.
I have known Mr. Larrabee for over two
years, all of which time, and longer, he lias
been superintendent of the Sunday school of

the Congregationalist church in this city
This of itself shows his moral standing
among his fellow citizens. The intimations
of social impurity never came to my ears till

A. SI.

P. SI.

12.16
2.16
3.30
6.00
7.30
9.30

a

i-1.

who knew him best were most earnest for
his appointment. Many of the petitioners

But this section

politic

fxnm

layman peculiarly qualified by Iris ability,
culture and temperance principles for the
office. Many of the petitioners had known
Mr. Larrabee from his boyhood, and those

tt

111UCU

GREAT

ed all classes and all professions. The eminent fitness of Mr. Larrabee for the office,

ADMINISTRATION’S WISHES.
Secretary Manning lias informed the Hew

xxv vY

and shall offer the entire lot of 1507 Oar meats at

season

widely circulated and generally signed by all
the leading citizens. The petition represent-

THE

uxiovo,

from

over

A Letter From the Rev. Mr. Luce.

attend to

A little girl in Watertown, H.
Y., dying of
scarlet fever, wished to send a kiss by letter
to a former playmate. The little friend on

.p.vovtu**

OVERCOATS carried

—TO

CITY.

FOREST

STEAMER

to

_

THE GARDINER JUDCESHIP.

his law practice. While County Clerk Webb
was calling the docket at the Court House a
case came up to which Mr. Brown was to
answer.
He looked puzzled for a moment
and then said he had forgotten about it. A
voice immediately responded, “It must be a
post office case.”

orate

stock of

run

ANNUAL EXCURSION

CAPT. A. S. OI.IVER.
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
Leave Portland.
Leave Forest City LandLeave Forest City LandLeave Portland.
ing, Peaks’ Island.
ing, Peaks’ Island.
A. SI.

Hartfort Courant.

Brown will he somewhat surprised at President Robinson’s revolutionary ideas, as they

in

last

our

Boys

STEAMBOAT CO.

STEAMER

10.00

and Children.

AMIJHKITIEIVTS.

On and after July 1st the Boats will

11.16

THE EDUCATION OF THE NEGRO.

studies known as the elective system. This
is a departure from the ancient and orthodox
view s taught within the walls of the college.
Those who have known and fully appreciacareful

unpacked

Buskin evidently never saw a purely “agricultural horse trot.” If he had he would
have known that laurel crowns would be at
a decided discount in one place.

to the New York Tribune President Robinson of Brown
University is inclined to favor the new feature in college

exceptionally

We have

“lIOSS TROTS.”
New Bedford Mercury.
Mr. Kuskin say that “horse racing should
he conducted without whip or spur and only
for a laurel crown without any money.” Mr.

According

en

REEFERS, &c„

For Mon, Young Men,

NO LAUREL CROWNS AT THE

ner, we commend tlie letter of tlie Rev. Israel Luce, now pastor of tlie Methodist
Church in Gardiner and formerly presiding
elder of this district. Mr. Luce’s testimony
ought to and will outweigh that of any number of anonymous scribblers in the Democratic press.

ted the

?

Brooklyn Eagle.
The Kings county Democrats have full
faith in the Democracy of Grover Cleveland,

To those who have had doubts
concerning
tlie propriety of the appointment of James
M. Larrabee as municipal judge for Gardi-

not be a

ULSTERS,

FOREST CITY

_

Ex-Minister Taft, who has just come from
Russia, tells a reporter that that country is
following the example of the United States,
and protecting its manufactures
by imposing
heavy tariff duties. Under this policy, Mr.
Taft says, the Russian industries are
rapidly
growing.
Meanwhile there are several
wealthy English traders at St. Petersburg,
who are very naturally shouting free trade.

NEW

EXCURSIONS.

Fall Overcoats, Winter Overcoats,

__

State.

n—

nnCELLAIKEOD

CURRENT COMMENT.

Secretary Edmunds, who spoke very kindly of tlie President's selection of Minister
Plielps, is said to draw the line at Smalley.
Since Smalley became collector at Burlington
lie has also become tlie biggest man in the

points

I

EXTRACT

OF MEAT. To be had of .ill storekeepers
Grocers mil Chemists. Sole Agents for the
Knifed States (wholesale
only) C. David &
Co-, It Fencliurch Avenue, London, England.

|

j,m27
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THE

PRESS.

SATURDAY MORNING, SEPT. 5.
WIT AND WISDOM.
“You think she would make a good stepmother?”
“I know it.”
“How so?”
“She cuts bread an inch thick.”
To be successful in all undertakings in
life, of w hatever name or nature, vigorous bodily
health is essential, and a clear head. These are
vouchsafed to all if they will practice the hygienic
rules so clearly set forth in that popular medical
treatise, the “Science of Life.” See advertisement.
Dude—'“You love me, then, Miss Lydia?”
Lydia—“Love is perhaps somewhat too much to
say. At least I have sympathy for you, because
your face resembles so much that of my poor dead
Fldo.”
For Colds, Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis and
Sore Throat, use Dr. Thomas’s Eclectric Oil, and
get the genuine.

Ilams at 10@10y2c p lb, according to size and
small lli«iliy2c.
Mutter—Northern creamery, good to extra, at 21
@23c; fancy 24c; New York dairy 18@20e; (Vermont dally at 20@21c; selections higher; extra
Western fresh ma3e creamery 22@23; fancy 23V2
a24c; com. to good l8@20c ;|Western ladle pack
ed 10®12c; do lair to good at 9@1 lc; imitation
creamery, choice, 16@l7c. Jobbing prices ranee
l@2c higher than these quotations.
Cheese—Choice North at 8@8t4c; lower grades
according to quality; Western at 7y2@8c. Job
lots y2c higher.
Eggs—Eastern extras 17V4®T8c; Eastern firsts
lo1zii®lCy2c; New York and Vermont at IBS
17c; North at lGc; Western 14y2@16y2; Island
i6@iey2c.
Means—Choice large hand picked peas at 1 50
@1 55 p hush; choice New York small hand picked do 1 55@1 60 ;small Vt. hand picked peas 1 65;
common to good 1 45@1 50c; choice screened do
1 40@1 45; hand picked medium 150@55; clioice
screened do,l 45 n 1 50' common do 1 lOigll 20;
choice improved yellow eyes at 165@170; old
fashioned yellow eyes at 1 60(gl 65; red kidneys
cure;

2 00.

it

Fruit—Evaporated apples 6 V2@7y2c p lb;fancy
8c, and North and East quartered and sliced 4c.
Messina oranges 4 50@5 00; Palermo do 4 00@
4 50. New apples 1 60@3 00 p bbl.
Hay—Choice prime hay $22; fancy $23 ; fair to
good, $19«$21; clioice East fine $17@$18; fair to
good at $16 (xS17; poor do $@14®15. Eye straw,

choice

$17@18c.

Gloucester Fish Market.
FOE THE WEEK ENDING Sept. 2.:
Codfish—I.arge Georges codfish at $3% p qtl;
“Why,” asked a governess of her little charge, small do at 3 00; new Bank at 3 90 and 2 75 p
“do we pray to God to give us our daily broad?
qtl;
dry cured do 3 75; Shores at 3 26 and 2 50 14
or
a
\
Why don't we ask for tour or five days,
qtl for large and small; cusk at 2 50 p qtl; hadW66k?”
dock 2 00; hake $2 25, and pollock 150; slack
"Because we want it fresh," replied the ingenusalted do 2 oo.
ous child.
Boneless and prepared fish at 3ai4y2c p lb for
hake, haddock and cusk, and 4-@7 V* e p ib for
as to
codfish',
and quality.
Smoked halibut.
Strawberry Short-cake is made light and sweet 8@9%cpib;style
smoked salmon 15c. Scaled herby using Congress Yeast Powder, a Perfectly ring 18e p box; No 1 and tucks 12c.
BMackerel—We notice sales out of pickle at 3 76
Pure Croam Tartar powder.
@#4|P bbl tfor Bays, #6@$6y2 for Shores, and
$5% «$G for Bay Bundys. We quote inspected
Shores at $12 to $14 for Is, $C@$8 for 2s and
$3y2@$4 for 3s, cargo lots.'
Fresh Halibut—Last sales fare lots at 8c and
4%c p ib for white and gray.
FREICHTS.
Honing—We quote Nova Scotia large split at
4 50 p bbl; medium 3 00; Labrador 4 00.
[Special to Press.]
Trout $11 p hhl; pickled codfish 3 25; haddock
SAN FRANCISCO, Sept. 3,1885,-Wooden vesJiolil.llf liuorlo CQ
tnnmme
4M 1
sels fixed at twenty-five shillings for orders, and
tongues and sounds $8; alewives $0 50; salmon
two and six less direct.
$13; lins $10; fins and napes $0; No 1 shad $10;
_

ANDJOM’mERCIAL

FINANCIAL

■

PORTLAND DAILY WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, Sept. 4, 1885.
Sugars have advanced again, and we now quote
granulated at 7Vie and Extra C C%c with a good
demand and strong market. Corn, Meal and Oats
lower. ;
The following are the closing quotations of
Flour, Grain, Provisions, etc.:
Flour.

Ixl'Ulll.

Superfine and
low grades..3 25@3
X Spring and
XX Spring..6 00@5

High Mixed Corn.65@5G

60 No 2

do,

lots..54®55
Corn, bag lots—57®58
26 Meal, bag lots
56@5G
Patent spring
Oats, car lots.3G®38
Wheats.6 50®5 90 Oats, bag lots—38®40
Cotton Seed,
MichigauWiucar lots..27 00@27 50
ter straights* 50®4 76
do roller
4 7o n.5 26 Cotton Seed,
St Louis Winbag lots.. 28 90®29 00
straights. ..6 00@5 26 Sacked Br’n,
car lots
17 50® 18 00
6 26®6 76
do roller
d
Winter Wheat
g... 18 50® 19 00
Patents.6 50@6 75 Midlings,crl8 00®21 00
car

—

swordfish $10.
Pure medicine oil 85 p gal; crude do 55c; backfisli oil 50c; cod do 35&40c; porgie do 30c.
Fish scrap $9 $> ton;liver $6; fresh livers 50c
p bucket. Fish waste $2 p ton.

Chicago

Cattle Market.

(By Telegraph.)
CHICAGO, Sept. 4, 18S5.-Cattle-Reeeipts !>,000 head; shipments 2,200 head; best strong;

lower; shipping steers 4 00®G 10; Stockfeeders at 2G0@@4 00; cows, hulls and
mixed 1 50 ®4 00; Texans weaker at 2 60 d3 50;
Western rangers slow; natives and half breeds at
3 40®5 00; cows 2 50 r,3 50; wintered Texans at
3 OOdcOfi 50.
Hogs—Receipts 12,000 head; shipments 8000;
5@10c higher: rough and mixed at 4 00®5 25;
packing and shipping at 4 30@4 05; light 3 80®
common
ers and

80; (skips 50@370.
Sheep—Receipts 1500 head; shipments
steady; natives 1 75 ®4 00. |

4

2

400

hd;

—

do

Fish.

bag.... 20 00®24 00
f*rovi*iou».

Cod. 1? qtl—
Large Shores 2 5® 3 50 PorkBacks—13 25® 13 60
Large Banks 75®4 00
Clear.12 75® 13 00
Small.2 75® 3 00
Mess.10 50® 11 00
English Cod3 60®4 00
Pollock.1 75® 2 60 Mess Beef.. 10 50® 11 00
Ex.Mess.il 00® 11 50
Haddock.1 60®2 00
Hake.17512 25 Plate.11 50® 11 75
Ex Plate. 11 50®12 50
HerringScaled IP bx... 14@18c LardNo. 1.12® 15c
Tubs
lb®7 c
Mackerel t> bbl—
Tierces..
®7 c
Shore 1. 14 00®15 00
Pails.7%®8 c
No. 2, 0 0<5®7 00 Hams «p lb. 10y2®llc
covered.. 13
®14c
Large 3s.
..

Medium.4 00@4 60
2 25®3 00
Small
Produce.
—.....

Oil.

KerosenePort. Kef. Pet. 7%c
Water White.10% c
Devoe Brill’t.12y2e
Pratt’s Astral... 12@14c

Cranberries—
Cape Cod...
Maine.
Pea Beans.... 1 66@1 75 Ligonia.10% c
10c
Mediums.... 1 60®1 70 Silver White.
German md.l 40®1 60 Centennial
—10% c
Need*.
YcllowEyesl G5®1 75
3 25®3 60 Red Top.2 25®2 37
Onions
Potatoes, bush
46®o0 Timothy Seed2 00^2 10
doz..
18I/19c Clover..10y2®ll c
Eggs
Rni*in*.
lb
Chickens
16®20c
lb.-•
Fowls
ll®13c Muscatel.2 75®3 00
S.Potatoes.S3 50®84 60 London Lay’r 3 25®3 50
Butler.
Ondura.
10® 13 c
—

—

—

—

—

Creamery© lb
Gilt Edge Ver
Choice.
Good.
Store.

24®25c Valencia.cy2®10y2
Apple*.
21®23c
I8®20c New

»

bbls

50®2 50

1

15® 10c Evaporated,lb
8® 11c
10®12e i Dried Apples. 3y2®4y2
Cheese.
Sliced do
4y2 ®5
Vermont...
Orange*.
8Vi@9c
Mesina.4 60@5 00
N. Y. fact’y 8%l9c

Lemon*.
Sugar.;
Granulated
lb....71Ae Palermo.6 50®7 50
Extra C.6%c

Foreign Exports.

BUENOS AYKES. Bark A C Wade—609,425
ft lumber 17,180 pickets.
Hides and Tallow.
The following are Portland quotations on Hides
and Tallow:
Ox and Steer Hides 90 t>s and over, 6Vic t> lb
c p lb
Ox and Steer Hides under 90 lbs— 0
Cow Hides, all weights.0
ct>ib
c
lb
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights— 4
Calfskins.10
ft lb
Sheep Skins.60c@$l each
Lamb Skins.40«.45e each
Light and Deacon Skins.25@35c each
Rendered Tallow..5 c
tb
2Vic jo 1b
Bough Tallow.
Railroad

Receipts.

Domestic Markets.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Sept. 4, 1885.—Flour market
bbls; dull and
—Receipts 16,483 bills; exports
still strongly In buyers’ favor :sales 11,700 bbls.
Flour.quotatinns—No 2 at 2 25®3 35; Superfine
Western and State at 3 00 a3 40; common to good
extra Western and State lit 3 40 a 3 80; good to
choice 3 85®5 25; common to choice white wheat
Wes extra, 4 76 oB 00: fancy do, 5 10@5 25 ;commor. to good extra Ohio, 3 40@6 25; common to
choice extra St. Louis, 3 45®5 40; patent Minnesota extra, good to prime, 5 00®5 25; choice to
double extra do| 5 30a6 40. including 800 bbls
city mill extra at 4 85®4 90; GOO bbls fine do at
2 25®3 25; 400 bbls superfine at 3 00a3 40;1500
bbls extra No 2 at 3 40®3 80; 3400 bids Winter
wheat extra at 3 40a.5 25; 4100 Minnesota extra
at 3 40®5 40. Southern flour heavy; common to
fair extra 3 G5a4 15; good to choice do at 4 20®
6 50. Rve flour is easier at 3 00ay 25. When*—
ceipts 170,613 busli. exports 126,555 bush; spot
lots declined l@l3,4c. closing weak at about inside figures; speculation fairly active; export demand moderate; sales 198,000 bush spot; No 2
Spring 84®85c; No 1 hard 903A@91c. afloat; No3
Red 88c; No 2 Red at 91®9U4c elev; No 1 Red
State 97V3c; No 1 White at 90c. Rye is steady.
Corn—spot lots 14@%c lower and rather quiet;
speculation less active ;receipts 118,400 busli; exports 14,799 busli; sales 150,000 bush spot; No 2
at 49%c elev; No 2 White 51c; No 1 Wliite 55c.
Onta 14® Vie lower and fairly active; receipts
lGS.loo bushjexports
bush, sales 120,0000 bu
spot; No 3 at 25%@26e; do White 27Vfe@28V4c;
No 2 at 29®29*4c; No 2 White at 3214c; Mixed
Western at 24®32c; White do at 36®44e; Wliite
State 42®43c. Goffee is barely stead)’, Sugar is
firm and in fair demand; refined firmer: C at 6*/2
®5%e;Extra 0 at 5%@GysC:White do 6%@G14 ;
Yellow at 4ys®63/8 ;off A at Gys®614c; standard
A G 7-16®G*/2e; granulated 7c; Confectioners A
at 6% ;cut loaf and crushed 7 Vs®7*4c; powdered
6% ®7e; Cubes 7 0,718. Petroleum—united at
1 02%. Tallow is firm. Pork finn; mess spot
quoted|at 10 00@10 50. Beef dull. Card opened
shade better and closed weak witli advance lost:
contract grades spot quoted G 50® 6 52V2 ; refined
for Continent at 0 80; S A 7 25. Butter is firm;
State 16®24c. Cheese easier; State G®8e.
Freights firm; Wheat steam 3%d.
Chicago. Sept. 4. 1885.—Flour a shade lower;
elioice and fancy winter wheat 4 85 a,5 25; choice
and fancy Michigan and Wisconsin at 4 50®5 00;
Patents at 5 00@5 60; Minn. Bakers 3 45®4 20;
soft Wheat. Spring at 3 50®4 00; low grades 2 25
®3 00. Rye flour at 3 25@3 50. Wheat lower;
September 77%@79*4c; No 2 Spring 77%c;No 3
at 07*/2c; No 2 Ited nominal; No3 at 78®79c.
Corn higher at 43@43*Ac. Oats closed sternly at
24*/2e. Rye is steady ;No 2 at 5G*/2c. Fork firmer
at 8 75®8 80. li Laid is steady at G 22*A@G 25.
Boxed Meats steady—shoulders at 3 85®3 90;
short rib 6 87 y2 ; sliort clear atC 16 aG 20.
Receipts—Flour 5,000 bbls; wheat 47,000 bu;
corn 288,000 busli. oats 105,000 busli,rye 15,000
busli, barley 29.000 busli.
Shipments—Flour-4,000 bbls, wheat [21,000 bu,
—

—

PORTLAND, Sept. 4,1885
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portmiscellaneous
cars
merchandise; for con- 2.000 bush, barley 2000 b’usli.
lands
necting roads, IOC cars miscellaneous inerchau- [ ST. LOUIS. Sept. 4,1885.—Flour quiet. Wheat
dise.
lower; No 2 Red 87% 48814c, closing 8514. Corn
shade better; No 2 Mixed 40% «.41 V. c. Oats are
Boston Stock Market.
firm; No 2 Mixed at 231s 423%c. Lard at 0 20@
(i 25.
The following quotations of stocks arc received
daily:
Receipts—Flour 4000 bills, wheat 70.000 bush,
corn 82,000 bush, oats 30,000 hush, rye 5000 bu,
(By Telegraph.)
A. T. & S. F. 69
barley 2000 bush.
Mexlcal Central 7s. 39 Vi
Shipments—Flour 8,000 bills, wheat 9,000 bu,
corn 26.000 bush,oats 39,000 buslijrye 3,900 bu,
New York & New England. 23Vi
Flint is Pere Marquette preferred.78
barley 1000 busli.
Flint & Pere Marquette common.
DETROIT, Sept. 4,1885.—Wheat weak; No 2
Boston & Lowell Railroad.119
Red 88c asked; No 1 White at 84%e bid.
Belli Telephone.198y2
Receipts—Wheat 50,200 bush.
Maine Central Ralroad.lOCVi
NEW ORLEANS, Sept. 4, 1885.—Cotton weak
Eastern Railroad. 52%
middling 9 7-16c.
Eastern Railroad 6s.122
MOBILE, Sept. 4, 1885.—Cotton is easy, midNew York Stock and Money Market. dling 9%c.
SAVANNAH, Sept. 4. 1885.—Cotton Is steady;
(By Telegraph.)

middling
NEW YORK, Sept. 3. 1885.—Money on call
CHARLESTON, Sept. 4,1885— Cotton—nothing
continues easy at l®iy2 ; prime mercantile paper
doing; middling 9 3-16@914c.
at 4®5. Foreign Exchange dull, but quotations
havebeen advanced y2c. Governments dull but
MEMPHIS,Sept. 4,1885,-Cotton is quiet; midstrong. State bonds dull and steady. Railroad
dling 9%c.
bonds active and firm. The stock market was
about steady during the past hour and closed
European Markets.
barely steady at prices which show only slight
(BY Telegraph.)
changes from last evening’s closing figures,except
which
is
1
lower.
Union Pacific,
per cent
LONDON, Sept. 4,1885.-Consols 100 1-10.
The transactions at tho Stock Exchange aggreLIVERPOOL, Sept. 4, 1885.—Cotton market
gated 241.769 shares.
Orleans at 5y2d; sales
following are to-day's closing quotations oi easier;uplandsat 5 7-16d;and
8.000
bales; speculation
export 1000 bales.
overnment securitirs:
United States bonds, 3s.103
LIVERPOOL, Sept. 4,1885.—Winter wheat is
United States bonds, 4V2s, reg.112
at 6s 8dg,6s lid; spring wheat at 6s 9d@0s lid;
United States bonds, 4y»s, coup.112% i California average 6s7ifffi6s9d; club 7s@7s2d;
United States bonds, 4s, reg.122
Corn at 4s 7d; Peas 5s lid. Provisons,etc.—Pork
United States bonds, 4s, coup.123
steady at 52s Gd; bacon 31s Gd for short clear and
30s Gd for long clear ; lard, prime Western at 33s
Pacific Us. ’95.128
6d; cheese, good to line at 36s Gd@40s 6d. TalThe following are to-day’s closing quotations of
low 27s.
Stocks’
LONDON, Sept. 4, 1885.—[BeerhohnTs report
Chicago & Alton.13iy2
to Merchants’ Exchange.]
Chicago & Alton preferred.150
Floating cargoes ot
wheat and corn quiet; Cargoes on the passage of
Chicago,Burlington & Quincy.128%
wheat quieter; corn steady. At Liverpool, wheat,
Erie. 16%
Erie preferred. 35
downward tendency and corn strong.
Weather
in England, showery.
Illinois Central.130
J^ke Shore. 70%
Michigan Central. 62%
SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
New Jersey Central. 47y2
FROM
Northwestern. 97%
FOR
Northwestern preferred.129
Polynesian .Quebec.Liverpool...Sept 5
Servia. New York..Liverpool ...Sept 5
New York Central. 98%
Rock Island.118%
City of Richmond New York. .Liverpool.. .Sept 5
St. Paul. 77 Vs
Saratoga.New York.. Havana.Sept 5
Salier.New York.. Bremen.Sept 5
St. Paul preferred.111 y2
Union Pacific Stock. 48ya
Rhynlaud .New York. .Antwerp ..Sept 5
Leerdam.New York..Rotterdam..Sept 5
WesternUnion Tel. 70%
Elbe.New York. .Bremen.Sept 9
American Express Co. 97
Labrador.New York. .Havre.Sept 9
Adams Express Co.142
Valencia.New York. .Laguayra. ..Sept 10
Alton &,Terre|Haute. 27
Germanic .New York..Liverpool.. .Sept 10
Alton & Terre Haute preferred. 78
Boston Air X.ine. 95
Lessing.New York. .Hamburg.. .Sept 10
9e.

yThe

Central Pacific. 38 Vi
Canada Southern. 30%
Del. & Lackawanna.100%
Del. A Hudson Canal Co. 83%
Denver A It. G. 11%
it. Teun., Vir. & Ga.
6%

do,preferred.

9%

Hartford & Erie 7s. 20
Missouri Pacific. 91
Houston A Texas. 28
Hannibal A St. Jo. 38
do nreferred... 88
Kansas A Texas. 23%
Louis & Nash. 45%
7%
Lake Krio A West.
-.125
Morris A Essex.
Mobile A Ohio. 12%
Metropolitan Elevated.130
Manhattan Elevated.100
New York Elevated.144
Northern Pacific common. 21
do preferred. 40%
Oregon Nav.177%
Pittsburg A Fort Wayne.137

Pittsburg.140

Pacific Mail. 50
Pullman Gar.120
Richmond A^Danville. 70
Reading. 18%
St. Paul AJOmaha. 30%
St. Paul & Omaha preferred. 88%
St Louis and ISau Francisco. 19 0
do 1st preferred.83
34
do 2d preferred.
Union Pacific Gs.115%
Union Pacific L. G. 7s.107%
Union Pacific Sinking Fund 8s.120
St. P. M. and M.102%
Wells Fargo Express.113
U. S. Express Co. 53

New York Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK, Sept. 4,11885.—Tile following
are the closing quotations for mining stocks:
1

15 50
00
Ontario.25 00
Quicksilver. 5 00
Quicksilver preferred.23 00
Horn Silver. 2 15
Plymouth. 18 37
6 12
Halo & Noreross
Con. Cal. A Va.1 75

Colorado Coal.

Homestake.17

Eureka.5
California

Mining

(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO, Sept. 4.1885—The following are closing official quotations of mining stocks

to-day:
& Belcher.
Belcher.
Haie& Noreross.
Savage...
Con. Cala. A Va.

SierraJNevada.

Chollar..
Gould & Curry.
Ophir.
Mexican...

Gallia.New York..Liverpool.. .Sept
Anclioria.New

York..Glasgow_Sept

12

MINIATURE ALMANAC.SEPT. 5.
Sunrises
Sun sets.

5.09,n
, "aler
t
6.10 ,u*>“

)

..

7.25AM
7.48 1>M

»*>■* »de

MARINE

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

FRIDAY, Sept.

4.

Arrived.

Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, New York—mdse
Coyle. Jr.
Steamer Acadian, (Br) McGrath, Sydney, CB—

to .1 B

coal to H & A Allan.

('nniherla.ml.

Ktp.mni»r

Tliomnsmi.

Tinst.nn fur

Eastport and St John, N it.
Barque Jennie Svveney. Morse, Philadelphia—
coal to G T Railway Co. Vessel to Chase, Leavitt
& Co.

Sch

Normandy,

Wyman,

Baltimore—coal to

RE.
Sell Anita, Jewet, Amboy—coal to Me Cent.
Sell Perseverance, Willard, Amboy—coal to
Green & Lynch.
Sell E L Gregory, fm New York—general cargo.
Sell Alina Elizabeth, from New York—coal to
C If O'Brion.
Sell Addie J, Wilson, Boston—salt to Emery A
Furbish.
Sell Exchange, Buckmaster, Boston—salt to
Emery & Furbish.
Sell Duroe, Anderson, Boston—salt to Clias A
P & O

Dyer.

Sch Iodine, Cousins, Boston.
Sell Alida, Lindsay, Calais for Boston.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Duuton, Bootlibay.
Sell Susan, Geyer, Pemaquid.
Sells Ethel & Addie. with 300 hbls mackerel:
P A E Small, 200 do; Henrietta Frances, 125 do;
Willie Parkman, 276 do; Josephine Swanton, 40
do; (piivet, 14 do; F'leetwood, 140 do; Vcnelia,
70 do; Clear the Track, 35 do.
Cleared.
Barque Arthur C Wade, Sherman, for Buenos
Millikeu.
A
It
C
Ayres—W
SAILED—Sells Seliago, and Fred Gray.
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

Stocks.

Best

Circassian.Quebec.Liverpool... Sept 12
12
City of Berlin_New York.. Liverpool... Sept 12

2 Vs
1

0%

EAST MACH IAS, Sept 1—Ar, sell Ianthe, Lindsay, Portland.
Sept 2—Sid, sell C V Minot, Hathaway, Boston.
WISCASSET, Sept 3—Ar, sells Elwood Doran,
Warrington, Boston; Boxer, Barter, do; Ira E
Sturgis. Hedgdou, Salem.
Sept 4—Sid, sell Cock of the Walk, Lewis, for

Portland.

}:(?

THOMASTON, Sept 4—Tlie four-masted sclir
Win J Lermond, Capt Hupper, sailed for Bath today, to load ice for Philadelphia. She will take
coal lo New Orleans, and there load for Europe.

(3/f8

barque Oneatta, 588 tons, lias been sold bv
McKay & Dix of New York to D A J Maguire (if

l%

\

Boston Produce Market.
toBOSTON, Sept. 4, 1885.—The followingare
day’s quotations of Provisions, etc.:
Pork—Long cut 12 75@13 00; short cuts 13 00
®13 50; hacks 13 00®13 50; lieht hacks 12 00@
12 50; lean ends 12 50@13 00; prime mess 13 00
@13 50; extra prime 10 50@11 00; mess 11 00@
1150.
tb for tierces; 7%@7%c for
Lard 6%@7Vic
10-tb pails; 7%@8c for 5-Ib pails: 8®8i/ic for 3-lb
pails.

Ill-

She will bo towed to Portland and
Quebec.
docked for a suit of copiier, and then load lumber

for Buenos

Ayres.

from

merchants’ exchange.
London Sept 3d, ship Levi G Burgess,
Johnson. New York.
Ar at Cienfuegos Sept 2.
barque Justina H Ingersoll, Machias.
At at Port Natal 3d inst, brig Isaac W Parker,
Kane, liio Janeiro.
Sid fni Sydney? NSW, 4th inst, ship Rembrandt,
Arat

McGilvery, Manila.

niNCELliANEOm

At Buenos Ayres Aug 2. steamer Mendoza, Me;
Allister. uncj ship Storm King, Keed, do; barque
Louise Adelaide, Orr, do.
At Montevideo Aug 1, barque Bertha, Benja-

miu,

TO

LET-At No. 11 Vine St.,
TOrooms,
all
second ftoor,
ll

tion,
St.

Memoranda.
Brig C S Packard, lately ashore near Sagua,
The
was totally dismasted when taken Into port.
hull is tight and undamaged. The erew have re-

Sid 8d. sells Flora King, Waruock, for Calais;
Com Tucker, Hardy, and Pavilian, Sliute, for New
York, or Bangor.
NEWPORT—Ar 3d, sell W G R Mowry, Motz,
Calais.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 2d sells Willie Martin. Holbrook, Amboy for Portland; Ann, Powers, do for Beverly; Mattie Holmes, Jordan. Port
Johnson for Salem; Sarah Purves, Wentworth,
Hoboken for Augusta; E A Stevens. Kendall, do
for Camden; Otranto, Lockhart, do for Port Clyde
E G Willard. Rockland for New York.
HYANNIS—Ar 2d, sell Appliia & Amelia, Willard, Portland for Philadelphia.
BOSTON—Ar 3d. sells D I) Haskell, Haskell,
Pensacola; Ella Elliott, Russell, Hoboken; Wesley;Abbott, Whitaker, Rondout; Virginia. Burgess, New York; J S Lane, Billings, Kennebec;
M J Elliott, Reed, Boothbay.
Cld 3d, sell Nellie Woodbury, Hodgkins, Hayti.
Ar 4th, barque Edw L Mayberry, Knight, Iloilo;
brig Edw H Williams. Gould, Mayaguez; sells C
H Maeomber, Kumrill, Gonaives; Warner Moore,
Crockett. Port Johnson ; J L Newton, Stover,
do; Annie Lee, Cole, Amboy; Lizzie Carr, Blown,
Hoboken.
SALEM—Ar 3d, sells Orozimbo, Guptill,
Johnson; G M Bruinard, Tolman, do.
Sid 3d, sell Mary Stewart. Conant. Bangor.

Port

NEWBURYPORT-Ar 3d, sch Siisie J Sawyer,
Nickerson, Weehawken.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 2d, sch Ivy Belle, Lowell,
Philadelphia.
MACHIASPORT—Ar 29tli, sells Para, Colbeth,

Reno, Colbeth, Portland.
BOOTHBAY—In port 2d, sells Peinaquid, from
Damariscotta for Boston; Earl, Bangor for do;
Alida, Calais for do; Jessie, Hart,St John, NB, for
Philadelphia; Corvo, Rockland for New York;
Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, Portland; Pearl, Andrews, from St George for Portland.
and

Foreign Ports.
Cebu July 13, ship Farragut, Hardwick, for

At
New

York, takes about 2100 tons sugar.
Sid fm Calcutta Aug 2. ship Geo Curtis, Sproul,

for New York.
Ar at Barcelona

Aug 27, barque Cyclone, Merriman, Savannah via Carthagena.
Ar at London 3d inst, ship Levi G Burgess,
Johnson, New Y'ork.
Ar at Dublin Aug 29, ship St Joseph, Stevens,
Bristol.
Ar at

Victoria, BC, Aug 22d, barque Gerard C
Tobey. Baker, Newport. E, for Port Moody.
Ar at Buenos Ayres Aug 31, barque Boylston,
Small, New York.
Sid fm Buenos Ayres July 30, barque Rachel
Emery. Wyman, Antilles.
Sid fill Rio Janeiro Aug 7, barque Hannah McLoon, Bowers, Barbadoes.
Cld 8th, barque Carrie E Long, Park, Portland.
Ar at Antigua 13tli, brig Clara Jenkins, Hoopsell Nelson Bartlett. Watts,
er, Philadelphia;
Boston.
Sid fm Bonaire Aug 24th, sch A P Emerson,
Moore, Portland.
Ar at Barbadoes Aug 12, barque Geneva. Gregory, Buenos Ayres, to load for North of Hatteras.
At Barbadoes Aug 20, barque Geneva, Gregory,
from Buenos Ayres, ar 13th, to load for North of
Hatteras ; Charles Fobes, Buckman,Philadelphia;
brig Victoria, Spencer, from New York.
Sid fm Charlottetown, PEI, 1st inst, brig Jennie
Hulbert, Handy, for Sydney and New York.
Ar at St John, NB. 3d inst, sells Almeda, Mullen, aud Ida May, Spragg. Rockland; G G King,
Springer, and Daisy Queen, Belyea, Thomaston;
Llewellyn, Colwell, and Emu, Colwell, do; Seatle,
Fanjoy, Rockport; Essie C, Colwell, do.
Cld 3d, sells Nettie B Dobbin, Rummy, Vineyard-Haven; Emma G, Bostwick, Rockland.

Spoken.
date, lat 23 17 S, Ion 58 50 E, barque J H
Bowers, from Macascar for New York.
No

a

tenement of

for

WANTED—Board
young lady, west
Box

4-1

WANTED—To

quire at 203 MIDDLE

CAUTION—Remember that an extract
offered the public u* the original Liquid
Food nud other

is

name*

not

food,

n

Saco, Me.

WANTED.—Office

LET-Cottages; 2 new furnished cottages
at Libby or Prout’s neck.
Apply to J. M.
ALLEN, Scarboro, Prout's Neck.
)y!4-ltf

TO

XJITANTED—To purchase,

LET-The fast and staunch Steamer “Lizzie” can be chartei ed to take pleasure parties
to any part of the harbor or Islands.
Apply to
JOHN A. QUINN, Franklin Wharf, or 49 Commercial street.
14-4

by steady young man,
WANTED—Situation
who is willing to work, not particular
to

Bov. Apply to SYMONDS
& LIBBY, First National Bank Building.

a

any kind of work, good references. Apply or
address S. B., 61 Turner St- City.20-1

add A. 1. line.
Specialty Mill’s, Works, Clothiers. &e. Boston agent earned $2400 In ’84. P. O. BOX. 1371,
New York.
29-2
drive horses or work
around a gentleman’s place. Call or address
No. 0 CHESTNUT ST.27-1

WANTED—A

TO LET.
ou

No. 455 St.
this street
J. HOPKINS SMITH,

Apply To

easy terms.

When

we know that during the Inst three
four months of his life that he lost of
flesh equal to half his former weight, we
must say that his life was sustaiued by hi*
or

body, ns it is impossible to sustniu life
after such a heavy Ion*, and death alwnys
follows.
The value of Murdock’s Liquid Food in such
cases we cannot illustrate better than by
giving
a case that came under our treatment (outside of
our free hospital, as
cases are not adcontagious
mitted). The case showed to all that it was manyfold worse than General Grant’s, and had been
under treatment for several years in some of our
best hospitals and also by some of our best physicians out of the hospital’s care, crowimr worse
aauy, unui sue coinnienceu taking Murdock’s
Liquid Food equal to two ounces daily, when she
commenced gaining rapidly in flesh, gaining, as
all do, equal to ten pounds 0/ new blood every
month. This case was well known in Boston, as
we invited
many of the leading physicians of Boston to visit us at our quarterly receptions at the
Tremont House to see her; but for an accident she
met with she would have lived many years, as she
never ceased to gain in flesh as long as she
took
our Liquid Food, and the new blood she made
daily by being nourished more than all other
Foods, Tonics or Extracts could do. cleansed her
own

system.

Another

case

showing

recruiting and
Murdock’s Liquid

snstniuing powers of
Food equal to the above
is

the

cases.

The

party

gentleman well known in Massachu-

a

from

an

to

whout

we

unsolicited

can

refer

extrncts

lettersenlAug.il, ’83.

six years ago I conunanced taking your
I thought perhaps you would be interested to know something of my present condition. For four years I have not been able to get
out of my chair without assistance, and am so
nearly helpless that I cannot wipe the perspiration from my forliead. I suiter a great deal all
the time, and my limbs are much distorted, and
my head lies on my right shoulder. My stomach
lias not been able to retain solid food for several
For
years. I take all my food through a tube.
more than two years my diet has been three pints
of milk, two tablespoonfuls of Wheat Germ Meal,
and five tablespoonfuls of Murdock's Liquid Food.
I am anxious to get on my legs again, as it is just
eleven years that 1 have been laid up.
1 always
speak a good word for your Liquid Food, as 1 am
convincep that I should have been able to have
obtained it.
About

Liquid Food.

once

BRANCH ) 7 Know Hill. Loudon,
WORKK, f HS4 Kt. Paul 41., Montreal.

s

aug21WS&Mtf

For Instant Use

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

SCHNAPPS

As a reliable

remedy, in cases of Croup,
Whooping Cough, or sudden Colds,

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
every other preparation for these purA public trial of over 30 years
uration in everv section of our country
of Udolpho Wolfe’s Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequaled by any
other distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

and for the prompt relief and cure of
throat and lung diseases, Ayer’s Cherry
Pectoral is invaluable. Mrs. E. G. Edgerly,
Council Bluffs, Iowa, writes:
I consider
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral a most important
remedy for home use. I have tested its
curative power, in my family, many
times during the past thirty years, and
have never known it to fail. It will relieve the most serious affections of" the
throat and lungs, whether in children or
adults.” John H. Stoddard, Petersburg,
Va., writes: “I have never found a medicine equal to

Soses.

UDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON & CO.,
18 BEAVER STREET,
NEW
marlO

WANTED.—Agents
U. S.; $75

— BMP

'I—

Indigestion Cured.

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral useful in my fam-

ily.” B. T. Johnson, Mt. Savage, Md.,
writes: “For the speedy cure of sudden
Colds, and for the relief of children afflicted with Croup, I have never found any-

suffered for more than five years with indigestion, scarcely able to retain the simplest food on
my stomach. The burning sensation was almost
intolerable, and my whole system was deranged.
I was wakeful and could not sleep, and consemore or less nervous all the time.
I dequently
clined m flesh, and suffered all tliejisual depression attendant upon this terrible disease. In a
word, 1 was miserable. At last, failing to find relief in anything else, I commenced the use of
Swift’s Specific. I began to improve at once. The
medicine toned up the stomach, strengthened the
digestive organs, and soon all that burning ceased,
and I could retain food without difficulty. Now
my health is good, and can eat anything in the
shape of food, and digest it without the slightest
difficulty. 1 most cheerfully bear this testimony,
because there are hundreds suffering as I was,
and I am sure they can be as readily healed. Take
the prescribed dose after eating, instead of before.
.JAMES MANN, No. 14 Ivy St.
Atlanta, (la., May 13,1885.
For sale by all druggists.
Treatise on Blood and Skin Diseases mailed free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.,
N. Y., 157 W. 23d St.
Drawer 3, Atlanta, Ga.
I

thing equal

to Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral.
It is the most potent of all the remedies I
have ever used.” W. II. Stickler, Terre
Haute, Ind., writes: “Ayer’s Cherry
Pectoral cured my wife of a severe lung

affection, supposed

be Quick ConWe now regard the Pectoral
as a household
necessity.” E. M. Breckcuridge, Brainerd, Minn., writes: “I
am subject to
Bronchitis, and, wherever I

sumption.

<rn

to

win

eotioswidSwnrin

NEURALGIA!
DR. C. \V. BENSON, of Baltimore, Md., has disthat the Extract of Celery Seed and the
Extract of German Chamomile Flowers combined
in the form of Fills, is the most wonderful nervine
in tlie world and invariably cures
Sicl( Headache, Nervous Headache, Neuralgia, Nervousness, Aleeplessness, Paralysis, St. Vitus’ Dance,
and all nervous troubles, as they act directly upon
the nervous system as a nerve food and exciter of
nerve matter.
They are invaluable to all nervous
people, and Dr. Benson’s reputation as a specialist in the treatment of nervous diseases at once
gives them a high standard. Sold by all druggists,
or sent to any address on receipt of price—50c a
box, or « boxes for $2.50. Onice 154 N. Howard
St., Baltimore.
mayl3dGmnrmcW
covered

u

lwrttHn

To Let.
to let single or in suits, with board.
Apply at No. 99 High St., corner of Spring.

ROOMS

vented, large profits

n1nrs

dtf

mayl3

Dr. J. C.

Ayer
sale

Co., Lowell, Mass.

&

by all Druggists.

For Croup.
For Neuralgia.
For Rheumatism.
Doctor Thomas' Cclectric Oil.'

“

12

Spent Fifty Dollars
doctonng for rheumatism, before I tned
Thomas

In

Ecltctric Oil. Used a 50-cent bottle of
medicine, and got out in one week. For burn*
and sprains it is excellent.”
Jas. Durham, East
Pembroke, N. Y.
this

64
You ^
Can Depend On It.
hr severe Toothache and
Neuralgia of the
head, I used Thomas' Ecltctric Oil. This is
certainly the best thing I ever knew for the reany kind. The house is never withk• M‘ Ft"k’ 177 Tupp" S,re"’
Buffalo, N Y.
v

106

IT

Have
and

Speak* Right Up.
tried

Tkemat' Ecltctric Oil tor croup
colds, and Snd it the best remedy I have

Av““bu8Xn‘‘y17'”

Wm'K*y' S»oPlymouth

30

Worked Wonders.
My daughter was very bad off on account of
a cold,and pain in her
lungs. Dr. Thomas' Eccured ker in twenty-four hours. One
tu
of
the v
boys was cured of sore throat. This medicinc has worked wonders
in our family,” Al*
vah Pinckney, Lake
Mahopac, N.Y.

THT
A PPP may be found on flie at Geo.
ftp
a AAAKJ
If Vi
Jb AL P. Rowell & Co’a Newspaper
Advertising Bureau <vo Spruce Street), where advertls*
bn; coatraeta may be made for It IN NEW YORK.

isl

innmrp. <if .f

partic-

sure

r

NTflHOI,S RriitiBwfn.K. Mft.
26-3
or

a

TO LET.

family, before Oct 1st, Address, stating price and
25-1
location, H., P. O. Box 1874.

in

the Thompson block, Nos. 117,119,
experienced
STORES
121 aild 123 Aliddlp
fAW
WANTED—An
couple of patients at home,
post office; fitted suitable for wholesale
st.rppt:

dnnr

a.

the

nurse would like
a
or would care
aged couple; best of references given aiul
required. Address, for interview, NURSE, this
office.25-1

hplnw

or

re-

for

tail business, with light, finished, airy basements.
Kent reasonable. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON,
No. 1G4 Brackett St., Portland, Me.
janl4dtf

in a retail grocery store
by a young man 19 years of age; has had
four years experience aiul can give the best of references. Address “A.” Press Office.
25-1

WANTED—Situation

LOST AND FOUND.

in
FOUND—Adrift
boat. The
at F.E.

Back Bay, a fourteen foot
may have the same by
calling
LOVELL’S grocery store, corner
of Wilmot and Oxford streets, proving property
ami paying charges.
4-1
row

American lady, a situation
to do housework in a small family, a pleasant home more an object than wages.
Address
26-1
H. F. L., Press Office.
educated young lady of good
address to fill a desirable permanent position, some light domestic duties and some plain
copying; also another young lady as private teacher.
Those from the country preferred, none but
first-class parties need apply.
Address B. E.
JEFFERSON, Fryeburg. Me.26-1

place to get Two Elegant Cabinet Photographs for $1.00, at HARRIS'S
GALLERY, 618 Congress St., opposite Mechanic

FOUND—The

WANTED.—An

29-2

Hall._

BOARD.

BROOK FARM.
WILLOW
wishing to find delightful spot

the month of September, may like
few good rooms are now vacant

BROOK FARM, Oxford, Me.

about the Middle of
WANTED—Rent,
7
tember, convenient rent of 6
in
location. Address
Press Office.

Anyone

a

to spend
to know that a

a

at WILLOW

depot;

cttl

comparatively

house

and well situated; steam fittings; will be
leased to a responsible person for term of one or
more years. Apply to JAS. W. BAILEY. 264
Middle St., Portland Me.15-3
new

SALE.—A

female pug dog. 1G months
FOR
old, good for breeding, fine English male
14 months
coach
nice and kind

old,

22-1

LET-Hotel with furniture and fixtures
T9
complete: situated in Saccarappa Me.; two
minutes walk from

SALE.

ten, and one South American parrot,
old, line talker and handsome plumage.
M. H. RAN LETT. Rockland, Me.

Sep-

rooms

rent of 6 or 7 rooms, centrally
possession by Oct, 1st.
Address P. O. BOX 1657.
19-2

TO

dog

or

B.,

good

WANTED—A
located: to take

3-1

LET—With board; large airy rooms in a
pleasant, quiet locality. 74 SPRING ST. 6-6
FOR

an

WANTED—By

owner

a

an

kityear
Address

as a
one

position
WANTED—A
middle-aged American

as

4-1

Maine.

SALE—At Gorham Village; the Storer
house, on northerly side of Main St.; centrally located, large lot with garden spot and fruit
trees; very desirable property, and will be sold at
a
bargain. Albert Storer, Adm’r with the will annexed of the estate of Catherine Storer. Inquire
of JOHN A. WATERMAN.3-4

FOR

housekeeper by

Gentlemen
WANTED—Ladies
country, to receive light, easy

fruit, confectionery, periodical and cigar store, with ice cream and oyster saloon; also daily, weekly and Sunday papers;
corner store, best location in Haverhill; sold for
no fault.
For particulars, address B., Carrier No.
2, Haverhill, Mass.2-1

machine girl for
WANTED—Immediately;
Woodford’s Store: coat, pant and vest makers for
L.

and

SALE—A

city store.

FOR
FOR

SALE

or

House
FOR

TO

WANTED—Custom

good
WANTED—A
experience in the

THOMAS KANE,
29-1

LET—A

St., Portland.

Cottage

A

house in Camnice street, rents for
dollars; ten rooms, modern improvements, every wav desirable, for a farm handy
to Portland or on the shore.
N. S. GARDINER.
No. 40 Exchange St.
28-1

exchange;

on

that has had some

WANTED.

au29-l

SALE—Or
FOR
bridge, Mass.,
three hundred

man

advertising business; a
good salary is waiting the proper person. Address
G. W., Press Office.
3-1

on Lincoln St., Woodfords Corner,
Decring, consisting of 9 finished rooms just painted ami papered, heated by furnace, Segago water,
&c.. &e. Enquire of L. J. PERKINS, 489 Con-

gress

s't.
_15-1

GEO. P. CORNISH & CO., 249 Middle

coat makers, at Haskell
& Jones’ (formerly Allen & Co.,) 470 ConSt.
HASKELL
&
JONES.
28-1
gress

SALE—Greenhouse, good boiler, hot
FOR
water pipes, sashes, etc., at 648 Congress St.
Also the
to
Apply

SECOND-HAND Set of Sheet Iron Worker’s
Tools. Address
B. A. ATKINSON & CO.,
Cor. Pearl & Middle Streets, Portland.

»UK*u_Ull

a

WAITED.
coat, vest and pant makers. Address C. G. ALLEN, No. 470 Congress street.
FIRST-CLASS

SALE—One of the best business in
Maine for the faris; sure thing and big
also
other chances: all cash trade. Call
profits;
or address, 253 FEDERAL ST., Portland, Maine.

dlw

sep3

Purchasers Wanted.

_28-1

close out
Remnants ot Dress Goods,
TO Tickings,
Flannels, Sheetings, etc., etc., etc.,
at
our

SALE—One stand top phaeton nearly
new; also one second-hand butcher’s cart,
one riding harness to be sold at a bargain.
I nquire at 311 SPRING ST„ City.28-1

FOR

Remnant sales which we shall hold in our
cloak rooms every Friday in September. Ladies
should he present. R1NES BROTHERS. sepSdtf
our

PUBLIC-While
CAUTION
reading of the Model Bakeries and Glass-DeTO

JC story ami a half house, with two acres of
held laud, on the Falmouth Foreside shore road,
one-lialf mile this side of Underwood Spring. "For
price and further particulars apply on the premises or address MRS. E. B. AUSTIN, New Casco,
Me.21-2

THE

EET—Rooms, both single
TO with
board. 80 STATE ST.,

corner
a girl

120

FOR

one

do

BRACKETT

one

third

large

floor:
housework, at
2-1

one on

general

ST._

and

suite,

en

Gray

cor.

St.
1-1

__

EET.—A convenient
for
person,
TO
furnished and lighted at $2 per week. Good
references
114
room

required.

fine residence, situated at
story, 12 finished rooms;

FOR
Saccarappa, 2%
convenient for two

one

OXFORD St.

20-2

TO EET—Handsomely furnished
rooms to let at 22 Wilmot street, anil a tine
pleasant office at 119>/2 Exchange, also a line 7
Octave Piano at 1191/2 Exchange St., at HASTINGS’warerooms.
18-2

ROOM*

families; sightly, healthy, and
pleasant; in a good neighborhood: will be sold at
a great sacrifice if sold immediately.
Inquire of
FRANK E. WEBB, at P. O., Saccarappa, Me.

BE LET-Unfurnished rooms at the
TO
Julian Hotel, No. 190 Middle St.; good
taurant

connected with house.

UNDERWOOD,

boot and shoe settee, 10
feet long, leather covered can learn of one
to sell cheap by addressing Lock Box 500 Saccarappa Me.; also, three (3) arm chandeliers, all in
good shape, for sale cheap if applied for soon.
dlw
sep4
a

Apply

to

Janitor._

BUSINESS

St.
res-

R. W.
13-7

CHANCES.

SAIiE—Cigar
great thoroughFOB
fare to 3 depots, large transient Hade, splenstore

on

BEAUTIFUL

FOB

<

Elegant Residence for Sale.
THE

FOB

Til.

1-4

and
EASTERN DIVISION.

TRAINS

LEAVE

27-1

1

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, ONLY $1.00
BV.JIAII, POSTPAID.

—AT—

Bound

Park, Peaks’

ing at 1.10 p. in. AT 1.00 P. M.: For Biddeford, North Berwick, Conway Junction
(stops only to leave passengers), Kittery, Port*moulh, Newburyport, Salem, Lyna and
Bowtou, arriving at 4.50 p. m., connecting with
Sound and Rail Tines for points South ana West.
AT 6.00 P. M.: (Express for Boston and principal Way Stations, arriving in Boston at 9.30 p.
in., connecting with Rail lines for New York.
TRAIN* LEAVE BOSTON at 7.30,9.00
a. m„ arriving at Portland 11.60 a. m., 12.25 p.m.;

runningfrom North Berwick to Scarvia western Division, stopping at
••Kennebunk, Saco, Biddeford and Old Orchard,
arriving at Portland at 4.30 p. m.
At 7.00 p.m. daily, arriving at Portland at 10.46
p. m.
••Stops to leave passengers taken West of North
Berwick only. PULLMAN PARLOR CARS
on trains leaving Boston 9.00 a. m., 12.30, 7.00 p.
m., and Portland at 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 am.
at 12.30 p, m.
boro Crossing

THROUGH
PULLMAN
SLEEPING
CARS *.n trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m.
and Portland 2.00 a. m.
Through tickets to all points South and West for
sale at depot ticket office; also at 40 Exchange
Street.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen’l Manager.

D. J. FLANDERS, Gen. P. & T.

A._Je2ftdtf

Boston & Maine RR.
Sunday Passenger Trains will leav. Portland
for Scarboro, Pine Point and Old Orchard Beaches, Saco and Biddeford at 10.00 a. m.. 1.00,
3.00 (mixed) 3.30 stops at Old Orchard lh. 50m.,
4.15, 6.30 p. m.
Returning leave Old Orchard
Beach 6.52. 10.24 a. m., 2.35, 7.30, 9.49 p.
m.
Fare to Old Orchard and return. 30 cents.
JAS. T, FURBER, Gen. Manager.
I). J. FLANDERS, G. P. & T. A.
)ly25cltf

tions.

ARRIVALS.
8.45

a. in., from Bnrtiett and way stations.
12..15 n. in., from all While Mountain points.

5.45 p. in., from No. Conway and way stations
8.00 p.

Montreal, Burlington and
through line.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.

nt., from
on

all points

Juue 27,1885.

_]e27dtf

Rumford Fulls und Burkfield Railroad.
Trnitni MouthMIXKD
PAgs’B
Lv. Gilbertville.
9.25 a. ui.
Canton.4.30 a.m. 9.35
Hartford.4.50
9.50
9.66
Sumner.6.06
10.16 ••
Buckfleld.5.46
10.36
Hebron.0.00
••

West Minot.6.20
Ar. Mechanic Falls
.0.40
Portland (G. T. Ry).8.35

From $30 to $100

Manhood.

aug31d3m

TAME* a. BLAINE’* GREAT HISTORY
**
outsells all other books. Agents wanted on
commission or salary. The Henry Bill Pub.
I'o., Norwich. Ct.
sep3d&wlm36

THE DAY EXPRESS
—FROM—

PORTLAND TO MONTREAL,
—WILL—

Trnina North

JAS. STEPHENSON,

J, HICKSON,
Gen'l

Harvard,

YOUNG

|

Sundays).

feb!2

eodly

a. m.|
MIXKD

1.30 p.
3.15
3.27
3.40
3.55
4.08
4.15
4.30

no.

"

«

Gilbertville..4.40

Stage connections daily with passenger train at
West Minot for Hebron Academy: at Buckfleld for
West Sumner, Chase’s Mills and Turner; at Canton for Peru, Dixfleld, Mexico and Rumford Falls;
ai311 IUI

J)l V.

l.lMl 3 1>11113.

JvOdtf1- L. LINCOLN. Supt.

BRIDGTON & SAGO RIVER R. R.
Summer

Arrangement

in Effect June 29th.

Connections via Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.
Leave Portland 8.25 a. m., 12.40 and 6.00 p. m.
Returning, leave Bridgton 6.00 and 10.10 a. m.,
and 5.40 p. m. arriving in Portland at 8.46 a. in.,
12.35 and 8.00 p. m.
Stage connects with every train lor No. Bridgton and Harrison, and with train leaving Portland
at 12.40 for Waterford.
W. F. PERRY Supt.
J. A. BENNETT, Passenger Agt.
dSm
je30
SITE A.VIE RW.

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall on
the 1st, loth and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named
ports.
Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
ana Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and furthei
information, apply to or address the General East*

Superintendent.

Agents.

E.

Portland and Worcester Line.

A D AMN

ARRANGEMENT^OF
p. ra.

—AND—

and

7.25 p.

m.

Direct Steamship Line.

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY.

TRAINS.

p.

Returning leave

Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. in. and 11.15
a. m., arriving at Portland at 12.50 p m. and 5.40
n. in.

Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg,
Xn»hun, I,•well, Windham, and Epping

For

at 7.30 a. in. and lelO p. m.
For LflanchcMter, Concord and points North
at l.lOp. m.
For Rochester, Kpringvale. Alfred, Water*
boro and .Saco River, 7.39 a. in., l.fO
at 0.30 p. m. Returning
p. m. and (mixed)
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. in., 11.00 a.
m. and 3.35 p. m., arriving at Portland (mixed)
9.40 a. m., 12.50 V). m. ana 6.40 p. m.
For (xorhant, Naccarappa, Cumberland
Mill*, WeMtbrook and Wroodford’« at 7.30
a. m.. 1.10, 6.20, and mixed at *6.30 p. m.
The 1.10 p. m. from Portlana connects at
Ayer Junct. with Hoo*ac Tunnel Route for
the West, and at Cnion Repot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Cine and all rail,
via ttpriugtleld, N. Y. Sc N. E. R. R.
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia.
Raltimore, Wimhington, and the Month and
With RoMtou A Albany R. R. for the Went.
Close connections made at Wentbrook Junction with through train of Maine Central R. R.,
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points West and South
may he had of 8. H. Hellen, Ticket Agent, Portland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and
of Rollins & Adams. No. 22 Exchange St.
♦Does not stop at Woodford’s.
inSfidtf
.T. W PF.TFRS Sunt

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
m.
From Pine Street Wharf

Philadelphia,

MONDAY, June 29,
1885. Passenger Trains leave

Portland as follows:
For Bangor, Vanceboro, St. John,

Halifax, anti the Province*, St. Stephen and
Aroostook County, 12.30 p. m., via Lewitton, 12.35 and $11.15p. m., via Augusta; and
for Bangor at 5.15 p. m.; for Bangor Ac Pin
calaqiiis R. R., $11.15 p. m., for Skowhegan, Belfast and Dexter,12.30,12.35, $11.15
p. in.; Waterville, 6.45 a.m., 12.30, 12.35,
5.15 and $11.15 p. m.; for Augnstn, Hallowell, (Gardiner and Brunswick, 0.45
a. m., 12.35, 5.16, $11.15p.m.; Bath, 6,45 a.
m., 12.35, o.l6 p. m., ana on Saturdays only at
11.15 p. m.; Rockland and Knox Ac Lincoln K. R., 6.45 a. m., 12.35, and on Saturdays only at 5.15 a. in., Auburn nnd Lewiston at 8.20 a. m., 12.30, 5.10 p. m.; Lewiston
via Brunswick, 6.45 a. m., $11.15 p. m.;
Farmington, Jlonmouth, Winthrop and
Haranacook, 8.20 a. m. 12.30 n. m.; Oaknnd
North
land
Anson, 12.3.0 p. in.:
Farmington via Brunswick,6.45 a. m, ana
m.

From Congress Street nt 13*35 p,
Fast express train for Ellsworth and Bar
Harbor,stopping at Brunswick, Gardiner, Hallowell, Augusta, Waterville and Bangor onlv
This train must be taken at Congress Street sta
tion as it is a through train from Boston to
Harbor.
The 11.15 p. m. train also runs through to Bar
Harbor a and may be taken at Portland station.
$The 11.15 p. m. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sun
days included, but not through to Skownegan on
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter o
beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar Harbor, on
Sunday mornings.
Trains are due in Portland as follows: The morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.35 a. in.;
Lewiston. 8.40 a. m.; the day trains from Bangor and all intermediate stations and connecting
roads at 12.50 and 12.55 d. m.; the afternoon
trains from Maranacook, Waterville, Augusta,
Bath. Rockland and Lewiston at 5.35 p. m.; Flying Yankee at 5.46 p. m.; the night Pullman Express train at 1.60 a. m.

Portland, Bangor, Mt. Desert and Machias Steamboat Comuanv.
COMMENCING MAY 1.1885.
CITY
OF
RICHMOND
loaves Portland every TUESDAY and FRIDAY
at 11.00 n. m. after arrival of night train from Boston, for Rocklnnd, f nstinr. Deer Isle, SedgRnr

Eastward trips.
RETURNING:

on

Leaves Machiasport every
and Thursday morning for Mt. Desert
and
there
connecting with trains for BanFerry,
gor, Portland and Boston, and leaves the Ferry
same forenoon for Portland via all landings ana
connecting with night Pullman and early morning
trains for Boston.
Eimitetl Tickets, first and second class, (or
all points in the Provinres on snle nt re-

Monday

rates.

PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Apt.
Je20dtf
Portland, June 25.18S5._

at 10

a. m.

Insurance one-liall the rate ot
sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.

Passage

Ten

Dollars.

Trip Sit*.

Round

E.
31 dtf

B.
70

SAMPSON, Agent,
Cong Wharf, Botin.

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For

New York.

□Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 0 p. m.
Returning, leave Her
38. East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, Jk.,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
sep21-dtfGeneral Agent

STEAMERS.
FARE $1.00.
THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT
alternate!} leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland, at 7 o’clock pjn.. and INDIA WHARF, Boston. at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line secure a comfortable
night’s rest, and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Kail and Sound Lines, for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
aug24tf_J. B. COYLE, .In., Manager.
will

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Eastport, Me., Calais, Me.,

St.

Halifax, N. S., &c.

Summer

John, N. B„

Arrangement,

Commencing Jlsy 18, 1883.
3

TRIPS

PER

WEEK.

HTEATIKRS OF THIS
CINE
WILL LEAVE
RAILROAD WHARF,
foot of State street, every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday at 6 p. m., for Eastport and St. John,
with connections for Calais, Kobbinston, St. Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock, (Irand
Menan, Campobello, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Pictou, Shedlac, Bathurst, Dalhousie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, (irnmt Falls, and other stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Interand
colonial, Windsor
Western
Annapolis,
Counties Railroads and Stage Routes.
Through Tickets Issued and Baggage checked
to destination.
Ef-Freight received up to 4 p. m., and any information regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes,
Tickets,
State Rooms and further information apply at
First National Bank Building
Company’s
Office,
corner Middle and Exchange streets.
J. B. COYLE. Manager,
niyl8dtf_

REDECED OCEAN TICKETS.
the largest, fastest and best passenger and
mail steamers between America and Europe.
Rates: First cabin, $00 to $100; second cabin,
$40 to $00; intermediate. $35 to $40; steerage,
outward and prepaid, to and from British ports,

BY

$15, round trip $30; steerage, outward and prepaid, to and from Continental ports, $17 to $25.
Scandinavian and Sterling sight checks at lowest
rates. Apply to J. L. FARMER, 22 Exchange St.
tela

d*f

IMPORTED

-s

WINES and LIQUORS
OF ALL KINDS,

THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
FOR SALE

BY

R. STANLEY & SON,

Importers,

NO. 410 FORE ST.,
PORTLAND, ME.
Also General
Managers for New England for the
Celebrated

CHANGE OF TIME.

HARRISON, MAINE

1SS5

DEPARTURE*:
For Auburn and Eewinton, 7.15 a. in.,
and 5.2."> p. m.
For iiorhnm, 3.30 and 5.25 p. m.. mixed.
For Gorham,Montreal and Chicago,
a. m. and 1.30 p. in.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. ED.

1.15
9.30

mixed.

From

5.30 p.

Chicago,

a.

m.,

and Montreal 12.25

and

From

Quebec, 12.25 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and
Montreal.
TIUKKT OFFICE:
and

—

Uiiiindn,

Detroit, C'hieugo, Milwaukee,
C'inriiiiiuti, Mt. lioui*, Omaha, Magiuaws Mt. Paul, Malt l.ake City,
Deliver, Man Fraucinco
and all points in the

Northwest, West ami Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
WM. EDGAR, G. P. A.
J. STEPHENSON, Sup’t.

je28dtl

Hariv

j*w

ment

sa^d

to'

EDWARD W. THOMPSON,

p. 111.,

m.

TO

VOTIC'E IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the
has been duly appointed and
J_subscriber
taken
upon himself the trust of Administrator de
bonis non of the estate of
GREENFIELD POTE, late of Freeport,
deceased, and giveu
hlmua unty Cumberland,
directs ;|.and I have appointed
if vf
ortIail(1
‘‘‘Kent or attorney
>“>'
fn
tui State
«Ko*JrSnw?,iI
in the.
of Maiue.
All persons having deof
arc redeceased,
P,f,atf‘samei and all persons|in!.Sa nlh
Lhenre °allcil
'*< s,ate
upon to make pay-

Olfired
fitoi tifpvWh?,

ARRIVALS:
From Yacwiftton and Auburn 8.35
12.25, 3.15 and 5.50 p. m.
From Gorhniu, 8.35 a.m. and 7.20

-—

BOSTON

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA. SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING
WATER,
FROM
On and after MONDAY, June 29,
Train* will run as follow*:

^

IMeals and Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to.

On and after

duced

CO.,

4k

PIIILADFLPIIIA

Portland & Rochester R. R.

at 2.15

A.

115 Mtate Street, Cor. Krond Nt.. Ko.isn,
feb8
dtf

Manager._ang29dtd

—

M. REED (M. D..
1876,)
Evan* Iloune, 175 Trvuiont
n*iton, treat FIKTUX.A,
an«l ALL 111MEAMEM
IE RECTUM without
from business.
Keferven.
Send for pamphlet,
ours, 11a. m. to 4. p. m.

9.30

Mechanic Falls.11.10 "
West Minot.11.30
Hebron.11.55
Buckfleld. 12.30 p.m.
Sumner.12.50
Hartford. 1.10
Ar. Canton. 1.30

ern

Depot Foot of India Street.
Exchanga St.,
TICKETS SOLI) AT REDUCED RATES
AND

p.m.

1-AHS‘u

(G. T. Ry)....

Lv. Portland

Continueto Run up to Sept. 14

35

WANTED.

10.37
10.50
12.36

Sandwich Islands. New Zealand and Australia.

wick,
Harbor,
Harbor,
Millhridgc, .lour-port and Mnchin-port;
or parties for last three named points desiring to
do so can proceed by rail to Mt. Desert Ferry
on days steamer sails from Portland, cross to Bar
Harbor by Ferry Boat and connect with the Richmond there, as it docs not rnn to Mt. Desert Perry

Island.

Ladies in city or country to work for us
at their homes; fascinating employment; no
instructions to buy; work can be sent by mail (distance no
objection) ;$G to $9 per week can be made
No canvassing, particulars free, or sample of work
mailed for four cents in stamps. Please address,
Home Manufacturing Co., Boston, Mass. P. O.
Box 1916.
uugl4d3m

not Stop at Mouth Windham ur Hiram.
6.00 p. ui., for Bnrtiett and intermediate sta-

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

South West

will buy a most desirable shore lot. 40x70 feet, or
a lot on some high point commanding a view of
old ocean, the Bay and many Islands, or a cozy
nook among the evergreens, according to the taste
of the purchaser
$100 wil give a cnoice of Location; only a few
points will be reserved for special purposes.
Rock Bound Park contains nearly a liumlred
on
acres, and is acknowledged to be one of the most
charming and picturesque Summer Resorts on
the coast of Maine.
The Chapman House on an eminence surrounded
by evergreens has the appearance of a Castle.
It is the largest hotel, but one in Portland harbor.
It is unique m design with its perfect atmosphere,
and rock bound coast, its
fishing, bathing, and
which
invaluable. So found l>y the Author,
many attractions, and is gaining
rapidly in whose is
experience for 23 years is such as probably
popularity. It is away from the noise and activity never before
fell to the lot of any physician. 300
of the business part or the Island. It is Just the
place to rusticate and let nature’s recuperative I pages, bound in beautiful French ‘muslin, embossed
full gilt, guaranteed to be a finer
covers,
agencies build up the system.
are
no
There
work m
sounds to interrupt the harmony of nature in the
every sense—mechanical, literary and
professional—than
of
any other work sold in this
the
of
song
birds and the gentle splashing
water upon the rocks. Everything is suggestive of
Country for $2.50, or the money will be refunded
in every instance.
Price only $1.00 by mail, postrest and contentment. Apply to
paid. Illustrative sample 6 cents. Send now.
Gold medal awarded the author
by the National
Medical Association, to the Presideut of which,
MRS. MAY CIIAPMAJf,
the Hon. P. A. Bissell, and associate officers or
LneBoard, the reader is respectfully referred.
Chapman House, Rock Bound Park,
The Science of Life shoiiln be read by the young
!
for instruction, and by the afflicted for relief. It
Peaks- Islaud, Poi (land Harbor, Maine.
will benefit all.—London Lancet.
aul8
eodlm
The is no member of
society to whom The Science of Life will not be
useful, whether youth, paAOENT* WANTED.
rent. guardan, instructor or clergyman—Argonaut.
Address the Peabody Medical institute, or Dr.
W. H. Parker, No. 4 Bulfinch Street, Boston,
active manor woman in every
\\TANTED—An
▼ T
Mass., who may be consulted on all diseases recounty to sell our goods. Salary $75 per month
and expenses, or commission. Expenses in advance.
quiring skill and experience. Chronic and obOutfit free. For full particulars address STANDARD hi ever WARE CO., Boston, Mass.
_

until further notice, Passenger Trains will
Leave Portlnud as follows: 8.‘25 n. in., for
P'ubyana, Bethlehem, I.illlelon, I.nneaaler, Wooilavillc, Montpelier, Hi, Johstbury, Newport, .Vloulrenl, Quebec, Barling 1o n, Hwnnton, Ogdenabitrgh, and all
points on connecting lines.
1:2.40 p. ui—Express for all points in Wbita
Mountain*, arriving at Pabynna 4.30, Bethlehem 5.10, Profile Honac ti.(X), Numnill
Ml. Washington 6.30 p. in. This train will

Summer Arrangement, in Effect June 29,1885.

STEAMER

Rock

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,

COMMENCING MONDAY, JUNE 29th, 1885,

PORTLAND

2.00 A. M.: Daily, (Night Pullman) for
Saco, Biddeford, Kittery, Portwniouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Bow ton,
arriving at 6.20 a. m. AT 0.00 A. M.: For Cape
Elizabeth, Scarboro, Wewt Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wellw, North Berwick, Couway Junction, (connecting for all
stations on Conway Division,) Kittery,'Port*
mouth, Newburyport, Salem, Gloucewter,
Kockport, Lyun,Chelweaand Bow ton, arrivAT

12.35 p.

didly fitted, old established store; always made
SUMMER RESIDENCE FOR SALE,
money, large stock now oil hand; no better place
Summer Residence, situated on j in Boston to-day for the money; sold at actual
G. W.
the shore of Casco Ray, at Falmouth Fore- i value, $050; investigate for yourself.
JACOBS. 2t*o Washington St., Boston.
28-1
side, 4 miles from Portland, with 20 acres of land,
and island opposite belonging to the estate. Nice
SAEE, SI200.—A first class Restauorchard, good well of mineral water, fine privilege
rant, on Washington St., seats 48 and feedfor boating, fishing and bathing. For further paring 350 daily at good prices, this is no 10 cent
ticulars enquire at premises or address
Place, nice large plate glass front, good large
MRS. R. JOHNSON,
kitchen, all conveniences for the business, if you
mar5eodtf
East Deering, Maine.
want tins kind of business it will
pay you to look
this up, as it will stand thorough investigation, do
not know of a better place in Boston to dav for the
money. G. W. JACOBS & CO.. 200 Washington
St., Boston, Mass.
26-1
desirable 3 story French roof residence of
SALE.-A restaurant in Boston, right
Mrs. Barker’s,
situated on the Western
theatres, close to Washington St., one
Promenade, containing 14 rooms, besides hath of thenear
best fitted places in Boston, large plate
room, lias nice brick stable and carriage house,
glass windows, seats 08, feeding 300 daily, now;
and lot containing fourteen thousand square feet
this Is a rare chance for someone to step into a
of land, is offered for sale, and immediate possesgood business, no Sunday or night woyte, we ask
sion will be given. For particulars apply to
no bonus, sell at actual value, want an offer.
G.
aulSdtf
JOHN C. PROCTOR.
W. JACOBS, 200 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
/Nil

trains leaving
6.00 p. m.

m.: on

and Connecting Steamboat Lines.

BALE—Steamer “Lizzie.” Said steamer
is 35 feet long, 8 feet wide over all; hull new
last season, steel boiler and engine new this season, and everything first- class; will speed 10 to 12
miles per hour, h or further particulars, enquire
of JAMES QUINN, 40 Commercial St.14-4

ANYONE

Boston

trains leaving Portland 6.15 and

12.45 and 6.30 p.
8.30 a. m., 1.00,3.30

BOOMS TO EET.
EET—Two furnished rooms,
TO
room, up
flight,
also
wanted to

ill want of

m..

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

sale on easy terms. This house
has been kept by the present proprietor for 10
years, is in good repair, and doing a good business.
14-8
Inquire or the premises.

Me.,

A

cars on

a

don’t forget the little llakerv next
City Hall, 399 Congress St., THOMAS HEAR29-1
ING, Proprietor.

MALE—The

—

Parlor

8.45

PORTLAND &OGDENSBURGR.R.

livery wagons,

to

well known BAKER HOUSE
situated in the thriving village of Yarmouth,
EOU
is offered for

MALE

St.

TTTANTED—Lessons on the piano in exchange
TV
for private instruction in English, the Ancient or Modern Languages. Address Y., Press
Office.
28-1

SALE—A large valuable horse, belonging to the estate of the late Charles Mullen.
Can be seen at store, 237 Fore street; also two
tenements to be let. Apply to JOHN H. McCUE,
324 Fore street.
31-2

No. 707.

(mixed)

furniture
kinds, at No. 374 CONGRESS ST.,
28-1
opposite the granite church.

WARD.___31-1

of

p.m. Arrive ntUoxtou 10.30a.m.,1.16,4.65,8.00,
9.25 p.m. Horton l'or Portland 7.30,8.30 a. m.,
1.00. 3.30.0.00 p.m. Arriva at Fortlund 12.05,
12.25, 5.00, 8.08, 10.00 p. ui.
Mrarboro
and Pine Paint 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.30. 5.00,
6.00 p.m. OI «l Ore hard. Waco and Biddeford
6.15.8.45 a.m., 12.45, 3.30,5.00. 5.30, 6.00, p. in.
Kennebunk 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 12.45, 3.30. 6.00,
5.30, 6.00 p. IU. Kennebuukport 6.15, 8.45 a.
m., 12.45, 3.30, 6.00. 5.30, 6.00 p. m. Old Orch
ard Beach for Portland 7.60,9.36, 11.36, 11.57
a. m., 4.06, (from Scarboro Crossing via Eastern
Division)4,33, 7.43, 9.34 p.m. Well* 6.15,8.45a.
Ul,3.30,6.00,5.30 p.m. North Berwick 6.16,8.45
Great Fall*
a. ni., 12.45, 3.30, 6.00, 6.30 p. iu.
and Dover 6.15,8.45 a. m., 12.45,3.30, 5.00. 6.30
Lawrence
and Lowm.
Haverhill,
p.
Exeter,
ell 6.15. 8.45 a. in., 12.45, 3.30, 5.30 p.m. Koch
enter, Farmington and Altou Bay 8.45, a. m.,
12.45, 3.30 p.m. Wolf boro and Center Harbor
8.45 a. m., 12.45 p. m. Weir* and Lake Village
via Alton Bay and steamers across the Lake 8.46
Mnuchewter and Concord (via Newmara. m.
ket Junction) 6.15 a. in., 3.30 p. m.: via Lawrence
8.45 a. lit. SUNDAY TRAINS for Bowtou
1.00, 6.30, p. m. Arrive 5.30, 10.00 p. m. Boston
for Portland 6.00 p. m.; arrive 10.16 p. in. For
Pine Point, Scarboro and Old Orchard
Reach. Saco and Biddeford 10.00 a.m., 1.00.
3.00 (mixed), t3.30, 4.16. 6.30 d. m. Dover and
6.30 p. 111.
Great Fait* 1.00, 3.30
tStopsat Old Orchard 1 hour 50 min. tThe 12.45
Lines
for the South
with
Sound
m.
train
connects
p.
and West; the 5.30 with Rail Lines for New York.

19-1

cash; 100second-hand stoves:
WANTED-For
also highest prices paid for second-hand
of all

SALE—2d-hand phaeton, Martin & Pennell’s make; also a new top buggy; call at
167 Newbury street, or 26 Cotton street.
J. C.

plants.

Exchange

47

first class

son.

FOR

rear

C.YOUNG,

journeyman tailor,
WANTED—A
steady work and good pay to the right per-

SALE.—A Clarion Range as good as
new, medium size. Price $26. Inquire rear
279 CUMBERLAND ST.1-1

Florist,

city

In

or
work at
home all the year round; distance no objection;
from
to
a
no
81
$3
salary
day;
canvassing. J.
FOWLER & CO., Boston, Mass., box 5117. 16-8

on

Sebago

Take tlie best train between Boston and

New York, leaving either city at 3 P. M.,
arriving at the other at 9 P. M. Runs on
time Week Days and Sundays, every day
in the year.
Je22d3m

TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
For BonIouat 0.16,8.45a.m.. {12.45, 3.30, (5,30

14-4

wooden
by furnace,
gas; healthy, sightly and
pleasant, in good neighborhood; nice stable. In3-1
quire on premises.
SALE—A

AII.HOADM.

New York & New England Railroad.

WESTERN DIVISION

a

TXTANTED—Ladles who are troubled with
Vv
Corns, Outgrowing Joints and In-growing
Nails, to leave their orders with MRS. L>K. SHERMAN, 57 Spring Street, who will be pleased to
wait upon them at then residences. Corns removed for 25 cents.
315

desirable 2Va story
FOR
Hill St.; heated
house, situated
with
and

FOR

FA88ENCEB SERVICE
dim 8uu<lay, Nfplfiuber 0, 1885.

iu

lady; best of referAddress D. E. W. Press Office, Portland

ences.

A Great Medical Work

For Colds.

for
in-

rent of 7
8 rooms; modern
WANTED—A
conveniences, centrally located, by small

r\f

PREPARED BY

The results

jyaso

Iiova

with me. It is without a rival for the cure
of bronchial affections.”

$500.00.

from the use of the extract of the
South American Moxie Nerve Food Plant have
excited medical and observing New England the
last ten weeks, as never before. We are a people
with worn out nerves, abused with stimulants,
drugs, morphine, severe mental labor, excitement,
and sexual excesses. This food can recover the
whole field. Though harmless as milk, inside of
eleven weeks, in Lowell alone, it has recovered
305 cases of nervous and mental exhaustion from
Some were helpone to twenty years standing.
less, two mentally inbecile, three had paralysis,
one was blind. Two cases of insanity were cured
in Boston, but the friends will not allow use of
names, both in high life. It makes healthy people clear-headed, vigorous, and able to stand
twice their usual labor with less fatigue.
Continued, it hinders exhaustion of brain and
It stops nervousnerves from excessive labor.
ness, and gives an immense appetite.
Lowell,
alone, has taken 33,000 bottles in ten weeks. As
we have no room for testimonials, we offer $500.00
to anv person who can show our statements to be
untrue. Eleven old drunkards say it stops the
rum thirst.
For sale by all apothecaries and grocers. 35 cents a quart bottle, $3.60 a dozen
Double extracts, 50 cts., and $5.00 a dozen. PeoThe
ple say it is the best beverage in America.
Soda Fountains have it.
MOXIE NERVE FOOD CO., Lowell, Mass.

nUvMVts

fim

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral

janl_d&wTynrm
A chance

to

send

want 50 agents to canvass
WANTED.—I
the best selling household utensil yet
and
to sell. For

3-12

for the prompt relief of throat and lung
diseases peculiar to children. I consider
it an absolute cure for all such affections,
and am never without it in the house.”
Mrs. L. E. Herman, 187 Mercer st., Jersey
City, writes: “I have always found

the

in

stamp: goods sold by sample. PAUL E. TABEL
MANF’G CO., Chicago, III.
auglleodl3t

For Sale.

Cherry Pectoral

dly

County
commission;

in every
per month or

To Let.

AYER’S

YORK.

girl for general
at 317 SPUING

ST;_27-1

jy31dtf

MURDOCK’S LIQUID FOOD CO., Boston. FOR
'

chance to

neat capable
WANTED—A
housework. Apply at

on

First National Bank Building.

can

WANTED—Salesman

au29dtf

large 2V4 story brick house
THEJohn
St. i dwelling lots for sale

a

one

No. 47 Exchange street, now occupied
by L. C. Young;possession given October 1.
Enquire of JOHN P. THOMAS, No. 151 Middle

Street.

1-1

farm of 50 to 150
v T
acres land, situated in Casco Bay. within 10
to 15 miles of Portland; price must be low. BEN31-2
JAM1N SHAW, 481/3 Exchange St.

form of food.”
Dr. Shrady says. "His food consisted of beef extracts, milk, eggs, etc., farinaceous materials always In a liquid form.”

1 -1

square feet, tor manufacturing purposes, with steam
for heating and power if wanted,with use of elevator. STORER BROS.
_11-4

and

that they une our trade mark, e-nay*, etc.,
without our authority; -aid parties we
have sued for outraging our rights, a* by so
doing they nre deceiving the public.
The Murdock Liquid Food Company always de
fend their rights, cost what it may. The last party that outraged them we carried through live
suits, receiving judgment in every case and receiving large cash damages.
We are the only manufacturers of Liquid Food
in the world, and are so acknowledged bv the governments of the United States and England, as
they use it in their hospitals, as well as the leading governments of Europe, and all hospitals and
physicians in all countries that have ever tried it.
Every bottle and label carry our trade mark and
warrant—“A. L. Murdock. Trade (Liquid Food)
Mark. 12V2 per cent. Soluble Albumen.” There
never was an essay ever read before any medical
association or society in tlie world except on Murdock’s Liquid Food. Said essays are in our pamphlet, with our hospital reports which is around each
bottle.
We nre advised by Ihe pres* how Meneral
Mrant wan sustaiued during hi* late illness
by manufacture* of extracts, nud grain
foods, also by his physicians. Dr. Douglas*
in his report says, “The application of anodynes hail had a good result, and was *ubscquently changed for a ntimulnut in the

to

price, “IV’

Address, stating

ate.

of Storer Bros.’
fourteen thousand

STORE

The surgical staff of the Murdock liquid Food Company’s Free Surgical
Hospital for Women, SO Leverett
street, Boston, arc in daily attendance,
except Saturday, from 0 to 10 A. M.,
to examine patients and assign beds.

1-2

convenient

To Let.

dly

for

small farm
WANTED—A
schools and railroad; price must be moderlocation and

TO

mar7

new

WANTED—An experienced tailoress;to work
v T
by tlie week, on new and old work; a steady
place for tile right party. FHED W. GHOSSTUCK,
1-1
266 Middle street.

Story
some

the

House.

TO

LET-1The Fourth
TOBuilding,
containing

see

cash, and being sold at rock bottom prices at IKA
F. CLAKK’S, 482 Congress St., opposite Preble

21-2

ST._

call and

to

WANTED—lOOrt
line of overcoats, suits, etc. Just bought

IjET—Hotel; on account of ill health the
Collins house, Ft. Fairfield, Me, will be let
for a term of years; one of the best hotel stands in
Aroostook Co. For particulars, address II. C.
aug21-4
COLLINS, Fort Fairfield, Me.

Pure.

a

men

Congress St.Ld_
LET-A pleasant room for an office, up
one'tiight, on Middle St., near Temple. En-

TO

Absolutely

rent,

rent

TO

This Powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be soldin competition with the multitude of low test, short weigh
alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in cans
Hoyai, Baking Powder Co., 10G Wall St., N. Y

a

K

BOSTON & MAINE It. R.

4-1

private family by a
of High St. Address r. 0.

in

modern house for small
family in western part of city. Address
2-1
GEOKGE WIGHT, Preble House.

of 5
LET-A pleasant down stairs
rooms, in rear house 139 Brackett St., (1st
F.
house from Spring.) Apply to IRA
CLARK,

POWDER

house-

735.__2-l

_

432

RAII.RO ADN.

capable girl
general
WANTED—A
work. Apply at 168 NEAL ST.

5

TO

setts. nnd

'mUOllMdOtid 3H1 'SNOUVltm SHOWN

,J. 1)I N i

moderate.

LET-House 151 Cumberland St., consisting of 10 rooms; furnace, Seliago water,
barn, etc. Enquire of E. B. KNAPP, No. 5 Milk
1-1
St. Market.

turned to the vessel.
Sell Gertie Lewis, of Portland, from Bay Fundy.
put into Boothbay 2d Inst with mainboom earried
away.

Dennysville.

rent

pleasant locaV, No. 2 York

a

on

unc.

Domestic Ports.
FERNANDINA—Cld 3d, sell Ethel M Davis,
Davis, Matanzas.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 2d, barque Daisy Keed,
Mitchell, Boston.
Cld 2d, schs June Bright, Barter, Portsmouth;
Jos Souther, Watts, Boston.
BUCKSVILLE, SC—Ar 28th, brig Edith, from
Boston, to load for Ctiracoa.
CHAliLESTON-Ar 3d, sell Maud If Dudley,
Kennebec.
WILMINGTON, NC— Ar 3d, sell Ringdove,
Haskell, Rockland.
GEORGETOWN, DC—Cld 3d, sell City of Augusta, Meady, Somerset.
BALTIMORE—Ar 3d, sells Hattie V Kelsey,
Kendall, and Frank Harrington. Kent, Kennebec;
Chas E Morrison, Smitli, and H L Wbitton, Rich,
do; Seventy-Six. Montgomery, Norfolk.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 3d, schs M K Rawley.
Rawley, Boston; Agnes I Grace, Small, Apalachicola.
Ar3d. schs C II Morse, Haskell, Kennebec; C
E Schmidt, Sharp, do; Angie L Green, McElinee,
do; Augustus Hunt, Baker, Boston.
Ar 4th, sell J B Holden, Scott, Apalachicola.
Cld 3d, schs Fannie H Stewart, Lane, Norfolk;
E C Allen, Meady, Beverly.
Below, sell Lamoiue. Steele, fin Arecibo; Genevieve, Haley, Charleston.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 4th, barque Matthew Baird, Ray, Caibarien.
NEW YORK—Ar 3d, sells Commerce, Rockland
Ella Pressey, do; Isabella Thompson, Bangor;
Lugano, Calais; Douglas Haynes, Wlseasset.
Cld 3d, schs Oregon, Lee, Boothbay; Cayenne,
Simpson. Eastport; S J Gilmore, Curry, Portland;
Neil P Walker. Dobbin, l'rovincetown.
passed the Gate 3a, sen rtea r walker, irom
New York for Provincetown; Addle Wessels, fin
Hoboken for Saco.
PROVIDENCE-Ar 2d, sell Maiia S, Knowlton,

WANTED.

I.ET.

Lowell. Mass.,

of

HARKV It. ...Administrator
\ IKG IN, of Portland, Me.
*
agent
"
or attorney.
Freeport. Aug, 18, 188.-,
nng2i>dlawS3w»

or

to

,..,,,,

de bonis non,

,,

WATER*

DIRIGO MINERAL

Iced water ruins digestion; Dirigo Water Improves it; Is always palatable, refreshing J
healthful. Delivered dally, cool and
from the spring. Our
improved cans will keen 5
water coof from 86 to 48
use of cans
AI1S free”
Iree»
water per gallon 10 cents.

refreshing

hours;

RUNDLETT BROS.,
je23

413

Proprietors

WLI8BA0EN TABLE SAUCE.
aug26
s

T,lc most delicious relish.
d3t>-

THE
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PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
1VKW A DVERTINETIEiVTN TO-DAV.
SPECIAL NOT ICES.

Sheeting—Bines Brothers.
AMUSEMENTS.
Pavilion Theatre—Peaks’ Island.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Clothing—Fred It. Farrington.

Wanted—Boys.
The Correct Hat—Merry.
To Let—Rooms.
Last Half of Grand

Sale—Bines Brothers.
Lost—Portemonnaie.
the Shoe Dealer.
Everybody—Brown,
To Let—Kent.
Silk Taffeta Gloves—Owen, Moore & Co.
Wanted—Salesman.
The Cork Hat-Kobert F. Somers & Co.
Lost—Stiver Watch.
New Goods-Cyrus F. Davis.

■

Wanted—Situation.

Spruce Fence Boards-F. M. Clement.
To Let—Half of House.
Cork Hats—Somers, the Hatter!
Dress Making—Bines Bros.

JOTTINCS.

There will be a gospel meeting at the
Y. M. C. A. rooms this evening at 8 o’clock.
The trains will be well loaded with the
Maine Central excursionists to the moun-

Modern

Advice to Mothers.
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup should
alwayi
be used when children are cutting teeth.
It re
lieves the little sufferer at ouee; it produces natu
ral, quiet sleep by relieving the child front pain
and the little cherub awakes as
“bright as a but
ton.” It Is very pleasant to taste.
It soothe:
the child, softens the gums, allays the pain, re
lieves wind, regulates the bowels, and is the bes
known remedy for diarrhoea, whether
arising
from teething or other causes. Twenty-five cent!

a,bottle.
declO

WS&Mlyr

_

Fob the cost, there is
file for

til ft

no

work illD-lti fin

more

than

economical art!

Qanf/vrrl’a

Heel Protectors. By prolonging the wear of the
shoes, one pair for 10 cents will almost save tin
cost of a cheap pair of hoots or shoes.
dim

_

Emulsion of Cod Liver Oil
witli Quinine and Pepsin. Prepared by Caswell
Massey & Co., (New York), is most strengtlienini
and easily taken. Prescribed by leading pliysi
eians. Label registered.
sep3.Th,S,Tu-18w
Merit will tell, and Is telling in the case o:
Sanford's Perfect Heel Protector. Sample pain
by mail, 10 cents. Sanford Mfg. Co., 30 High st.
Boston. Mass.
V. O. Bailey & Co. will sell household furniture
&c„ at 10 o’clock this morning, at salesroom No
18 Exchange street; at 12 m., about 300 books.

Sunday Services.
ABYSsnriAN Church—Preaching by Kev. J. G
Wilson, pastor at 3 o’clock.
Sunday School con
(omitted last Sabbath,) at 7.30.
Clark Memorial M. E. Church—Woodfords
Sunday School at 1.30 p. m. Preaching at 2.31
p. m. by pastor, Rev. W. F. Berry, followed b]
the Communion. Prayer and
praise meeting a
7.30 p. m.
Chestnut Street M. E. CHURCH-Conimun
Ion Service and
Reception of members at 10.30 a
in.
Sunday School at 1.30 p. m. Preaching hi
Kev. J. W. Basliford, pastor, at 3 p. m. Youni
people’s meeting at 0.30 p. m. Social Service a
7.30 p. m.
Church of the Messiah—Universalist. Rev
M. Crosley, pastor. Services to-morrow at 10.3<
a. m. Gospel Song Service, 7.30 p. m. in the ves
cert

try.

Congress Square Church.—(FirstlUniversal
ist,) Rev. Henry Blanchard, pastor. Services will
he resumed in tills church tomorrow at 10.30 a.
m.
Sunday School at 12.15 p. m.
Congress St. M. E.
Church.—Baptism and
reception into church at 10.30 a. m„ followed by
communion. Sunday School at 1.30 p. m. Preaching by Rev. E. T. Adams, pastor, at 3 p. m.
First Baptist Church.—Preaching at 10.30
a. 111.
by Rev. A. K. P. Small, D. D., pastor. Sunday School at 12 M. Communion service at 3 p.
m.
Prayer meeting at 7. 30 p. in.
First Parish Church.—Services will be resumed to-morrow. Preaching at 10.30 a m„ by
Kev. Dr. Hill. Vespers at 7.30 p.m.
Free Baptist Church—Preaching at 10.30 a.
in. by Rev. Mr. LeLacheur.
Sunday school at 12
Friends Meeting—Oak St.

Services at 10%
m. Prayer meeting 7.30
p. m. All are invited
High Street Church—Rev. W. H. Fenn, D
pastor. The usual services will be resumed
p.,
to-morrow. Prof. Geo. W. Ladd, of New Haven,
will preach at 10.30 a. m. and 7.30
p. m.
New Jerusalem Church, New
High street—
Rev. Howard C. Dunham, of
Topeka, Kansas, will
preach to-morrow morning and evening. In the
morning on “The Rainbow.” In the evening on
"Mary and Martha,” or “The one thing needful.”
Park Street Church—Rev. John A. Bellows
will preach at 10.30 a. m. No Sunday School.
Pine Street M. E. Church—Rev. C. J. Clark,
pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m., followed by the
Sacrament. Sunday School at 3. p. m.
Praise
m»pflnnr tit 7
DsmiAH
a.

.. A

Portland Liberal

n

lift

Fraternity

meet

in

Congress Hall, entrance on Temple street, at 2.30
p. m.
Subject for discussion will be, “Faith
against Reason,” opened by \V. R. Dyer.

--

Portland Spiritual Temple.—Corner Congress and Elm streets. Lecture by Mrs. M. W.
Leslie, Test Medium, at 2.30 and 7.30 p. in.
Preble Chapel.—Sunday School will be reopened Sunday, Sept. 6tli, at 2 p. m. Religious
services at 3 p. m. All are cordially invited.
Reform Club.—The Temperance Reform Club
will hold a meeting to-morrow
evening at 7.30
o’clock, in their Hull, corner of Temple and Congress street.
Second Advent Church.—Preaching by Eld.
Edwin Burnham at 10.30 a. m. and 3 p. m. Sunday school at 12 m. Social service at 7.30 p. m.
Second Parish (Congregational) Church,
Congress st.—Rev. C. H. Daniels, pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. and 3 p. m. with the CommunIon service. Sabhath school at 1.45 p. m.
Evenmg service _at-?.3o p. m.
’'Smu. 'SniEfiT Church—Rev. Joseph T. Kelly, of ’Washington, L>. C\, w ill preach at 10.30 a.
m..
Rev. F. T. Bayley, pastor, at7 p. m. Sunday
School at 12 m. Communion service at 4 p. m.
St. Lawrence St. Church.—(Congregational.) Rev. A. H. Wright, pastor, will preach at
10.30 a. m. Sacramental Service with an address
by the pastor at 3 p.m. Sunday School at 1.30 p.
m.
Foreign Missionary Concert at 7.30 p. m.
ST. Paul’s|Church.—Morning prayer and Holy
Communion at 10.30 a. m. Sermon by the Rector,Rev. Arthur W. Little. Vespers at 5 p. m.
West Congregational Church—Preaching
by the pastor, Rev. E. T. Pitts, at 10.30 a. in., and
at 7.30 p. m. Sunday School at 12.00 M.
Williston Church, corner Thomas and Carroll streets. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. by Rev. L.
H. Hallock, pastor. Sabbath School at 3 p. in.
Prayer meeting at 7.30 p. m.
Woodford's Congregrational Church—

Preaching by

the

pastor

at 10.30

a. in.

Commun-

ion at 3 p. m. Thirteenth Anniversary Celebration at 7 p. m.
Young Men’s [Christian Association—Gospel meeting at 7.50 p. m. Public cordially invited.

E^“Rev. H. P. Winter will preach at the Methodist church, Peaks’ Island, at 10.30 a. m.
U. S. DISTRICT COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE WEBB.

[Reported for the Press.]
Batii, Sept. 4.
The grand jury reported 11 •indictments, viz:
three against Portland parties, retail liquor dealers; two against Togtts parties for same offence;
four against Auburn and Chelsea parties for retail liquor selling with license paying the tax; one
resisting officer; one illicit distiller.
The petit jurors are E. L. New, Augusta, foreman; J. D. Brooks, Augusta: G. H. W. Batton,
Bath (super.); W. C. Chadbourne, Bath; I. H.
Danforth, Brunswick; Win. Atkinson, Brunswick;
W. H. Curtis, 2d, Gardiner; W. H. Bartlett, Gardiner; II. S. Winslow, Pittston; II. H. Carv.Pittston; C. H. T. J. Southard*, Richmond; Thomas
Merriman, Richmond; J. F. Mallett, Topsham:
E. G. Phinney, Topsham; T. B. Creamer*, Waldoboro; W. H. Steele, Waluoboro (super).
—

•

•Excused.
This juiy is composed, with one exception, of
men wdio never before served in a like capacity.
One case has been tried; United States vs. I). A.
McClusky, resisting officer; found guilty and sentenced to thirty days in Augusta jaiL

PERSONAL.
Rev. Mr. LeLacheur will preach at the
Free Baptist Church tomorrow at 10 a. m.
Ex-Gov. Sidney Perham who has been ill
at the Falmouth Hotel in this city, is now
able to be out.
Mr. F. A. Elweli of this city will be one of
the judges for the races at the great wheelmen's meet at

Springfield

next week.
won the prize drill

Elliott C. Mitchell
medal in the drill at the armory of the High
School Cadets last evening.
W. A. Brown, Philadelphia; William Ashworth, Providence; James Bow, Baltimore;
Oliver B. Green, Manchester, N. H.; J. R.
Baldwin, St. Jolinsbury, vt.; S. J. Fuller,
New York, w ere at tbe City Hotel last night.
A Cincinnati despatch to the Pbess says:
Warren A. Libby, a prominent young man
of Portland, but lately of the Western Chemical Company, is lying dangerously ill at
Cincinnati.
Mr. John F. Walker, cashier of the First
National Bank, South Berwick, who has
been visiting tbe city the past fortnight, for

the purpose of undergoing a surgical operation, is now convalescent at the residence of
F. A. Smith, Esc;.
At Thursday’s session of the New Eng
land Undertakers’! Association in Boston,
Mr. Andrew J. Rich of this city was elected
one of the vice presidents and
Charles
Knowlton of Augusta, one of the executive
committee.

A. Rowley and wife, Ottawa, Can.; F. B.
Conger and wife, Washington, D. C.; H. D.
Miller, Cleveland, O.; C. Howe, Springfield,
111.; E. W. Mevley, Maryland; T. E. Dawson and family, Newark, N. J.; H. P. Wood,
California; F. IV. Farrar, Arkansas; J. Bal-

selles, Cardenas, Cuba,

w'ere

registered

at

the Falmouth Hotel last night.
The following were among thelarrivals recorded at the United States notel yesterday:
A. Kingsland, New York; R. C. Fay and
wife, Milford, Mass.; H. K. Sanderson,
Birmingham, Eng.; 0. R. Crast, New York;
Col. A. Tracey, U. S. A.; A. B. Gee, Fryeburg;N. J. Herrick, Alfred; A. H. Jones
and wife, New' York; F. G. Butler, Farmington ; C. E. Burbank, Cincinnati; H. J.
West, Bangor; H. 0. Case, Westfield, Mass.;
G. R. Sew ard, Boston; Lawrence Base Ball
Club; Abner Davis, Bethel.

“A

says:

young

gentleman from Portland, aged 15 years, cut
and piled one cord of two-foot wood, for

exercise,
hours,
day last week.”
Gorham, Saccarappa and Cumberland Mills
are to have an evening excursion to the
in five

islands,

one

by the Westbrook

accompanied

Band.
Mr. Lucas had $200 insurance with Warren
Sparrow ou the house burned at Falmouth,
Thursday. The boarders had $40 in money

burned.
The first division of the Ancient Order of
Hibernians will have a delightful excursion
to Sebago Lake next Thursday. All kinds
of contests and games will be provided.
Chandler’s Band will play for the dancing.
There will be a reunion of the Cliautauquans of Portland and vicinity in the Y. M.
C. A. Hall, Wednesday evening, Sept. 16th.
Members will receive tickets by applying to
the secretaries of circles.
The statement of the Canadian Pacific
atlSinTO

ITVACC

onrninm- for

hard of late.”
Chancellor Commander A. F. Moulton,
Bramhall Lodge, K. of P., was presented
with an elegant clock by Elliot F. King,
chairman of the committee on clocks, last
Thursday. The clock will be placed on exhibition at Atwood & Wentworth’s in a few
days.
Next Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
the great band muster will take place at Lake

Maranocook.

Excursion trains will be run
from all points in the State at very low
prices. It is expected that the affair will be
very attractive. The novel music advertised
will well repay a visit, and there is no more
lovely spot in the State to spend a day than
at the lake.

Thursday night two rowdies engaged in a
fight on board the steamer Cadet just as she
Thomas Pei-

attempted to separate the two
in so doing was attacked by one
who drew a knife and tried
The knife cut through the

men, and
of them,
stab Peilow.

to

clothing near the
shoulder, but fortunately inflicted no injury.
The men were then pulled apart.
The Portland Spiritual Temple will open
the first meeting of the season tomorrow at
their hall, comer of Congress and Elm
streets. Some of the best and most popular

caught, insurance, etc. But it was said there
were about thirty horses inside, and but few
of them were saved.
Messrs. George C.
Shaw & Co., the grocers, boarded all their
horses there, as did Thompson & Hall.
There was a large amount of hay and grain,
many carriages, etc., inside.
Nearly all the dwellings adjoining took fire
from the blazing cinders scattered broadcast,
but luckily the shower last night dampened
the roofs, so that they burned slowly. The
ell of the house occupied by Luke Whalen,
the barber, was badly damaged. The firemen worked like heroes, and before 3 o’clock
was

committed to the asylum and the next day
they were taken to Augusta under the charge
of Secretary Baker of the Board of Over

[later.]
Since writing the above we have learned
that there was an insurance on the building
of $2000 with William Allen & Co. Lewis
nuu ian

three horses, teams, etc., $500 insurance with
ffm. Allen & Co.; P. McKeown, two horses,
two hacks, and outfit; loss $1000; no insurG. W. Keeble, two horses, hack, etc.;
ance.
loss $500; no insurance.
I. P. Farrington
had a horse in the stable, 'probably insured.
W. H. Sanborn, two horses with teams.
Adam Blair, a hostler, who was sleeping
in the carriage room, was awakened after the
fire had started and found the
room
all
ablaze. He escaped through a small door,
but it was too late to open the doors or to do
anything to save the horses in the building.
The ell of the St. Stephen’s rectory on
street was somewhat burned.
The stable was the property of Charles M.

Spring

Gore.
Two light driving carriages were the only
vehicles saved from the fire.
A bad break in the water main occurred
on Pleasant street, this morning, during the
fire.

CORK
HATS!
OUR OWN MANUFACTURE!

Special Design, the

Elejgant and Toney

most

Hat in the market.

The Wew Fall Street Gloves
Patterns of Lap
Wew.

Imported

Fall Silk Hats

Wow

Ready.
Robes, Something

are

are

ready.

MERRY,
T H E

covering so
rapidly ad-

II A T T E R

,

237 MIDDLE STREET.

3>?P5

eodtf

Special Fall Styles in Cork Hats, Flat and Curl Brims, are tlie most
Fashionable Hats shown in the city. They are light and durable. Our
styles are the best on the market. Drop in and see them.

DRAMA.

MURRAY & MURPHY.

The Boston Advertiser thus refers to
Murray & Murphy who will appear to-night
at Portland Theatre: “Many people in the
large audience at the Boston Theatre were
highly amused by the acting of “Our Irish
Visitors.” There is a good deal of neatness
in the dancing and sweetness in the singing
of Miss Loie Fuller, and Miss Percy Lorain
sings very well and looks very pretty. Chas.
W. Young makes a good dude and a better
colored politician.
A
Dutch comedian,
Charles H. Loder, is fairly good and the audience applauded his songs.

j

EVERYBODY
should know that we have the exclusive sale ol A.
Garside & Son’s fine N. Y. Boots. A. Garside ft
Son, successors to Woodmansee & Garside.

FALL STYLES.
Ladies’ fine N. Y. Boots just received. Ladies’
Common Sense Boots in all the Leading Styles.

FLA TBRIMS!
We are

showing this fall the nobbiest line of line Flexible Stiff Hats
For style and quality they lead,

will

Children’s and Misses’ School Boots.
Children’s and Misses’ Spring Heels. Infants’ and Children’s Spring Heels.
Youths’ and Boys’ Cine, Stylish Congress
and Button. Boys’ Cloth Top Congress.

as our

by mail,
Postage Prepaid.

FALL SILK HATS!

somers, The hatter,
253 MIDDLE
acpu

I shall open

eign Whipcords.
Also a large line

a

610

sep5

CoagretiN

6 inches wide and 16 ft.

WINTER OVERCOATS.

432 COMMERCIAL

ST.~ PORTLAND,

St. Bakery,
LOST-Friday

afternoon, in

Under Falmouth Hotel,
sep5

continued.

On and after Monday, September 7th, the
trains leaving Portland for Biddeford and
way stations at 10.25 a. m., 2 and 8.05 p. m.,
and Biddeford for Portland and way stations, due at Portland at 3.05, 5.1G and 7.45
Train leaving
p. m., will be discontinued.
Portland at G.10 p. in., will leave at G p. in.,
and run through to Kennebunk.

Needed

a

■

PORTLAND,

young man. chance to learn
WANTED—By
the barber's trade; would be willing to give

208 Middle Street,
ME.

six months time for board and
washing.
C. tV. HEARN. Box 1Q24, Saco, Maine.

1ET-A tenement of 9

TO
H. tR2S8.SL'1 Rr*oe f1?

eodtf

JOSE’S,

rooms
Per “‘both.
24 Bramhall St.

TO with board if desired.

Address

LET—Rooms at the
TO Middle
Street. Apply

to

WOOD, Janitor.

treated his guests to

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5.
Prepared
by C. 1. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.
100 Doses One Dollar

Hood’s

among the

Sunday Excursions.

janl

Our readers who wish to visit the White
Mountains at the most agreeable season of
the year should take the train over the Ogdensburg at 8 o’clock tomorrow (Sunday)
morning, and visit the scene of the great

Sarsaparilla

___wnrnily

KINDERGARTEN^
1

Mrs. Carter’s Kindergarten reopens 148 Spring St., Portland,
Sept. lO. For further particulars
inquire of Mrs. Alice JL. Carter,
148 Spring St.
codtf
aug28

dU

FI NE

rooms,

Address,

$4.50 Per Dozen.

5-1

St.

at

$5.00 Per Dozen.

5-1

State St.,
G. W.. State
5-1
on

Julian,

It.

PANELS!

No. 6
Apply at

W.

No.

196

UNDER-

ply

at No. 5

FOR A FEW WEEKS OfllLV.

5-8

PREBLE St.

No.

5

5-1

COAL! COAL!

the originators and manufacturers of the best selling Hat
are

ever

shown here.

QUICK SALES

PHOTOGRAPHER

SMALL PROFITS!

514
may29

CORK HAT

Low Price for
Coal!

We

are

selling the best quality of
treme low

’.

coal at

rice of

the

ex-

delivery. Satisfaction guaranteed
In quality and quantity.
on

SARGENT DENNISON & CO.,
174 Commercial Street.

Only dealers keeping Hammock
Hats in all colors.

aug8__dtf

IF YOU

ROBERT F. SOMERS & CO.,
232

Middle Street.

eodtf

Be

Mutual Life Ins. Go.
V O K K

TO BE

SOIJ)

WITHIN THIRTY DAYS.

stock of

Clothing and Furnishing Goods
—

NOW IN

Premiums may bo paid monthly if desired.

LITTLE, Agt.
dtf

—

The “Brainerd, Armstrong & Co.”
brand of 100-yd. Spool Silk is acknowledged by all dressmakers and consumers who have ever used the goods to be
I
1 the “Best in the World.”
Being made
in a heavier and coarser thread than
any other brand of 100-yd. Spool Silk in
the Market, it is proportionately stronger and! ills a long felt want for a
stronger thread in Colored Silks. All ladies who
have never used these celebrated goods
are respectfully requested to give them
a trial. Usual retail price same as for
cheaper makes. For sale in Portland by
A. LITTLE & CO., at wholesale only,
EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT,
j. M. DYER & CO.,
J. H. FITZGERALD,
C. E. BEAN.
uugBeodlm

—WILL FIND THE—

187 MIDDLE
Call

move

jind

ang8_

ST.,

them lively.

Examine.

eodtl

INSTRUMENTS

full line of Eye Glasses. Spectacles, Spy
and Tourists' Glasses, Linen
Testers,
Reading and Magnifying Glasses, Goggles, Eve
Shades etc. Personal attention given to watch
and
a
record
repairing,
kept of the running of all
line watches.
a

Marine

[RA BERRY, JR.,
marlQ

si Exchange St.
eoddm

STOCK

—

French Fans, Shopping Bags, Tourists’
Ruchings, Linen Collars and Cuffs, White

Shirts, Handkerchiefs, Laces, Hosiery,
Gloves, Perfumery, Toilet Soaps, Combs,
Brushes, at the lowest prices, and a general stock of Dry and
Fancy Goods,
—

J. M. DYER & CO’S,
aug8

Watches, Clocks, Charts
NAUTICAL.

OF

-AT

A. F, HILL & CO.
rod

ASSETS,.$104,000,000

aprl

dlw*

CHOICEST

Having leased the new Franklin Block, BOO Congress St., which we shall occupy early in September, we desire to dispose of our entire

Please

look into System and Advantages of the
Endowments and Five Year Distribution Plan
of the Old

W. D.

AND

—

and shall make prices to

INSURANCE,

NEW

SUCCESSORS TO 1).E. CORNISH.
sep2

dtf

Furnishing Goods,

sure to

OF

Sincerely thankful for past favors,we earnestly hope
for a continuance of your patronage.
Respectfully,

C LOTHING

CONTEMPLATE STORE

LIFE

ST.,

SEPTEMBER I.

—

we can.

Our FLAT BRIMS, both in CORK
and FUR Hats, are the styles to examine before purchasing.

Congress Street.
—

per ton, cash

MIDDLE

A LARGE STOCK OF

Extraordinary

$5.00

We have Every Style of Hat in the
Market. No other dealer in Portland shows the number of styles

3<,PC

GUARANTEED.

5-1

salesman.
Call at
WANTED—A
PREBLE
ST._

We

SATISFACTION

249

Geo. P. Cornish & Co.

CABINETS

to sell the Union Parer and
WANTED—Boys
Corer. sells for 15 cents, good profit. Ap-

Tonic.

“I was generally run down, had no appetite>
and needed a good tonic. I never used anything
that did me so much good as Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
I now have a good appetite and feel renewed all
E.
over; am better than I have been for years."
H. Band, 41 W. 9th Street, Oswego, N. Y.
“I earnestly recommend Hood’s Sarsaparilla to
Mrs. E. Satchall who suffer with headaches,”
ell, Gates Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

augl9

modem improvements, 9 large rooms. Enof F. A. SMITH & CO., 130 Commercial St.

St., City.__

27, Mrs. Fannie A. Stan-

Deep Sea Fishing Trip.
A party of thirty-eight enjoyed the deep
sea fishing trip yesterday, and Mr. Wallace
Shaw, ex-treasurer of the old Portland
Museum, caught the largest cod weighing
between six and seven pounds, securing the
•S3 prize, and also the greatest number of
fish. On the return home Captain Fisher

The

488 & 490 Congress St.

____5-1

What Is the Use

On and after Sunday, September Gth, the
Sunday trains that have been leaving Portland for Old Orchard at 2 p. m., and Old Orchard for Portland at G p. m., will be dis-

TURNER BROS.,

or

a

—AND—

Boston & Maine Railroad.

WOOLENS

new

quire

o.

In this city, Sept. 4. Lizzie Cooper, daughter of
Charles F. and Ellen A. Williams, aged 1 year 2
months.
[Funeral service Sunday afternoon at 2.30 o’clk,
at the residence of Stephen D. Hall, Esq., No. 19
Cedar street.
In Bethel, Sept. 3, Eben Jordan, aged, 74 years.
[Funeral this Saturday forenoon at 10.30 o’clk
at Sperwink Church.
In Saccarappa, Aug. 28, Angie Jordan, wife of
Jas. L. Brown, aged 23 years; Aug. 31, Angie
May, aged 6 months; Sept. 3, Carrie Howard,
aged 2 years 10 months,—children of Jas. L. and
the late Angie Jordan Brown.
In Cumberland Mills, Aug 31, Mrs. Sarah A.
Berry, aged 38 years 0 months; Annie Dickie,
aged 20 years.
In Cumberland Mills, Aug. 31, Minnie Myrtle
Ayer, aged 16 months.
Iu Harpswell, Aug. 30, Gracie L.
York, aged

Of your dragging yourself around, day after day,
without any life or activity, feeling all tired out
and miserable, when you might be as quick and
lively and strong as ever? Take care of yourself
at once, or in the depleted condition of your,system, a complaint otherwise trivial, may fasten
upon you with serious or fatal result. Hood's Sarsaparilla is just the medicine you need to build up
your entire system, to purify and quicken your
blood, and to give you appetite and strength.
Rim Down—Built lip.
“Being run down from hard work I tried Hood’s
Sarsaparilla and it so built me up that I have con'
tiuued its use. I have great faith in it as a blood
purifier and regulator.” J. A. Smith, Commercial Bulletin Office, Boston, Mass.
“Hood’s Sarsaparilla as a blood purifier lias no
equal. It tones the system, strengthens and invigorates, giving new life. I have taken it for
D. K.
kidney complaint with the best results.”
Saunders, 81 Pearl Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Special Bargains in Black Silks.

tET-Easterly halt of double brick house
TO
No. 75 Danforth St., near High, nearly
with

THE CLOTHIER AND FURNISHER,

Gorham, Sept. 3. by Rev. C. W. Bradlee,

2 months.
In Brunswick, Aug.
wood, aged 48 years.

MAINE.

on
Dansmall open
enameled back silver watch. A liberal reward will be paid to the finder if left at 7 CARROl.I, ST.
5-1

DEATHS.

between the ship owner,theshipper of goods
and the underwriter has been prepared after
careful and mature consideration by the committee of the association for the reform and
codification of the laws of nations and some
of the principal boards of trade.
This form
of a bill of lading having recently received
the full endorsement of the New York produce exchange, lias been referred to the Portland Board of Trade for its careful consideration and expression and will come before
the Board at its October meeting.

FALL AND WINTER

_5-1

FRED R. FARRINGTON,

Opening !

rooms,

the School
a black 1‘ortemonnaie containand stamps. The finder
by leaving it at No. 1 SPRUCE

or

ALLEY.
dtf

lias arrived, and will be open for inspection at our

or near

the Transfer Station,
LOST—At
Carroll Sts.,
forth, Vaughan
faced

C. W.

and $2.00.

hills, change
in&s,ma^
will be rewarded

MEW STORE.

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
F. O. BAILEY.
marl A

—OF—

HI. CUE HIE HIT.
wtf

F.

auglQ_

1.ET—Pleasant, sunny

Lading.

eodtf

St.

long, $10 per thousand feet.

Stui'divant’ci Wh’f,

Call and examine them before
purchasing elsewhere.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Bargains in Black Satin
Rhadames, just received, at
$1.00. $1.25, $1.38,
OUR ENTIRE STOCK
$1.50, $1.75,

SPRUCE FENCE BOARDS,

of

SATURDAY, Sept. 6th, at 10.00 a. m., at
salesroom, Exchange St., Parlor Furniture,
Chamber Sets, Stoves, Carpets, Lounges, Mattresses and Feather Beds, Crockery aud Glass
Ware, Tables, Chairs, sc., Sc. Also at same
time a Library of about 300 Books—can be seen
on momingof sale.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.
sep3d3t

Fall

Extra

d2t

Etchings, Engravings, Photographs,Pottery.
CYRUS F. DAVIS.

and

large

from 371-2c to $1.25.

NEW GOODS.

they

C. Linwood Brackett of Auburn and Miss Helen
S. Chadbourne of Gorham.
In Dayton, Sept. 1, Moses E. Little of Gorham
and Miss Carrie E. Dyer of Dayton.
Iu Lineolnville, Aug. 29, Charles E. Fernald of
Lineolnville and Miss Julia M. Wellman of Hope.
In Bridgton, Sept. 1, O. It. Cook and Miss Catharine F. Stone, both of Bridgton.

A new form of an international bill of lading modified so as to make it more equitable

A Full Line of All Wool Homespun

Random widths and lengths, $8.00.

MARRIACES.

he found his

sep5

elegant line of SUITINGS made

$25.

wife he would give the conductor charge of
the train again. The conductor backed back
and signalled for policeman Hanson, who arrested Place, locked him up, and the marshal
telegraphed to his friends in Portsmouth.
Place still sticks to his story that he died
from the effects of a slow poison, but objects
to his present quarters and wants to be allowed to look after his business.

—INCLUDING—

RINES BROS.

from the finest Woolens and For-

Raymond—James Rolfe to Gideon Berry, land.
$15.
William R. T. Welch to Gideon Beny, laud.

he had colored his gray hair and that he proposed to make the acquaintance of his wife

to-day

AUCTION.

Auetioneers and Commission Merchants

We are ready to make Ladies’ Dresses or suits, without a single day’s delay beyond actual time it takes to
do the work.

Gentlemen’s Furnishing Goods

eration.

In

DRESS GOODS

eodtf

eoan

J^JSTTD

The following transfers of real estate in
the county have been recorded at the registry of deeds:
Westbrook—Minot D. Gray to Arthur E. Gray,
land and buildings. S700.
Casco—Joseph T. Sylvester to Herbert M. Sylvester, land and buildings. $1 and other consid-

buried, and that his wife was on the way to
Portsmouth, to draw out $1200 that he while
in life, had on deposit there.
He added that
his appearance was somewhat changed, that

ST.

sep!>

Furniture, Carpets, Bonks, &c.,
ON

ST., DIRECTLY OPPOSITE HEAD CROSS ST.

CLOTHING

Real Estate Transfers.

that he (Place) was dead, that his wife had
poisoned him, that he was not only dead but

COffORESS

DRESS MAKING.

will

who thought him a pickpocket.
Mr. Place then boarded the train and told the
conductor that he would take charge. He
told the conductor by way of explanation

FALL

SIGN OF COLD BOOT,

421

AUCTION MALES.

BY

THE SHOE DEALER

Bangor to-day where
season Monday night.

O’Bbion, Secretary.

NEW

BROWN,

Broadway and Young Cents’ now ready. Silk, Stiff and Soft Hats
made to order and a perfect fit guaranteed without extra charge.

*

competitors.

Boots an«l Shoes Sent

parts of the State are earnestly invited to attend and aid in perfecting a State organization, that will increase in strength until
equal political rights are secured to women.
The names of speakers will be announced
hereafter.
Ey order of the committee.
C. A. Qitinby, President.

stranger,

I

I

Rent and expenses only about one-third as much

to

[Maine
publish the above.]

(lit

sep5

REMEMBER

be

papers will confer a favor if

We shall place on sale to-day, twenty-five
dozen extra quality Black Silk Taffeta
Cloves at 40 cents pair. These are regular
75 cent goods and desirable for fall wear.

Fine Jersey Newark Goods. IGents’ Cordovan Balmorals. AA, A, B, C and D. Gents’ Enamel anil
Patent Leather Congress, all widths, sizes and half
sizes. Gents’ Cloth Top Button,Congress and Balmorals. Gents’ Cheap and Medium Solid Durable
Goods at Bottom Prices.

inexpensive rent enables us to give our customers
the extra profit demanded by a large rent and
heavy expenses.

a great bill next
including me
mg pour specialty
is playing at Boston Theatre

S. J. L.

SILK TAFFETA GLOVES, 40 GTS.

Gentlemen’s

Our

land, September 23d and 24th, by the woman
suffragists of Maine, in co-operation with the
New England Woman’s Suffrage Association,
beginning September 23d at 2.30 p. m. and
continuing next day at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m. A
business meeting will be held at 10.30 a. m.
in the church, September 24th for the purpose of re-organizing.
Friends from all

Sudden Insanity.
Yesterday morning, Henry S. Place, a well
known citizen and a man of considerable
property, suddenly became insane. He drew
from the bank about $1500, and with that
sum in his possession started for the train.
When he reached the station he asked an entire stranger to loan him his carpet bag, and
tried to take it, but was resisted by the

land-slide at Jefferson. The rates have been
put at a low figure so that all who desire can
get a breath of mountain air.

MERRY’S OWN

dlt

Woman Suffrage Convention.

might be no irregularity in the books of the
asylum, it became necessary for the Board
of Mayor and Aldermen to sign papers committing a dead man to the insane asylum.

sail

THE CORRECT HAT!

BROS.

sep5

A woman suffrage convention will be held
in the Chestnut street M. E. church, Port-

recommendation of the Overseers of the
Poor having been already voted. The officers of
the asylum readily received the
patient upon Mr. Baker’s statement. Before
the necessary papers were made out and
signed by the Mayor and Aldermen, however, the young man did, in fact, succeed in
starving himself; and in order that there

a fine
islands in the lower bay.

RINES

__

MUSIC AND

wees

being conversant with the facts in the case,
very properly took the young man to Augusta without action by the aldermen, the

New Bill of

liitu nu ill

Gents’ Unlaundered 75 cent Shirts 44 cents. Night Shirts 59 cents.
Ladies’ Good Winter Undervests, splendid value for 50 cents, at 31 cents.
Ladies’ good, part Wool, extra $1.00 Winter Undervests or Pants at 59 cents.
Children’s smallest size Winter Undervests or Pants 10 cents.
Gents’ Silk Neckties, assorted Light or Dark styles, 3 for 25 cents.
Ladies’ $1.25 and $1.50 Hamburg or Torchon Trimmed Corset Covers 50 cents.
Ladies’ $2.00 Fine Tucked best material fullest size Night Dresses $1.00.
All Linen desirable size White Napkins a 8 1-2 cents each.
Turkey Red, desirable size, warranted fast color, at 5 cents each.
Turkey Red, desirable width Table Damask, fast color, at 31 cents a yard.
Turkey Red 5-quarter Stand Covers, warranted fast color, at 25 cents* each.
Turkey Red 10-quarter Table Covers, warranted fast color, at $1.25 each.
Light color Pant Cloth, formerly sold at 75 cents, 3 yards for $1.00.
Tarbell’s second quality 50 cent Scarlet Twilled Flannel, 29 cents.
1000 pieces 12 and 15 cent Plaid Dress Ginghams, assorted styles, 5 1-2 cents.
Remnants of very Best 25 cent Bed Ticking, warranted perfect, at 13 cents.
One case 10-quarter Unbleached Sheeting 18 cents. 7-quarter Bleached at 12 1-2 cents.
15 pieces Best $1.15 and $1.25 Guiuet Black Dress Silks 75 cents.
40 nieces all Wool Dress Flannels, 27 inch width, at 19 cents.
150 dozen Dress and Cloak Buttons, formerly sold at 25 and 50 cents, at 5 cents.
40.000 yards Best quality Dark odd style Merrimac Prints 4 cents.
85.000 yards Best quality, assorted goods, odd Cocheco and Pacific Prints at 4 cents.
10.000 yards Best quality light color Apron or Dress Prints 4 cents.
Nobody in our vicinity has ever seen such a Grand Sale as this 30 Days Sale of ours, or
large a line of goods. It is remarkable that our prices are lower than ever seen in the face of a
vancing market.

Company which
this week,

Secretary Baker,

as
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Special Bargains in Nearly Every Department.

The Pavilion will offer

poor fellow had been starving himself and
it was necessary to put him under the care
of the officers of the State Asylum, who

As soon

uic

through Portland
they' will open the

In addition to the

three
persons committed the day before, Mr.
Baker took a young and insane man who
had been confined at the ahnshouse. The

and marry her.

well under control.

the last opportunity to
see the Corelli troupe in “Olivette” at the
Pavilion.
Dan Maguinnis will be at Portland Theatre next Wednesday and Thursday in “Lord
Tatters.” P. J. McCallum of this city is
one of the leading members of the company,
and will undertake the creation of a new
part. Tickets will be ready Monday.
The Emma Abbott Grand Opera Company
will play this season in Portland on the way
from Providence to Montreal.
There will be a concert at the Young Men’s
Christian Association ball Wednesday, Sept.
9th complimentary to Miss Lillian Hamlin,
the young cornetist and vocalist.
Some of
the most popular musicians of the city will
be present.
General Totman of Richmond, formerly of
the Lilliputian Opera Company, has accepted
an engagement with the Pecks Bad Boy
Company. The General will play the part
of the Bad Boy.
The “Lord Tatters” Company will go

A Peculiar Case.
The Board of Mayor and Aldermen held
a meeting yesterday afternoon and made two
commitments to the State Insane Asylum at
Augusta, one of the persons committed having previously died. At a meeting of the
Board held in Auaust. three nersons were

could treat him properly.

sponding) and their efforts were directed
toward saving adjoining dwellings which are
clustered about the stable.
At that hour in the morning it was impossible to learn any details of how the fire

To-night

others.

of the Poor.

Arey & Co., and a short time ago purchased
by Mr. Lewis J. Gray, who kept a boarding
and sale stable there. The building, which
was a large wooden structure, was all ablaze
long before the department reached the
scene, (though the men were prompt in re-

GRAND THIRTY DAYS SALE.

NOTES.

lecturers and test mediums have been secured for the coming season. The first two
Sundays the platform will be occupied by
Mrs. M. W. Leslie of Boston, followed by
Mrs. A. H. Colby, J. Frank Baxter and

seers

About 2.15 o’clock this morning box 34 was
and as soon thereafter as possible
the second alarm was sent. The alarm was
given for a fire in the old Coffin stable on
South street, recently occupied by A. G.

pulled,

the fire

UST Hill OF OUR

to

Burned

far as we could learn.
George C. Shaw loses six horses, teams,
Swett’s Express
etc., probably uninsured.

corresponding period last year.
The Lynn reporter for the Boston Journal
says: “Messrs. B. F. Spinney & Co. have
not yet decided in regard to moving their
business from Lynn to Norway, or whether
to continue the business in Lynn.
The
unions have been driving this firm rather

about to leave her dock.

Horses

Twenty

Death.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

surance as

of $908,000; net earnings, $446,000, and increase in net earnings of $291,000 over the

was

NEW

Lewis Cray’s Stable on South Street
Burned.

tains today.
We have received the newsy Odd Fellows’
Register and Masonic Journal for September.
Rev. Howard C. Dunham of Topeka, Kansas, will preach at the Swedenborgian church
Sunday morning on “The Rainbow”; in the
evening on “Mary and Martha.”
The large crowd at the islands had a rough
trip home last night. The strong wind and
gusts of rain made sailing very uncomfortable.
The steam launch Persis of Boston was in
the harbor yesterday. The little steamer is
making the voyage from Bar Harbor to
Boston.
The Chestnut street M. E. church resumes
its forenoon service tomorrow. At 3 p. m.
the pastor will preach upon “The Key to

History.”
The Bridgton News

BLAZE.

BIC

511 Congress street.

eodtf

First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
Cotton and other merchandise in the
Warehouse rePortland Sugar House.
ceipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
J. S. DOUHLASS, Agent,
*4117 C ommercial Mlretl.
jyl4tltf

To Milk
ON

Consumers.

and after Sept. 1st, the twice ol
7 cents per quart.
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